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United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

Re: 07-FOI-00026 

Reston Plaza 1 
12030 Sunrise Valley Drive, Suite 350 

Reston, VA 20191 

JUN 5 2009 

Ihis i, in response to your letter dated May 25.1007. which was received by the Office 
or Inspector General (OIG) on May 30. 2007. in which you ask for information under the 
Freedom of Inlormation Act (FOIA). 5 U.S.c. § 552. You ask lor a copy of the closing memo or 
the Jlrst tv;enty pages of the linal report for each of the lollowing closed investigations: 

1) Ponca Tribal Business Committee: 
2) Private Fuel Storage. LLC: 
.~) I :te Indian Tribe: 
..) Tunic Mountain Band of Chippewa: 
') Pokagoll Band of Potawatomi Indians: 
()) COllshalta Tribe: 
7) Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Loans: 
81 Sac & Fox'I ribe of the Mississippi in Iowa: 
9) Chippeml Cree I'ribe of the Rocky Boy Reservation: 
Ill) Luck) Star Casino: 
I 1) FWS Alaska: 
12) Timbisha Shoshone Tribe: 
13) Load Star Casino: 
14) Mardis Gras Wreck: 
15) MI-IA Nation Refinery Project: 
16) Anadarko Petroleum Corporation et al 
17) Wind River Indian Reservation: 
18) BLM Cooperative Management Agreement: 
19) Mescalero Apache Tribe: 
20) Oklahoma Indian Gaming Working Group: 
21) BLM Land Sale to Bridgeport Paiute Indian: 
22) Winnemucca Indian Colony: 
23) Emergency Response Management Review. Carrizo Plain Incident 
:24) Nutional Geospatial Technical Operations Center: 
25) Whistleblower Protection Program: 



26) St. Paul Minnesota Casino Task Force: 
27) Apache Business COlllmittee: 
28) MMS Federal Leases - Natural Gas Royalties: 
29) U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service - Atlanta Regional: 
30) National Park Foundation: and 
31) CA Valley Miwok Tribe. 

A search was conducted and we have obtained the 31 Reports of Investigation (ROI) you 
requested. One report. Private Fuel Storage. LLC. which contains 3 pages. is being withheld in 
its entirety. 

Deletions have been made of information that is exempt from release under the 
provisions of 5 U.S.C. §§ 552(b)(3). (b)(5). (b)(6). (b)(7)(A). and (b)(7)(C). These sections 
exempt from disclosure items that pertain to: (I) information specifically exempted from 
disclosure by statute: (2) inter-agency or intra-agency memoranda or letters which would not be 
available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with the agency; (3) personnel and 
other similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of 
personal privacy: (4) records of information compiled for law enforcement purposes. the release 
of which could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings; and (5) 
records of information compi led for law enforcement purposes. but only to the extent that the 
production of such law enforcement records or information could reasonably be expected to 
constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Exemption (b)(3) was used to protect 
Federal Grand JurI' information covered under Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure. One report with Federal Grand Jury inlormation was withheld in its entirety. 
Exemption (b)(5) was used to protect the deliberative process of the Assistant United States 
Attorney (AUSA) regarding their decision to decline prosecution. as well as the agent"s strategy 
on how to proceed with the investigation. Exemptions (b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) were used to protect 
the identities of witnesses or those individuals who were the suqject of another investigation. 
The name and the case file number were redacted lor those individuals who were the subject of 
an investigation. Exemption (b)(7)(A) was used to protect information pertaining to an ongoing 
investigation. III addition. the material is exempt from release under the provisions of 5 U.S.C. § 
552a(k)(2)of the Privacy Act. pertaining to investigatory material compiled lor law enforcement 
purposes. 

I f you disagree with this response. you may appeal the decision by writing to the FOIA 
Appeals Officer. The FOIA Appeals Officer must receive your FOIA appeal no later than 30 
workdays from the date of this linal letter responding to your FOIA request. Appeals arriving or 
delivered after 5 p.m. E.T .. Monday through Friday. will be deemed received on the next 
workday. Your appeal must be in writing and addressed to: 

Freedom of Iniormation Act Appeals Officer 
Department of the Interior 

Oftice of the Solicitor 
1849 C Street. NW. MS-6556 

Washington. DC 20240 



You must include with your appeal copies of all correspondence between you and the 
bureau concerning your FOIA request. including a copy of your original FOIA request and this 
denial letter. Failure to include this documentation with your appeal will result in the 
Department's rejection of your appeal. The appeal should be marked both on the envelope and 
the face or-the letter. with the legend, "FREEDOM OF INFORMATION APPEAL." Your letter 
should include as much detail as possible any reason(s) why you believe the bureau's response is 
in error. Due to disruptions to the mail service in the Washington. D.C. area. you may want to 
consider an alternative means of communicating with the Department of the Interior. e,g .. 
facsimilc. c-maiL Federal Express. etc. There may be a delay in our receipt of mail sent through 
the U.S. Postal Service. The FOIA Appeal Officer's facsimile number is (202) 208-6677. Your 
appeal should be tiled in accordance with the regulations set out in 43 C.F.R. ~§ 2.28-2.32. a 
copy of which is enclosed. 

Please contact me at (703) 487-5436. if you have any questions concerning this 
response. 

Sandra Evans 
010 FOIA Officer 

Enclosures 
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§ 2.27 How will a bureau handle are· 
quest for infonnation that is con
tained in a Privacy Act system of 
records? (See DOl's Privacy Act,reg
ulations (Subpart G of this pru.1;) for 
additional information.) 

(a) When you request information 
pertaining to yourself that is contained 
in a Privacy Act system of records ap
plicable to you (i.e., the information 
contained in the system, of records is 
retrieved by the bureau using your 
name or other personal identifier). the 
request will be processed under both 
the FOIA and the Privacy Act. If you 
request information about yourself, 
you must submit certain identifying 
information. usually an original signa
ture (see the appropriate Privacy Act 
system notice and, Subpart G of this 
part) before the bureau will process 
your request. (Note: If you request in
formation about yourself that is not 
covered by the Pl-ivacy ~ct, e.g., the in
formation may be filed under another 
subject, such as an organization, activ
ity, event, or an investigation not re
trievable by a name or personal identi
fier, the request will be treated only as 
a FOIA request.) 

(b) The Pdvacy Act never prohibits 
disclosure of material that the FOrA 
requires to be released. Both a Privacy 
Act and a ForA exemption must apply 
to withhold information from you if 
the information you seek is contained 
in a Privacy Act system of records ap
plicable to you. 

ec) Sometimes a request for Privacy 
Act information is submitted by a 
"third party" (an individual other than 
the person who is the subject of the 
Privacy Act recol"d). If you request Pri
vacy Act information about another in
dividual. the material will not be dis
closed without prior written approval 
by that individual unless-

(1) The release is provided for under 
one of the Privacy Act conditions of 
disclosure (5 U,S.C. 55Za(b», one of 
which is that Privacy Act information 
is releasable if it is required to be re
leased under the FOIA, or 

(Z) In most circumstances, if the indi
vidual is deceased. See §Z.8(d)(4). 

(d) In handling a request covered by 
paragraph (a) of this section, the fee 
provisions and time limits under the 
FOrA will apply, except that with re-
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gard to information that is subject to 
the Privacy Act, tHe bureau will charge 
only for duplication and not for search 
and review time (see Appendix C to this 
part). There will be no charge if the fee 
for processing the request is $30 or less. 

Subpart D-FOIA Appeals 

SOURCE: 67 FR 64530, Oct. 21, 2002. unless 
otherwise noted. 

§ 2.28 When may I file an appeal? 

(a) You may file an appeal when: 
(1) Records or parts of records have 

been withheld: 
(2) The bureau informs you that you 

have not adequately described the 
records you are seeking. or that it does 
not possess responsive records and you 
have reason to believe it does or you 
question the adequacy of the bureau's 
search for responsive records: 

(3) A decision has not been made on 
your request within the time limits 
provided in §Z.12: 

(4) The bureau did not addl"ess all as
pects of your request for records; 

(5) You believe there is a procedural 
deficiency (e.g., fees are improperly 
calculated) : 

(6) A fee waiver has been denied: 01-

(7) A request for expedited processing 
has been denied or not responded to on 
time. (Special procedures apply to this 
type of appeal (see §§2.14, 2.29(c), and 
2.32(b)). An appeal of this type relates 
only to the request for expedited proc
essing and does not constitute an ap
peal of your underlying request for 
records. 

(b) Before filing an appeal. you may 
wish to communicate with the contact 
person listed in the ForA l-esponse or 
the bureau's FOIA Officer to see if the 
issue can be resolved informally. Infor~ 
rna] resolution of your concerns may be 
appropriate where the bUl"eau has not 
responded to your request or where you 
believe the search conducted was not 
adequate. In thiS latter instance, you 
may be able to provide additional in
formation that may assist the bureau 
in locating records. However, if you 
wish to file an appeal, it must be re
ceived by the FOIA Appeals Officer 
within the time limits in § 2.29. 
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§ 2.29 How long do I have to file an ap
peal? 

(a) Appeals covered by §§ 2.28(a)([). 
(2), and (4) thru (6). Your appeaL must 
be received by the FOIA Appeals Offi~ 
eer no later than 30 workdays after the 
date of the final response 01' 30 work~ 
days after receipt of any records that 
are provided to you. 

(b) Appeals covered by §2.28(a)(3). 
You may file an appeal any time after 
the time limit for responding to your 
request has passed. 

(c) Appeals covered by § 2.28(a)(7). 
You should file an appeal as soon as 
possible. 

§ 2.30 How do I file an appeal? 
(a) You must submit your appeal in 

writing. Le., by mail, fax or e~mail, to 
the FOIA Appeals Officer, U.S. Departfi 
ment of the Interior (see Appendix A 
for the address). Your appeal must in
clude the information specified in para
graph (b) of this section. Failure to 
send your appeal directly to the FOrA 
Appeals Officer may result in a delay 
In processing. 

(b) Your appeal must contain copies 
of all correspondence between you and 
the bureau, including your request and 
the bureau's response (if there is one). 
DOl will not begin processing your ap
peal and the time limits for responding 
to your appeal will not begin to run 
until these documents are received. 

(c) You also should include in as 
much detail as possible any reason(s) 
why you believe the bureau's response 
was in error. 

(d) Include your name and daytime 
telephone number (or the name and 
telephone number of an appropriate 
contact), e-mail address and fax num
ber (if available), in case 001 needs ad
ditional information or clarification of 
your appeal. 

(e) If you file an appeal concerning a 
fee waiver denial or a denial of expe
dited processing, you should. in addi
tion to complying with paragraph (b) of 
this section, demonstrate fully how the 
criteria in § 2.19(b) (see Appendix D) or 
§2.14(a) are met. You also should state 
in as much detail as possible why you 
believe the initial decision was incor
rect. 

(f) All communications concerning 
your appeal should be clearly marked 
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with the words: "FREEDOM OF IN
FORMATION APPEAL.'· 

§ 2.31 How will DOl respond to my ap
peal? 

(a) Appeals will be decided by the 
FOIA Appeals Officer. When necessary, 
the FOIA Appeals Officer will consult 
other appropriate offices, including the 
Office of the Solicitor (in the case of 
all denials of information and fee waiv
ers, and othel- technical issues as nec
essary). 

(b) The final decision on an appeal 
will be in writing and will state the 
basis for DOl's decision as follows: 

(1) Decision to release 01' withhold 
records. (i) If the FOIA Appeals Officer 
decides to release the withheld records 
or portions thereof, he/she will make 
the records available or instruct the 
appropriate bureau to make them 
available as soon as possible. 

(U) If the FOIA Appeals Officer de
cides to uphold in whole or part the de
nial of a request for records, he/she will 
advise you of your right to obtain judi
cial review. 

(2) Non-possession of records. If the 
FOIA Appeals Officer decides that the 
requested records exist, the bureau 
that has the records will issue a re
sponse to you promptly and the FOIA 
Appeals Officer will close the file on 
your appeal. If the FOIA Appeals Offi
cer decides that the requested records 
cannot be located or do not exist, hel 
she will advise you of your right to 
treat the decision as a denial and seek 
judicial review. 

(3) Non-response to a FOIA request. If a 
bureau has not issued an appropriate 
response to your FOIA request within 
the 20-workday statutory time limit, 
the FOIA Appeals Officer will direct 
the bureau to issue a response directly 
to you as soon as possible. If the bu
reau responds to your request within 
2D-workdays after receipt of the appeal, 
the FOIA Appeals Officer will close the 
file on your appeal. Otherwise, the 
FOIA Appeals Officer will advise you 
that you may treat the lack of a re
sponse by the bureau as a denial of 
your appeal and seek judicial review. 

(4) Incomplete response to a FOIA re
quest. If a bureau has not issued a com· 
plete response to your FOIA request, 
the FOIA Appeals Officer will direct 
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the bureau to issue a complete re
sponse directly to you as soon as pos
sible, and provide you with the name 
and telephone number of a contac;,t -per
son. The FOIA Appeals Officer will 
close your FOIA appeal and advise you 
that you may treat the incomplete re
sponse by the bureau as a denial of 
your appeal and seek judicial review. 

(5) ProceduraJ deficiencies, If the FOIA 
Appeals Officer decides that the bureau 
was in error, he/she will instruct the 
bureau to correct the error and advise 
you accOI-dingly. If the FOIA Appeals 
Officer decides that the bureau acted 
properly, he/she will deny your appeal 
and advise you of your right to seekju
dicial review. 

(6) Fee waiver denials. If the decision 
is to grant your request for a fee waiv
er, the FOIA Appeals Officer will advise 
the appropriate bureau of the Depart
ment's decision and instruct the bu
reau to proceed with processing the re
quest or to refund any monies you have 
paid. If the decision is to deny the fee 
waiver request, the Department will 
advise you of your right to seek judi
cial review. You also should contact 
the bureau office to make further ar
rangements to process your request if 
you still wish to obtain the records. 

(7) Denial of expedited processing. If 
the FOIA Appeals Officer decides to 
grant expedited processing, he/she will 
direct the bureau to process your re
quest as soon as practicable. If your re
quest for expedited processing is denied 
on appeal, the FOIA Appeals Officer 
will advise you of your right to seek ju
dicial review of the denial of expedited 
processing. 

§ 2.32 How long does DOl have to re
spond to my appeal? 

(a) The statutory time limit for re~ 
sponding to an appeal is 20 workdays 
after receipt of an appeal meeting the 
requirements of § 2.30. 

(b) If you request expedited proc
essing of your appeal, you must dem~ 
onstrate to the Department's satisfac
tion that the appeal meets one of the 
criteria under §2,14(a), The ForA Ap
peals Officer will advise you whether 
the Department will grant expedited 
processing within 10 calendar days of 
its receipt of your appeal. If the FOIA 
Appeals Officer decides to grant expe-
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dited processing, he/she will give your 
appeal priority and process it ahead of 
other pending appeals. 

(c) If you have not received a deci
sion on your appeal within 20 work
days, you have the right to seek review 
in a District Court of the United States 
(see 5 U.S.C. 552(a)(4) and (6». In the 
event that the Department is unable to 
reach a decision within the given time 
limits, the FOIA Appeals Officer wi1l 
notify you of the reason for the delay 
and the right to seek judicial review. 

§ 2.33 How will the Department notify 
you and the submitter of commer· 
cial or financial information when 
it makes an appeal decision con
cerning such information? 

(a) Notice of appeal decision. If the De
partment decides on appeal to release 
records over the objections of a sub
mitter who has advised DOl that the 
information is ,protected from release 
by exemption (4), the Department will 
adVise you and the submitter that it 
intends to release the records 10 wod<
days after the notice to the submitter 
regarding the appeal decision, 

(b) Notice of litigation. (1) The Depart
ment will notify the submitter within 
10 workdays of receipt of ·the court 
complaint if you file a lawsuit seeking 
access to any records found on appeal 
to be protected from release by exemp
tion (4). 

(2) The Department will notify you 
within 10 workdays of receipt of the 
court complaint if the submitter files a 
lawsuit requesting the court to pro
hibit the Department from releasing 
information it alleges qualifies for pro
tection under exemption (4). 

Subpart E-FOIA Annual Report 

SOURCE: 67 FR 64530, Oct, 21, 2002, unless 
otherwise noted, 

§ 2.34 Where can I get a copy of DOl's 
FOIA annual report? 

Under 5 U.S.C. 552 (e) , DOl is required 
to prepare an annual report regarding 
its FOIA activities. The report includes 
information about FOrA requests, ap
peals. and litigation against the De
partment. Copies of DOl's annual FOIA 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Office of the Secretary 

43 CFR Part 2 

RIN 1090-AA61 

Amendment to the Freedom of 
Information Act Regulations 

AGENCY: Office ofthe Secretary, Interior. 
ACTION: Direct final fule, 

SUMMARY: This document amends the 
Department of the Interior's (DOl) 
regulations implementing the Freedom 
of Information Act (FOlA), 5 U.S.C. 552. 
In particular, it: clarifies the time limit 
that requesters have for filing FOrA 
appeals; clarifies that requesters must 
include the required documentation 
with their appeals or their appeals may 
be rejected by the FDIA Appeals Officer; 
clarifies that requesters must file a ForA 
request with each separate bureau/office 
from which they are seeking records; 
changes the language regarding requests 
for expedited processing to be 
consistent with the language used in the 
ForA including removing a paragraph 
in that section pertaining to "due 
process rights;" makes the use of 
multitrack processing mandatory for all 
bureaus and offices; advises requesters 
that they may contact the bureau! 
office's FOIA Requester Service Center 
and the ForA Public Liaison concerning 
the status of their requests; and includes 
current contact information for DOl's 
FDIA and Public Affairs/Office of 
Communications Contacts and its 
reading rooms (Headquarters). 
Additionally, the final rule revises the 
definitions of the terms: "representative 
of the news media" and "freelance 
journalist" in accordance with the 
Openness Promotes Effectiveness in Our 
National (OPEN) Government Act of 
2007 (Dece.mber 31, 2007). The term 
"news" is defined within the term 
"representative of the news media." 
DATES: With the exception of § 2.3(k) 
and (r), this rule is effective May 14, 
2009. Section 2.3(k) and (r) have been 
revised consistent with the OPEN 
Government Act of 2007 and are 
effective May 29, 2009 without further 
action unless significant adverse 
comments are received by May 14, 2009. 
If significant adverse comments to 
§ 2.3(k} and (r) comments are received, 
DOl will publish a timely withdrawal of 
these paragraphs in the Federal 
Register. 

ADDRESSES: You may submit comments, 
identified by the number 1090-AA61, 
on the portions of this rule identified in 
Part II, Procedural Matters and Required 

Documentation, that have not 
previously been published for review by 
any of the following methods: 
-Federal rulemaking portal: http:// 

wHrw.regu]ations.gov [Follow the 
instructions for submitting 
comments 1; or 

-Mail or hand delivery: OCIO/DOl, 
1849 C Street, NW., Room 7456-MIB, 
Washington, DC 20240. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Alexandra MaHus, Office of the Chief 
Information Officer, MS-7438, Main 
Interior Building, 1849 C Street, N1N., 
Washington, DC 20240; Telephone (202) 
208-5342. E-Mail: 
Alexandra _ Mallus@ios.doi.gov. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION; 

I. Background 

The Department of the Interior 
published a final rule in the Federal 
Register on October 21, 2002, revising 
its regulations implementing the FOIA, 
43 CFR part 2. In this publication, the 
language used in § 2.21(d)(6), "How will 
the bureau respond to my request?" and 
the language used in § 2.29, "How long 
do I have to file an appeal?" were 
inconsistent with each other concerning 
the timeframe for filing an appeal. This 
rule clarifies the 2002 final rule by 
noting that appeals must be received by 
the FOIA Appeals Officer no later than 
~o workdays from the date of the final 
response. Additionally, this rule 
clarifies that a requester's failure to 
include all correspondence between 
himself/herself and the bureau 
concerning his/her FOIA request will 
result in the Department's rejection of 
the appeal unless the FDIA Appeals 
Officer determines that good cause 
exists to accept the defective appeal. 

This rule also changes § 2.22, "What 
happens if a bureau receives a request 
for records it does not have or did not 
create?" to eliminate paragraph (a)(1) of 
§ 2.22, which has been construed by 
some courts to require bureaus that had 
received a FOIA request to refer the 
request to another bureau for a search of 
its records, regardless of whether the 
bureau that received the request had 
responsive records. The resull of this 
change is that FOIA requesters must 
submit their requests in accordance 
with § 2.10, which requires that the 
FOIA requester specify which bureau's 
records are being sought or, at a 
minimum, specify when the FOIA 
requester is seeking the records of more 
than one bureau. 

Consistent with EO 13392, this rule 
adds a new paragraph (c) to § 2.12, 
"When can I expect the response?" 
advising requesters that they may 
contact the bureau/office's ForA 

Requester Service Center and the FOIA 
Public Liaison concerning the status of 
their requests. Additionally, the 
language in §§2.3 and 2.14 regarding 
expedited processing has been amended 
to reflect the FOIA's statutory language; 
therefore, the term "exceptional need" 
has been replaced with "compelling 
need," and paragraph (a)(3) in § 2.14 
pertaining to "due process rights" has 
been removed. 

This rule also revises the language in 
§ 2.26, "Does the bureau provide 
multitrack processing ofFOlA 
requests?" to make the use of multitrack 
processing mandatory for all bureaus 
and offices within the Department and 
remind the bureaus of the lltatutory 
requirement of due diligence. 

Appendix A to part 2, Department of 
the Interior FOIA and Public Affairs 
Contacts and Reading Rooms, has been 
updated to include current contact 
information for DOl's FOrA and Public 
Affairs/Office of Communications 
Contacts and its reading rooms 
(Headquarters) and to delete the FOIA 
contacts and reading rooms for the field 
offices. In the future, bureaus/offices 
will maintain information pertaining to 
the field offices on their FOIA Web sites 
to ensure that their contact information 
is accurate and current. 

Finally, this final rule revises the 
definition of the terms "representative 
of the news media" and "freelance 
journalist" (§ 2.3(k) and § 2.3(r)) in 
accordance with the OPEN Government 
Act of 2007 (December 31, 2007). 

II. Procedural Matters and Required 
Documentation 

Administrative Procedure Act 

On October 25, 2007, DOl published 
a proposed rule that revised Us existing 
regulations under the FOIA. See 72 FR 
60611, October 25, 2007. Interested 
persons were afforded an opportunity to 
participate in the rulemaking through 
submission of written comments on the 
proposed rule. The Department did not 
receive any comments from the public 
in response to its proposed rule. 
Accordingly, those provisions 
previously published are now final. 
Additionally, the Department is 
publishing, as a direct final rule three 
additional administrative updates: (i) 
The contact information in Appendix A 
to part 2, Department of the Interior 
FDIA and Public Affairs Contacts and 
Reading Rooms; (2) incorporation of the 
definitions for the terms "representative 
of the news media" and "freelance 
journalist" in accordance with the 
OPEN Government Act of 2007; and (3) 
one technical change to § 2.29{a), which 
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clarifies the time appellants have to file 
an appeal. 

Executive Order 12866-Regulatory 
Planning and Review 

This document is not a significant 
rule and the Office of Management and 
Budget has not reviewed this rule under 
Executive Order 12866. We have made 
the assessments required by Executive 
Order 12866 and have determined that 
this rule will not: 

(1) Have an annual effect on the 
economy of $100 million or more or 
adversely affect in a material way the 
economy, a sector of the economy, 
productivity, competition, jobs, the 
environment, public health or safety, or 
State, local, or tribal governments, or 
communities; 

{2} Create a serious inconsistency or 
otherwise interfere with an action taken 
or planned by another agency; 

l3) Materially alter the budgetary 
impact of entitlements, grants, user fees, 
or loan programs or the rights or 
obligations of their recipients; or 

(4) Raise novel legal or policy issues, 

Regul~toIJ' Flexibility Act 
DOl certifies that this regulation will 

not have a significant economic impact 
on a substantial number of small entities 
under the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 
U.S.C. 606(b)). Under the ForA, 
agencies may recover only the direct 
costs of searching for, reviewing, and 
duplicating the records processed for 
requesters, Thus, fees assessed by DOl 
are nominaL 

Small Business Regulatory Enforcement 
Fairness Act 

This rule is not a major rule under 5 
U.S.C. 804(2), the Small Business 
Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act. 
This rule will not result in an annual 
effect on the economy of more than 
$100 million per year; a major increase 
in costs or prices for consumers, 
individual industries, Federal, State, or 
local government agencies, or 
geographic regions; or significant 
adverse effects on competition, 
employment, investment, productivity, 
innovation, or on the ability of U,S,
based companies to compete with 
foreign-based enterprises, It deals 
strictly with implementation of the 
FOIA within DOl. 

Unfunded Mandates Reform Act 
This rule does not impose an 

unfunded mandate on State, local, or 
tribal governments, or the private sector 
of more than $100 million per year. The 
rule does not have a significant or 
unique effect on State, local. or tribal 
governments, or the private sector. 

Therefore, no actions were deemed 
necessary under the provisions of the 
Unfunded Mandates Reform Act (2 
U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). 

Executive Order 12630-Takings 

In accordance with Executive Order 
12630, this rule does not have any 
takings implications, It deals strictly 
with implementation of the FOIA 
within DOL Therefore, a takings 
assessment is not required, 

Executive Order 13132-Federalism 

In accordance with Executive Order 
13132, this rule does not have 
Federalism implications as it deals 
strictly with implementation of the 
ForA within DOl. Therefore, a 
Federalism assessment is not required. 

Executive Order 12988-Civil Justice 
Reform 

In accordance with Executive Order 
12988, the Office of the Solicitor has 
determined that this rule does not 
unduly burden the judicial system and 
the requirements of sections 3(a) and 
3(bJ(2) of the Order. 

Paperwork Reduction Act 

This rule does not contain any 
information collection requirements for 
which OMB approval under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act (44 U,S,C, 
3501-3520) is required. 

National Environmental Policy Act 

This rule does not constitute a major 
Federal action significantly affecting the 
quality of the human environment A 
detailed statemenl under the National 
Environmental Policy Act (42 U.S.c. 
4321-4347) of 1969 is not required, 

Executive Order 13211-Regulations 
That Significantly Affect the Supply, 
Distribution, or Use of Energy 

Executive Order 13211 requires 
agencies to prepare Statements of 
Energy Effects when undertaking certain 
actions. As this rule is not expected to 
significantly affect energy supplies, 
distribution, or use, this action is not a 
significant energy action and no 
Statement of Energy Effects is required, 

Clarity of This Regulation 

Executive Order 12866 requires each 
agency to write regulations that are easy 
to understand, We invite your 
comments on how to make this rule 
easier to understand, including answers 
to such questions such as the following: 

(1) Are the requirements in the rule 
clearly stated? 

(2) Does the rule contain technical 
language or jargon that interferes with 
its clarity? 

(3) Does the format of the rule 
(grouping and order of sections, use of 
headings, paragraphing, etc,) aid or 
reduce its clarity? 

(4) Would the rule be easier to 
understand if it were divided into more 
(but shorter) sections? (A "section" 
appears in bold type and is preceded by 
the symbol "§" and a numbered 
heading; for example, "§ 2.7 What do I 
need to know before filing a ForA 
request?") 

l5) Is the description of the rule in the 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION section of 
the preamble helpful in understanding 
the proposed rule? What else could we 
do to make the rule easier to 
understand? 

Send a copy of any comments that 
concern how we could make this rule 
easier to understand to: Office of 
Regulatory Affairs, Department of the 
Interior, 1849 C Street, NW" MS-7229-
MlB, Washington, DC 20240. 

List of Subjects in 43 CFR Part 2 

Administrative practice and 
procedure, Classified information, 
Courts, Freedom of information, 
Government employees, Privacy, 

Dated: February 26, 2009, 
Pamela K, Haze, 
Acting Assistant Secretary, Policy. 
Management and Budget. 

• For the reasons given in the preamble, 
we hereby amend part 2 of title 43 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations, as set forth 
below: 

PART 2-RECORDS AND TESTIMONY: 
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT 

• 1, The authority citation for part 2 
continues to read as follows: 

Authority: 5 U,S,c. 301, 552 and 552a; 31 
U.S,C, 9701; and 43 U,S,c, 1460 

Subpart A-General Information 

.2. [n § 2.3, revise paragraphs (i), (k), 
and (r) to read as follows: 

§ 2,3 What terms do I need to know? 

• • • • • 
(i) Expedited processing means giving 

a FOIA request priority, and processing 
it ahead of other requests pending in the 
bureau because a requester has shown a 
compelling need for the records (see 
§2.14). 
• • • • • 

(k) Free-lance journalist means an 
individual who is regarded as working 
for a news-media entity because helshe 
can demonstrate a solid basis for 
expecting publication through that 
entity, whether or not the journalist is 
actually employed by that entity. A 
publication contract would present a 
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solid basis for such an expectation; the 
Government may also consider the past 
publication record of the requester in 
making such a determination. 
• • • * 

(r) Representative of the news media 
means any person or entity that gathers 
information of potential interest to a 
segment of the public, uses its editorial 
skills to turn the raw materials into a 
distinct work, and distributes that work 
to an audience. The term 'news' means 
information that is about current events 
or that would be of current interest to 
the public. Examples of news~media 
entities are newspapers, television or 
radio stations broadcasting to lhe public 
at large, and publishers of periodicals 
(but only if such entities qualify as 
disseminators of' news') who make their 
products available for purchase by or 
subscription by or free distribution to 
the general public, These' examples are 
not all inclusive, As methods of news 
delivery evolve (for example, the 
adoption of the electronic dissemination 
of newspapers through 
telecommunication services), such 
alternative media will be considered to 
be news~media entities. 

Subpart C-Requests for Records 
underthe FOIA 

.3. In § 2.12, add a new paragraph (c) 
to read as follows: 

§2.12 When can I get the response? 
• • * • • 

(c) Determining the status afyour 
request. To determine the status of your 
request, you should call, fax, or email 
the point of contact provided in the 
bureau/office's acknowledgment letter 
to you, referencing the FOrA control 
number assigned to your request. You 
may also contact the appropriate ForA 
Requester Service Center, If you are 
dissatisfied with the FOIA Requester 
Service Center's response, you may 
contact the bureau/office's FOIA Public 
Liaison to resolve the issue. (The 
relevant names and telephone numbers 
are listed at http://www.doi.gov/foia/ 
liaison.html). 
.4. In § 2,14, revise paragraph (a) to 
read as follows: 

§2.14 When can I get expedited 
processing? 

(a) A bureau will provide expedited 
processing when you request it if you 
demonstrate to the satisfaction of the 
bureau that there is a compelling need 
for the records. The following 
circumstances demonstrate a 
compelling need: 

(1) Where failure to expedite the 
request could reasonably be expected to 

pose an imminent threat to the life or 
physical safety of an individual; or 

(2) An urgency to inform the public 
about an actual or alleged Federal 
Government activity if the request is 
made by a person primarUy engaged in 
disseminating information. In most 
situations, a person primarily engaged 
in disseminating information will be a 
representative of the news media. The 
requested information must be the type 
of information which has particular 
value that will be lost if not 
disseminated quickly, and ordinarily 
refers to a breaking news story of 
general public.interest. Therefore, 
information of historical interest only, 
or information sought for litigation or 
commercial activities, would not 
qualify, nor would a news media 
deadline unrelated to breaking news. 
• * * • * 
• 5.1n § 2.21, revise paragraph (d)(6) to 
read as follows: 

§ 2.21 How will the bureau respond to my 
request? 
• • • • • 

(d)' •• 
(6) A statement that the denial may be 

appealed to the FOlA Appeals Officer 
(see Appendix A to this Part), in 
accordance with the requirements in 
§ 2.29. 

* • • • • 
• 6.1n § 2.22, revise paragraph (a) to 
read as follows: 

§2.22 What happens If a bureau receives 
a request for records It does not have or did 
not create? 

(a) Consultations/referrals within DOl. 
If a bureau (other than the Office of 
Inspector General). receives a request for 
records in its possession that another 
bureau created or is substantially 
concerned with, it will consult with the 
other bureau before deciding whether to 
release or withhold the records. 
Alternatively, the bureau may refer the 
request, along with the records, to that 
bureau for direct response. The bureau 
that received the request will notify you 
of the referral in writing, along with the 
name of a contact in the other bureau(s) 
to which the referral was made, A 
referral does not restart the statutory 
time limit for responding to your 
request. 
• • • • • 
• 7, Revise § 2.26 to read as follows: 

§2.26 Does the bureau provide multitrack 
processing of FOIA requests? 

(a) All bureaus will use three 
processing traGks to distinguish between 
simple, normal, and complex requests 
based on the amount of time needed to 

process the request. FOIA requests will 
be placed in one of the following tracks: 

(1) Simple: 1-5 workdays; 
(2) Normal: 20 workdays; or 
(3) Complex: Over 20 workdays . 
(b) Bureaus will exercise due 

diligence in processing requests in 
accordance with the requirements of the 
FOIA. Requesters should assume, unless 
notified by the bureau, that their request 
is in the "Normal" track. 

(c) A bureau should, if possible, give 
requesters in its "Complex" track the 
opportunity to limit the scope of their 
request in order to qualify for faster 
processing. A bureau doing so will 
contact the requester by telephone 
(which should be promptly followed up 
by a written communication) or in 
writing, whichever is more efficient in 
each case, 

(d) See the Department's ForA home 
page at http://www.doi.gov/foia/ 
policy.html for details. 

Subpart O-FOIA Appeals 

.8. Revise § 2.29 to read as follows: 

§2.29 How long do I have to file an 
appeal? 

(a) Appeals covered by § 2.28(a)(1), 
(2), (4), and (5). Your FOlA appeal must 
be received by the FOlA Appeals Officer 
no later than 30 workdays from the date 
of the final response. 

(b) Appeals covered by § 2.28(a)(3). 
You may file an appeal any time after 
the time limit for responding to your 
request has passed, 

(c) Appeals covered by § 2.28(a)(6). 
Your FOIA appeal must be received by 
the FOIA Appeals Officer no later than 
30 workdays from the date of the letter 
denying the fee waiver. 

(d) Appeals covered by § 2.28(a)(7). 
You should file an appeal as soon as 
possible. 

(e) Appeals arriving or delivered after 
5 p.m. E.T., Monday through Friday, 
will be deemed received on the next 
workday. 
• 9. In § 2.30, revise paragraph (b) to 
read as follows: 

§2.30 How do I file an appeal? 
• • • • • 

(b) You must include with your 
appeal copies of all correspondence 
between you and the bureau concerning 
your FOIA request, including your 
request and the bureau's response (if 
there is one). Failure to include with 
your appeal all correspondence between 
you and the bureau will result in the 
Department's rejection of your appeal, 
unless the ForA Appeals Officer 
determines, in the FOIA Appeal 
Officer's sole discretion, that good cause 
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exists to accept the defective appeaL 
The time limits for responding to your 
appeal will not begin to run until the 
documents are received. , , , , 

Departmental FOIA Officer 
Senior FOIA Program Officer 
"Policy Only~No Requests" 
MS-7438-MIS 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-5342 
(202) 208-5412 
Fax No. (202) 208-6867, (202) 501-2622 

Public Affairs Office 
Office of Communications 
MS-6013, MIS 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-6416 
Fax No. (202) 208-5133 

ForA Officer 
MS-116. SIS 
1951 Constitution Ave" NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 565-1076 
Fax No. (202) 219-2374 

FOIA Officer 
MS-4428, MIS 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (703) 487-5436 
Fax No. (703) 487-5406 

FOrA Officer 
MS-6556, MIS 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-6221 
Fax No. (202) 208-5206 

ForA Officer 
Arlington Square, Room 380 
4401 North Fairfax Dr. 
Arlington, VA 22203 
Telephone No. (703) 358-2504 
Fax No. (703) 358-2251 

FOIA Officer 
Office of the CIO 
Org Code 2550 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 354-1925 
Fax No. (202) 371-5584 

• 10. Appendix A to part 2 is revised to 
read as follows: 

Departmental 

Departmental FOIAIPrivacy Act Appeals Offi-
cer 

MS-6556-MIS 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-5339 
Fax No. (202) 208-6677 

Appendix A to Part 2-Department of 
the Interior FOIA and Public Affairs 
Contacts, and Reading Rooms 

Departmental Privacy Officer 
MS-7438-MIS 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-3909 
Fax No. (202) 208-6867 

Reading Room-DOl's Library 
MIS (C Street Entrance) 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-5815 
Fax No. (202) 208-6773 

Office of the Secretary 

Public Affairs Office 
Office of Communications 
MS-6013, MIS 
1849 CSt., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-6416 
Fax No. (202) 208-5133 

Office of Inspector General 

Public Affairs Office 
MS-4428, MIS 
1849 CSt., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 513-0326 
Fax No. (202) 219-3856 

Office of the Solicitor (SOL) Headquarters 

Public Affairs Office 
Office of Communications 
MS-6013, MIS 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-6416 
Fax No. (202) 208-3231 

Fish & Wildlife Service (FWS) Headquarters 

Public Affairs Office 
Arlington Square, MS-330 
4401 North Fairfax Dr. 
Arlington, VA 22203 
Telephone No. (703) 358-2220 
Fax No. (703) 358-1930 

National Park Service (NPS) Headquarters 

Public Affairs Office 
P.O. Box 37127 
Washington, DC 20013-7127 
Telephone No. (202) 208-6843 
Fax No. (202) 219-0910 

Reading Room-DOl's Library 
MIS (C Street Entrance) 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-5815 
Fax No. (202) 208-6773 

Reading Room 
Room 4428, MrB 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (703) 487-5443 
Fax No. (703) 487-5400 

Reading Room 
Room 2328, MIS 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-6505 
Fax No. (202) 208-5206 

Reading Room 
Arlington Square, MS-380 
4401 North Fairfax Dr. 
Arlington, VA 22203 
Telephone No. (703) 358-2504 
Fax No. (703) 358-2251 

Reading Room 
Contact: NPS FOIA Officer 
1201 Eye St., NW. 
8th Floor 
Washington, DC 20005 
Telephone No. (202) 354-1925 
Fax No. (202) 371-5584 
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ForA Officer 
MS-WO-560 
1620 L St., NW., Room 750 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 452-5013 
Fax No. (202) 452-5002 

Bureau of land Management (BLM) Headquarters 

Public Affairs Office 
MS-WO-610 
1620 L St., NW., Room 406 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 452-5125 
Fax No. (202) 452-5124 

Reading Room 
1620 L St., NW.-Room 750 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 452-5193 
Fax No. (202) 452-0395 

Minerals Management Service (MMS) Headquarters 

FOIA Officer 
381 Elden St. MS-2200 
Herndon, VA 20170-4817 
Telephone No. (703) 787-1689 
Fax No. (703) 787-1207 

FOIA Officer 
MS-130, SIB 
1951 Constitution Ave., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-2961 
Fax No. (202) 219-3092 

FOIA Officer 
12201 Sunrise Valley Dr., MS-807 
Reston, VA 20192 
Telephone No. (703) 648-7158 
Fax No. (703) 648-6853 

FOIA Officer 
P.O. Box 25007,84-21300 
Denver, CO 80225-0007 
Telephone No. (303) 445-2048 
Fax No. (303) 445-6575 

FOIA Officer 
MS-3071, MIB 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-4542 
Fax No. (202) 208-6597 

Nole: For more information on FOIA, 
including the most currenllisUng of FOIA 
Conlacts and reading rooms, visil DOl's FOIA 
Web sile at http://www.doi.govl/oiai. 
Henceforth, contact information will be 
maintained and updated on DOl's FOIA Web 
site. If you do not have access to the Web, 
please contact the appropriale bureau FOIA 
Officer or the Departmental FOIA Office. 

Dated: April 6, 200S. 

[FR Doc. ES-8206 Filed 4-13-09; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4310-RK-P 

Public Affairs Office 
Office of Communications 
1849 est., NW., MS-4230 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-3985 
Fax No. (202) 208-3968 

Office of Surface Mining (OSM) Headquarters 

Office of Communications 
MS-262, SIB 
1951 Constitution Ave., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-2565 
Fax No. (202) 501-0549 

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Headquarters 

Office of Communications 
12201 Sunrise Valley Dr., MS-119 
Reston, VA 20192 
Telephone No. (703) 648-4460 
Fax No. (703) 648-4466 

Bureau of Reclamation (BOR) Headquarters 

Public Affairs Office 
P.O. Box 25007, 82-40000 
Denver, CO 80225-0007 
Telephone No. (303) 236-7000 
Fax No. (303) 236-9235 

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Headquarters 

Public Affairs Office 
MS-3658, MIB 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-3710 
Fax No. (202) 501-1516 

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND 
SECURITY 

Federal Emergency Management 
Agency 

44 CFR Part 64 

[Docket 10 FEMA-200a-Q020; Internal 
Agency Docket No. FEMA-8069] 

Suspension of Community Eligibility 

AGENCY: Federal Emergency 
Management Agency, DHS. 
ACTION: Final rule. 

SUMMARY: This rule identifies 
communities, where the sale of flood 

Reading Room 
Public Information Office 
1201 Elmwood Park Blvd. 
New Orleans, LA 70123-2394 
Telephone No. (800) 20D-GULF 
Fax No. (504) 738-2620 

Reading Room 
Contact: OSM FOIA Officer 
Room 263, SIB 
1951 Constitution Ave., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 208-2961 
Fax No. (202) 501-4734 

Reading Room 
USGS Library 
12201 Sunrise Valley Dr. 
Reston, VA 20192 
Telephone No. (703) 648-4302 
Fax No. (703) 648-6373 

Reading Room 
Reclamation Library 
P.O. Box 25007, 84--27960 
Denver, CO 80225-0007 
Telephone No. (303) 445-2072 
Fax No. (303) 445-6303 

Reading Room 
Room 3071, MIB 
1849 est., NW. 
Washington, DC 20240 
Telephone No. (202) 513-0883 
Fax No. (202) 208-6597 

insurance has been authorized under 
the National Flood Insurance Program 
(NFIP), that are scheduled for 
suspension on the effective dates listed 
within this rule because of 
noncompliance with the floodplain 
management requirements' of the 
program. If the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) receives 
documentation that the community has 
adopted the required floodplain 
management measures prior to the 
effective suspension date given in this 
rule, the suspension will not occur and 
a notice of this will be provided by 
publication in the Federal Register on a 
subsequent date, 



Case Title 
Ponca Tribal Business Committee 

Case Location 
Tulsa, OK 

Report Subject 
Closing Report 

SYNOPSIS 

Office of Inspector General 
Office of Investigations 

I • 
U.S. Depaltment of the Intenor 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
0I-0K-01-0009-1 

Related File(s) 
Report Date 

January 3, 2006 

Allegation: This investigation was initiflted based on complaints alleging the Ponca Tribal Business 
Committee (PTBC), Ponca Tribe of Oklahoma (Ponca Tribe), Ponca City, OK, inappropriately invested 
and subsequently lost approximately $180,000 in Bureau ofIndian Affairs (BIA) and Indian Health 
Service (IRS) funds. These funds were allegedly invested into a failed "get rich quick" scheme during the 
summer of2000. 

Investigative Steps: The investigation determined the Ponca Tribe made a $180,000 investment in 
September 2000 with Columbia Holding Enterprises, LLC (Columbia Holding), Richland, W A, to pay 
closing costs for Columbia Holding's $18 million bank loan for its purchase of the 350-acre Bradwood 
Rock Quarry in Clatsop County, Oregon. In return, the tribe expected to receive its principal investment 
of $180,000 plus $500,000 earnings within ten days after making this investment. The tribe was also 
promised an additional $37 million in erunings over a ten-week period as part of a Federal 
Reserve bond trading program. Columbia Holding, was the principal 
promoter of this investment numerous assurances the tribe would realize a retum on its 
money. In November 2001, the Ponca Tribe reportedly received $21,000 of its $180,000 investment back 
from Columbia Holding. Interviews conducted with PTBC committee members confirmed that in 
September 2000, the PTBC invested $180,000 in Columbia Holding through Jerry Scott for the Bradwood 
Rock Quarry, and that $86,000 in federal funds were used to fund this investment. These federal funds 
included $35,000 in BIA Roads Project funds, and another $51,000 in IRS funds. 

, 
Copies of the Ponca Tribe's Self Governrulce Compacts, A1111ual Funding Agreements, and Single Audit 
Reports were obtained from the U.S. Department ofthe Interior (DOl), Office of Self Govemance (OSG), 
Washington, DC. The Ponca Tribe's FY 2000 Single Audit Report included a finding identifying the 
tribe's misapplication of $35,000 in DOl-Roads Contract funds ruld $51,000 in IRS-Special Diabetes 
Grant funds. 

All redactions are 5 U.S.C. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the FOIA unless marked otherwise. 

Reporting Offici.lffit!e Signature Date 
'SA 

Approving Officialffit!e Signature Date 
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Conclusion: OSG subsequently infonned/BIA and the Ponca Tribe regarding this audit finding, and 
tasked BIA to specifically review the audit finding concerning the $35,000. BIA determined the 
questionable cost was actually the tribe's profit on a P.L. 93-638 Road Construction Project, in which the 
contract had ended and the deliverable was received. BIA detennined the questionable cost was actually 
allowable under the contract, and considered the audit finding resolved and the cost reinstated. OSG took 
no subsequent action against the Ponca Tribe concerning these questioned costs. The Ponca Tribe 
reported to OSG that it repaid the $51,000 to the IHS Special Diabetes Grant Program based on the audit 
finding. 

DETAILS 

On January 26 and 28,2001, two anonymous complaints were received alleging that during the summer 
of 2000, the PTBC unlawfully took at least $100,000 BIA funds and $51,000 in IHS funds to invest 
$180,000 into a failed "get rich quick" scam, and that the PTBC was never able to recover any of the 
funding. The Hotline complainant identified the PTBC members responsible for authorizing this 
investment as follows: 

On February 9, 2001, DOI, OSG, Washington, DC, confilmed that in 1999 the Ponca 
Tribe became a federally-recognized, Self-Governance Tribe as authorized under Title IV of the Indian 
Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (ISDEAA) (P.L. 93-638), as amended by the Tribal 
Self Governance Act of 1994 (P.L ~ 03-413). provided funding reports documenting the Ponca 
Tribe received 26 funding awards in 1999 totaling $1,173,486; 18 funding awards in 2000 totaling 
$1,017,305; and 5 funding awards in 2001 (as of February 2001) totaling $833,393. explained 
one distinguishing difference between Self Governance Tribes and other federally recognized tribes is the 
greater autonomy and control Self Govemance Tribes have in managing federal program funds. Unlike 
other tribes, Self Governance Tribes are authorized under the ISDEAA to draw down federal funds in 
advance of their needs at the beginning of the fiscal year. The Self Governance Tribes must spend these 
funds consistent with the provisions detailed in their Annual Funding Agreements filed with OSG. 

Additionally, Congress authorized Self Governance Tribes to invest advance payments received under 
ISDEAA from the time these advance funds are received until the funds are spent. The Self Govemance 
Tribes can use the interest or income from these investments for any pnrpose approved by the tribes. 
However, tribes receiving these advance funds may only invest in (a) obligations of the United States; or 
(b) obligations or securities that are guaranteed or insured by the United States; or (c) deposits into 
accounts that are insured by an agency or instrumentality of the United States (25 CFR Part 1000.398). 
(See Exhibit 3). 

On February 16,2001, a copy of the Ponca Tribe's FY 1999 Single Audit Report was received from OSG. 
This repOli indicated that during FY 1999, the Ponca Tribe received a total of$3,931,009 in federal 
awards. Of this amount, $1,075,749 was awarded by the Department of the Interior. (Note: A Single 
Audit Report for FY 2000 was not published at this time). (See Exhibit 4). 

On February 26, 2001, a copy of the Ponca Tribe's Self Governance Compact dated November 30, 1998 
was received from the OSG. Also provided were copies of the Ponca Tribe's Annual Funding 
Agreements with the Department of the Interior for FY 1999, FY 2000 and FY 2001. (See Exhibit 5). 

2 
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r r r 
On February 13,2001, reviews were conducted on several articles from various Oklahoma newspapers, 
which corroborated the anonymous allegations received by the OlO Fraud Hotline. The articles identified 
Ponca tribal members, who alleged the Ponca Tribe of Oklahoma misused 
$180,000 in nibal health and road funds by investing these funds with Columbia Holding. Columbia 
Holding Enterprises reportedly used these funds to close a loan for the purchase of Bradwood Rock 
QUatTY in Clatsop County, OR. The tribe was reportedly promised a $500,000 profit within 10 days after 
the investment was made, plus an additional $3.7 million a week thereafter for ten weeks. No return of 
the Ponca Tribe's investment was made. _was identified as the for Columbia 
Holding Enterprises in Richland, W A. (See Exhibits 6 - 9). 

On February 27, 2001, with the Ponca Tribe, was interviewed and provided copied 
tribal records detailing investment the PTBC made in Columbia Holding in September 
2000. _ identified as the for Columbia Holding who dealt with the 
PTBC regarding the Bradwood Rock QUatTy deal. _ also identified: of Ellis Finatlcial 
Services, Oldahoma City, OK, as an investment broker for the PTBC who arranged the Columbia Holding 
deal, as well as a similar $50,000 investment made previously during 2000. _ identified five funding 
sources used by the PTBC to make the $180,000 investment in Columbia Holding, which were as 
follows: 

Roads Project (BIA-Federal Funds) 
PowWow 
Indian Health Service (IHS) Special Diabetes Program 
Clinic Upgrade 
World Investment 

Total Investment 
(See Exhibit 10). 

$35,000 
$15,000 
$51,000 
$20,000 
$59.000 

$180,000 

On March 5, 2001, provided additional infOlmation indicating that the PTBC used proceeds 
from a class-action lawsuit to replace the $51,000 previously taken from the tribe's IHS Special Diabetes 
Fund. (See Exhibit 11). 

On March 7, 2001, PTBC ,_ was interviewed and confirmed that during 2000, 
the PTBC made two investments through investment broker, Ellis Financial Services, Oklahoma City, 
OK. In February 2000, the PTBC used $50,000 tribal smoke shop and vehicle tag revenues to invest in a 
monetat·y "rollover progratn" with Pacific Communities Escrow. Within 3 months the tribe received its 
$50,000 principal investment plus an additional $125,000 in eat·nings. On September 22,2000, the PTBC 
invested $180,000 with the Columbia Holding venture to finance Columbia Holding's closing costs for a 
$30 million bank loan needed to purchase and develop the 350-acre Bradwood Rock Quarry in Oregon. 
Columbia Holding provided the PTBC a $180,000 promissory note, collateralized with 18,000 shares of 
stock ofa privately held company called Nuvotec located in Portland, OR. Of the $180,000 invested with 
Columbia Holding, $60,000 came from the Ponca Tribe's earnings from the Pacific Communities Escrow 
investment. The remaining funding came from "Roads Project" money, tribal tax revenues, tribal tag 
revenues and tribal smoke shop revenues. (See Exhibit 12). 
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On April 3, 2001, Fonner PTBC Member, was interviewed and repmted that investment 
~ii~.: Ellis Financial Services, Oklahoma City, OK, promoted the 

Bradwood Rock Quarry Project to the PTBC, and told the PTBC that the Ponca Tribe would not lose any 
money if it invested in the Bradwood Project. also confirmed that the PTBC previously invested 
$50,000 with Ellis Financial Services, which the tribe earned a return on investment of $124,000. (See 
Exhibit 13). 

On June 29, 2001, PTBC, was interviewed and confirmed that 
during 2000, the of Columbia Holding for the Bradwood Rock 
Quany, and $86,000 in federal funds were used to investment. These federal funds included 
$35,000 in BIA Roads Project funds, and another $51,000 in Indian Health Service funds. The remaining 
amolUlt of the Columbia Holding investment came from tribal sources. The Ponca Tribe never received 
its money back from this investment. (See Exhibit 14). 

On February 26, 2002, tribal member, Ponca Tribe, provided information indicating that as 
of November 2001, Columbia Holding paid the Ponca Tribe $21,000 on the failed $180,000 investment. 
(See Exhibit 15). 

On October 3, 2002, Artomey, Office of Tribal Govemment Affairs, BIA Southem Plains 
Regional Office, was interviewed regarding new allegations. received from Ponca tribal 
member, regarding the alleged misapplication of tribal burial trust funds. reported 
the DOl, Office of American Indian Trust, recently cited the Ponca Tribe for mismanagement of trust 
funds involving the Ponca Tribal Realty Program. This has placed the Ponca Tribe at risk of losing its 
Self-Governance status. (See Exhibit 16). 

On October 22,2002, Ponca Tribal Business Committee Member, Ponca Tribe, 
was interviewed and for the $180,000 Columbia Holding investment in 
September 2000, but withdrew his support when he became convinced the deal was a scam . •••• 
_ confinned that federal program funds were used to fund this investment, to include BIA Roads 
program funds and IHS-Special Diabetes program funds. To his knowledge, Columbia Holding has not 
repaid any funds back to the tribe, though the tribe has made requests for a refund from _ (See 
Exhibit 17). 

On January 10,2003, Bob Impson, Deputy Director, BIA, Southern Plains Regional Office, Anadarko, 
OK, reported the BIA took control of all trust programs and records from the Ponca Tribe on January 9, 
2003 because of mismanagement of the trust programs. These trust funds totalling $145,000 included 
agriculture, realty, burial, water resources, and environment. Impson had no information indicating 
embezzlement or fraud affecting those programs. (See Exhibit 18). 

On August 4, 2005, this investigation was coordinated with DOl, OSG, Washington, DC, which provided 
a copy of the Ponca Tribe's FY 2000 Single Audit Report. A review of the audit report and related 
correspondence identified a reportable finding of questionable cost involving the Ponca Tribe's 
misapplication of $35,000 in DOl-Roads Contract funds and $51,000 in IHS-Special Diabetes Grant 
funds to malce a $180,000 loan to Global Energy Investments (GEl). OSG subsequently infmmed BIA 
and the Ponca Tribe regarding this audit finding, and tasked BIA to specifically review the audit finding 
concerning the $35,000 in DOl-Roads Contract funds. BIA subsequently determined the questionable 
cost was actually the tribe's profit on a P.L. 93-638 Road Construction Project, in which the contract had 
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ended and the deliverable was received. I BfA determined the questionable cost was actually lallowable 
under the contract, and considered audit finding resolved and the cost reinstated. OSG took no 
subsequent action against the Ponca Tribe concerning these questioned costs on the tribe's FY 2000 
Single Audit Report. The Ponca Tribe reported to OSG that it repaid the $51,000 to the IHS Special 
Diabetes Grant Program based on the audit finding. (See Exhibit 19). 

SUBJECT(S)!DEFENDANT(S) 

1. Columbia Holding Enterprises, LLC 
2. Columbia Holding Enterprises, LLC 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

DISPOSITION 

This investigation is being closed. No criminal activity was substantiated by PTBC members, _ 
or Columbia Holding. No refelTal was made to the Department of Justice. 

EXHIBITS 

1. OIG dated January 26, 2001 
2. OIG 28,2001 
3. IAR - Interview of Office of Self Governance, February 9, 2001 
4. IAR - Receipt ofFY 1999 Single Audit RepOli, Ponca Tribe, February 16,2000 
5. IAR - Receipt of Self Governance Compact and FY 1999-FY 2000 Annual Funding Agreements 

for Ponca Tribe, dated February 26, 2000 
6. IAR - Newspaper Article, Daily Journal, Perry, OK, dated December 6, 2000 
7. IAR - Newspaper Article, Daily Oldahoman, dated February 11,2001 
8. IAR - Newspaper Article, Tulsa World, dated February 11,2001 
9. IAR - Newspaper Aliicle, Ponca City News, dated February 13,2001 
10. IAR - Interview of _ Ponca Tribe Member, dated February 27, 2001 
11. IAR - Interview of Ponca Tribe dated March 5, 200 I 
12. FBI FD-302 - Interview of PTBC, dated March 7, 2001 
13. FBI FD-302 - Interview of Member, dated April 3,2001 
14. FBI FD-302 - Interview of . PTBC, dated June 29, 2001 
15. IAR - Interview of I Ponca Tribe Member, dated February 26, 2002 
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16. IAR - Interview of __ . Attomey, Office of Tribal GoveJ;nment Affairs, BIA Southem 
Plains Regional Office, Anadarko, OK, dated October 3,2002 

17. IAR - Interview of Member, Ponca Business Committee, Ponca Tribe of 
Oklahoma, dated October 22, 2002 

18. IAR - Coordination with Bob Impson, Deputy Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Southern Plains 
Regional Office, Anadarko, OK, dated January 10,2003 

19.IAR - Review ofFY 2000 Single Audit RepOIt dated August 29, 2005 
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Case Title 
Ute Indian Tribe 

Case Location 
Tu]sa,OK 

Report Subject 
Closing Report 

SYNOPSIS 

( 

Offi~e of Inspector General 
Office ofInvestigations 

U.S. Department ofthe Interior 

Report ofInvestigation 

Case Number 
OI-NM-OI-0046-I 

Related File(s) 
Report Date 

April 17, 2006 

This investigation was initiated on August 28, 200 I, based on infOlmation received f):om_ 
-::: iii •••• , Business Committee (BC), Ute Indian Tribe (UIT), Fort Duchesne, UT. 
I alleged that millions of dollars provided to the UIT pursuant to the Ute Indian Rights Settlement 
(Settlement), Title V of the Reclamation Projects Authorization and Adjustment Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 
102-575 (1992 Act), had been misappropriated by certain individuals through various tribal business 
enterprises. 

The did not evidence of a federal violation. 

DETAILS 

The original allegations involved a litany off acts and were derived from conclusions of 

Their allegations were primarily directed at 
finfmcial C()llSllltant hired by tlle UIT in December 2000. It was had 

convinced a majOlity interest of the UIT's Be to withdraw $185,000,000 in funds beld in trust by the 
Department of the Interior (DOl), Office of Trust Fund Management which were to 
the UIT under the 1992 Water Settlement Act, and provide the funds to 
investments. also allegedly involved UIT oil and gas lessees in matters 
financial interest, without the UITs consent. 

_ was hired as a financial consultant by the UIT on December 1, 2000. Pursuant to a Consulting 
Agreement executed that same date between_: and the UIT BC, the UIT agreed to allow_ to 
personally participate in specific transactions 'or projects for a financial gain. Three separate Tribal 
Resolutions granted _ authority to act on behalf of the UIT with regards to providing investment 
advice and instruction to OTFM concerning the investment of water settlement funds managed by OTFM. 

Agent 

r.. Approving 
.!f>t-Jack Rohmer/Special Agent in Charge 

Office 
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Consultation with the DOl Office of Special Trustee (OST) revealed OST had previously reviewed 
voluminous documents related to the UIY's application to withdraw its water settlement funds from OST, 
which included a Tribal Development Plan (TDP). The initial application was submitted to OST in 2003. 
Over a course of approximately two years, OST made several requests for additional infonnation and/or 
revisions to the TDP. In addition, the Central Utah Project Completion Act (CUPCA) office, which was 
established by the 1992 Act, reviewed the UIT's TPD for compliance with the Settlement and advised 
OST that such compliance was met. 

On March 3, 2005, the Associate Solicitor, Indian Affairs, DOl, issued a memorandum addressing issues 
regarding the UIT's proposed withdrawal of the Settlement funds. Of pertinence to this matter, the 
Associate Solicitor included the following information in the memorandum: 

Reference was made to the American Indian Trust Fund Management Reform Act of 1994, Pub. 
L. No. 103-412 (1994 Act), which provided tribes an opportunity to withdraw and manage tribal 
funds held in trust by the United States and managed by the Secretary in order to further the goals 
of tribal self-governance and s<:;lf determination. The 1994 Act required an approved Tribal 
Management Plan, which contained many of the same reqnirements as the TDP under the 
Settlement. 

The 1994 Act provided that the DOl's trust responsibility or liability with respect to such funds 
shall cease upon withdrawal of the funds, except for disagreements concerning the account 
balance at the time of withdrawal. Following withdrawal of trust funds, a tlibe may revise its plan 
without approval from the DOl; however, any revisions must be made in accordance with the law, 
which in this case was the Settlement. .By requiring that the Tribal Management Plan includes 
procedures that ensure compliance with the Settlement's provisions after withdrawal, the DOl 
fulfills its statntory and trust obligations. 

On March 8, 2005, the DOl Assistant Secretary for Water and Science approved the TDP and 
recommended OST approve the final TDP. Final approval was communicated to UIT by OST on March 
15,2005. 

The Settlement funds were released to the UlT and were transferred directly to Bears Stearns Companies, 
Inc., an investment banking and brokerage finn, to be managed in a fixed income portfolio by Dolan 
McEniry Capital Management.· 

In May 2005, the UlT entered into a joint business venture with Questar COl}lOration subsidiaries, Questar 
Exploration and Production Company and Questar Gas Management Company, for exploration, 
development, and production of natural gas on UIT lands. Current UIT BC Chairperson ••• 111!1 ••• 
credited _for providing guidance in the Tlibe's more active and aggressive role in managing its 
natural resources. ' 

[n October 2005, the UIT fonned Ute Energy, LLC, a fully integrated oil and gas entity, as part of its 
financial plan. J?usiness partners in the venture included Questar Corporation, Fidelity Investors 
Management, Bill Barrett Corporation, and Berry Petroleum Company. 

As the allegations made by derived primarily 
from their respective conclusions and not based on factnal infonnation, the task for the OrG of 
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determining whether fraudulent use ofthe Settlement funds occurred, absent further infonnation, has been 
made difficult, if not impossible. -

For the reasons set out above, this investigation was closed with no further investigative action to be 
conducted absent additional infonnation. 

[Agent's Note: Due to the voluminous nature of the documents received by DOI-OIG throughout the 
course of this investigation, the documents were maintained in the casefile, and were not attached as 
Exhibits to this report]. 

SUBJECT(SlIDEFENDANT(S) 

DISPOSITION 

Absent additional infonnation, this matter is closed. 

EXHIBITS 

None 
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Case Title 

Office of lInspector Genen-aH 
Office of Inveptigations 

u.s. Department ofthe Interior 

Repo.rt of Investigation 

Turtle Mountain Band of the Chippewa 
Indians 

Case Number 
01-8D-02-0006-1 

Related 
Location 

South Dakota 
Report Subject 

Closing Report 

SYNOPSIS 

Report Date 
16,2005 

This investigation was initiated based upelll a request from the U.S. Attomey's Office, District of North 
Dakota, Bismarck, ND, to participate in ajoint investigation with the Federal Bureau ofInvestigalion 
(FBI), Intemal Revenue Service - Criminal Investigation Division, and the State ofNOlih Dakota - Office 
of Attorney General, into various allegations relating to a $18.8 In:illion Bureau ofIndian AffaiJ:s (BIA) 
90% guaranteed loan originating in November 1999, by the Rolette State Banlc, Rolette, ND, to the Turtle 
Mountain Band of the Chippewa Indians (TMBCI), Belcourt, ND. Specifically, it was requested that our 
office determine whether the proceeds of the BIA guaranteed loa.n were used properly by the TMBCI. 

The investigation resulted in six indictments including one superseding indictment. The violations 
charged in these indictments included Title 18, United States Code (U.S.C.), Section 371, Conspiracy; 
Title 18, U.S.C., Section 1163, Theft from an Indian Tribal Organization; Title 18, U.S. C., Section 666, 
Theft from a Federal Program; Title 18, U.S.C., Section 1512, Tampering with a Witness; Title 18, 
U.S.C., Section 1623, False Declarations before a Grand Jury; Title 18, U.S.C., Section 1622, Subomation 
of Pel jury; and Title 18, U.S.C., Sections 1956 and 1957, Money Laundering with a corresponding asset 
forfeiture COlUlt. 

Five individuals were indicted during the course of this investigation. Four individuals were sentenced to 
a total of 117 months imprisonment, 132 months probation, and ordered to pay $731,320 in restitution. 
Charges pending against a fifth individual were dismissed. 

DETAILS 

The BIA Loan Guaranteed Certificate was executed on September 10, 1999, and granted to consolidate 12 
existing loans. Initial examination of the records showed large transactions, totaling approxinlately $3.7 
million, between various tribal accounts in which the loan monies may have been commingled with other 
monies and used inlproperly, and even illegally. Money was traced through TMBCI's unrestricted 
account to Tribal Services, Inc., a company owned by two fonner TMBCI tlibal council members. The 

Reporting Officialffitie Signature 
, Special Agent 

Approving Officialffitle Signature 
Gary M. Mitchell, Special Agent in Charge 

Distribution: Original- Case File 9mY. M SAC/SID Office Copv - HQ Other: 
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I State ofNOlth Dakota Financial Institutions reviewed the financial records dfthe bank that provided the 
loan. 

Investigation focused on a variety of issues conceming the apparent theft and misapplication of 
substantial amolmts of money related to the BIA guaranteed loan proceeds by an unidentified number of 
tribal officials. Preliminary investigation and financial records analysis conducted by this office identified 
several instances wherein employees oftwo TMBCI business entities, Uniband and Tribal Services Inc., 
appeared to have perpetrated a frandulent billing invoice scheme that resulted in the theft of tens of 
thousands of dollars in federal and tribal funds. 

The investigation expanded into examining other-highly suspect TMBCI financial transactions that 
involved a series of substantial fund transfers and payments by and between several individuals associated 
with questionable TMBCI business entities inclui:!ing Uniband, Tribal Services Inc., Computeballd, 
American Taekwondo Academy, and SPOlts N Things. In addition, the investigation focused on an 
apparent building lease scheme wherein the TMBCI donated an old school garage to one of these tribal 
business entities, that in turn, leased the garage for $5,000 to $10,000 per month to another TMBCI entity 
that purportedly paid these unreasonably high rent payments in order to use this structure for document 
storage. Finally, this investigation also targeted a series ofTMBCI transactions pertaining to payments in 
excess of $100,000, purpoltedly for heavy construction services rendered by a company allegedly owned 
by the son of a TMBCI Councilman. 

Multiple interviews of subjects and witnesses were conducted during the course of this investigation. 
Consensual monitored phone calls were also placed. 

The investigation revealed that Raymond Poitra; fonner CEO ofUniband Inc., a TMBCI corporation and 
controlled data entry service provider that received approximately $44 million alUlllally in federal 
contracts, stole and laundered approximately $295,000 in Ul1iband funds tlu'ough his use of nominee 
consh'uction company banle accounts established and controlled by Poitra and his daughter. This scheme 
to defraud both Uniband and TMBCI was also accomplished tlu'ough Poitra's creation, submission, mId 
approval offraudulent vendor invoices for purpOlted technical and/or construction services. These 
tec1mical and construction services were either not perfonned or were double billed and paid twice by 
Uniband based on Poih'a's fraudulent approval as CEO ofUnibmld. 

Investigative findings also revealed a conspiratorial scheme whereby Raphael DeCoteau, fanner TMBCI 
Tlibal Chainnan, and Ronald Morin, fonner TMBCI Contract Administrator mId CEO, stole in excess of 
$110,000 in federal and tribal ftmds. The theft occurred, in part, through the subject's creation of a 
business that fraudulently obtained $77,000 in lease payments from another TMBCI entity for the storage 
of sensitive documents in connection with data entry services being provided to federal agencies based on 
federal service contracts. The evidence detailed a complex and fraudnlent transfer of a previously owned 
BIA building that was used by DeCoteau and Morin to steal and convert to personal use, approximately 
$77,000 in fraudulent building lease payments for sensitive document storage. The $77,000 represented a 
series of building lease payments by Uniband Inc., a hibally-owned data entry service provider, remitted 
to DeCoteau and Morin through another tribally-owned business. Another $33,000 in TMBCI ftlllds was 
fraudulently obtained by DeCoteau mId Morin through this scheme. 

Additional investigative findings revealed that DeCoteau, while TMBCI Chairman, misapplied $7,300 in 
TSIITMBCI funds that he used to purchase approximately 15 acres oflmld from a TJ:vIBCI emollee. After 
DeCoteau purchased tIlls land using TSI filllds, the land was initially titled in the names of DeCoteau's 
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••••• and in January 2000, title to this land was tnlnsfen·ed to DeCoteau's _ The 
investigation established that Rafael and Les DeCoteau prepared and mailed two letters, respectively, to 
the case agents that contained false infol1nation in an apparent attempt to obstruct this investigation by 
concealing the true facts and circlllnstances slllTounding DeCoteau's acquisition ofthis 15-acre land 
parcel. In addition, Rafael DeCoteau, following the initiation of this investigation, made several improper 
contacts with the seller of this 15-acre land parcel, in an apparent attcmpt to improperly influence this 
witness' recollection of events central to this investigation. 

Doug Delorme, fonner TMBCI Councilman, fraudulently provided :~··I1111 •••• II!III!III!I •••••• 
•••.•• with a _, TMBCI check. Delonne instructed _ to cash this TMBCI check and 
remit the majority of the check proceeds to Delortne. 

CASE SUBJECTSIDEFENDANTS 

1. Rafael DeCoteau, former Tribal Chainnan, TMBCI 
2. Ron S. Morin, fonner Contract Administrator and CEO, TMBCI 
3. Raymond Poitra, fonner CEO ofUniband Inc., TMBCI 
4. Douglas Jolm Delorme, former Conncilman, TMBCI 
5. 

CASE DISPOSITION 

Raymond Poitra was indicted and pleaded guilty to all seven felony counts in violation ofTitJe 18, U.S.C. 
Sections, 666, 1163, 1956 and 1957. Poitra was sentenced to 57 montlls imprisonment, 24 months 
probation, and ordered to pay $577,397 in restitution. 

Ron Morin and Raphael DeCoteau were both charged in a five count indictment in violation of Title 18, 
U.S.C., Sections 371, 666, and 1163. Morin and DeCoteau were both cOllvicted by jury trial and 
sentenced to 21 months of incarceration, 24 months probation, and ordered to pay restitution in the 
amount of $69,411.50. In a separate indictment for tlle criminal offense of embezzlement and theft, 
DeCoteau pleaded guilty and was sentenced to another 6 months incarceration to be served concurrently 
with his 21 month imprisomnent and ordered to pay an additional $7,300 in restitution. 

Doug Delonne was charged in a three count indictment in violation ofTitIe 18, U.S. C., Sections 1163, 
1512, and 1622 for a fraudulent check cashing transaction and subsequent witness tamperingi 
subordination of perjury. After additional infonnation was developed, Delolme was charged with a five 
count superseding indictment. Delorme entered into a plea agreement and was sentenced to 12 months 
imprisomnent, 36 months probation, and ordered to pay $7,800 in restitution. 
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Case Title 
Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians 
Dowagiac, Ml 

Case Location 
Dowagiac, Ml 
Report Subject 
ClosingROI 

SYNOPSIS 

, 
-I 

Office of Inspector General 
pffice of Investigations I 

U.S. Department of the Interior 
Ex.2 

Investigative Activity Report 

Case Number 
OI-MN-02-0023-1 

Related File(s) 
Report Date 
April 20, 2006 

This investigation was initiated as a joirit investigation with the U.S. Department of House and Urban 
Development (HUD), and the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). HUD received an allegation that the 
Pokagon Band ofPotawatomi Indians (PBP) diverted federal funds from both HUD and BIA grants for 
unauthorized purposes. At the time of the initiation of this investigation, HUD had provided PBP with 
more than $4 million for housing construction; however, no houses had yet been built. 

Investigation, including interviews and records review, failed to substantiate any violations of law or 
locate any funds which had been diverted from BIA or HUD grants for unauthorized purposes. This 
investigation is terminated with the submission of this report. 

DETAILS 

On 5 Mar 02, HUD OIG, Chicago, IL and FBI, St. Joseph, MI, requested this office participate in an 
investigation at the PBP, Dowagiac, MJ. The investigation involved allegations that the PBP Tribal 
Council diverted federal funds from both HUD and BlA grants for unauthorized purposes. HUD had 
provided over $4 million to PBP for the construction of residential housing, but as of 5 Mar 02, no houses 
had been built. Other allegations involved the PBP abuse of funds obtained under BIA PL 638 contracts 
for financial services of an undennined amount, and for stipend fees of approximately $250,000. 

Between 5 Mar 02 and I I Jun 02, SA _ and SA _FBI, interviewed PBP personnel and 
identified additional questionable practices regarding the spending offederal funds. On 22 May 02, DOl 
OIG, HUn OIG, and FBI personnel convened a meeting and discussed a plan of action and identified 
several possible leads to investigate. (See ISR 11 Ju~ 02, of SA_ index number 2, for details) 

On 5 Jun 02, HUD OIG issued a sut,po,ena to PBP for records and documents of the PBP housing 
authority. (See IAR 5 Jun 02, of number 3, for details) 

/Sp.,cial Agent 

Approving 
Neil Smith/Special Agent-in-Charg. 
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I I _ I I 
Between I I Jun 02 and I I Sep 02, SA as we[[ as agents from HUD OIG, and the FBI reviewed 
documents received via subpoenaed by the HUD OIG. Review ofthe documents revealed the tribe had 
poor internal financial controls. Further, it was discovered that PBP employed unqualified personnel to 
oversee large projects and federal grant money. The poor hiring practice was apparently the result of 
nepotism and favoritism. Although these administrative problems were identified, the review did not 
disclose any illegal activity by the tribe. (See ISR 11 Sep 02, of SA _, index number 4, for details) 

On 18 Apr 06, SA _ coordinated with HUD OIG auditor, Chicago, IL, who stated that 
the HUD OIG terminated its investigation. that the investigation failed to substantiate the 
a[[egation and no action had been taken. _ added that. had conducted an audit of the PBP 
programs, which revealed several administrative issues but no violations oflaw. 

On 19 Apr 06, SA _ coordinated with SA'_ FBI, Eau Clair, WI, who stated the FBI 
terminated its investigation, as the investigation failed to substantiate the allegations. SA _ did not 
anticipate further investigative activity by the FBI. 

On 19 Apr 06, SA _ coordinated with AUSA .•••• 

SUBJECT(S)!DEFENDANTfS) 

None. 

DISPOSITION 

A thorough investigation failed to disclose any criminal activity. No further investigative activity is 
anticipated. 

ATTACHMENTS 

I. JAR of SA. (case initiation) 

2. ISR of SA _ with attachments (11 Jun 02) 

3. IAR of SA _(Service of Subpoena) 

4. ISR of SA_ with attachments (J 1 Sep 02) 
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Case Title 

omce of 1[lIJJ.spedor GellJJ.en'all 
Office o,f Investigations 

U.S. Department of the Interior 

JReport of !llJJ.vestigatiollJJ. 

Coushatta Tribe of Louisiuna (CTOL) 
Clnse Numbcn' 

0I-LA-02-0025-I 

Case Location 
Kinder, LA 

Report Snbject 
Closing Report of Investigation 

Related File(s 
Report Date 

November 8, 2004 

RESTRICTED INFORMATION - FEDERAL GRAND JURy MATERIAL 
FEDERAL RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, RULE 6(e) APPLIES 

SYNOPSIS 

This investigation was initiated on April 1, 2002, based on allegations that $150,000 in grant funds 
provided by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI), to the Coushatta 
Tribe of Louisiana (CTOL) were used improperly for political activity by tribal officials. The 
investigation was conducted jointly with the Office of Inspector General, U.S. Department of Agriculture. 

As part of our investigation, we interviewed CTOL and BIA officials. 
Ex. 3 

Our investigation disclosed no evidence of misuse or diversion of federal funds for personal use. This 
matter was ultimately discussed with an Assistant U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Louisiana, 
who declined to prosecute. 

DETAILS 

Ex. 3 

GaryM. 

EX.3 



Case Numbel': OI-LA-02-002S-K 

Flowcharts, a timeline and were created to assist in the analysis of the Ex. 3 
information obtained in the investigation and to track the flow of funds. 

Ex. 3 • L" - ow_", ••• 

EX.3 

From September 1 through October 6, 2004, queries through Special Agent: 
USDA, New Orleans, LA, disclosed that the USDA funds in question were crop sut,sidy 
no restrictions on their use. Therefore, no' statutolY violations exist in this matter. 

OIG, 
and carried 

Refer to Exhibits A-N for interviews and record examinations conducted during this investigation. 

DISPOSITION 

On October 8, 2004, this matter was discussed with Assistal1t United States Attomey CAUSA) J_ 
.111111~ Westem District of Louisiana, Lafayette, LA. AUSA declined prosecution:_ Ex.5 

No further investigative activity will be conducted. . 

EXHIBITS 

A. IAR - Interview July 26, 2001 
B. IAR - Interview of August 17, 2001 
C. IAR - Interview of SeptemberS, 2001 
D. IAR - Interview of , March 22, 2002 
E. IAR - Conversation with , June 4, 2002 
F. IAR -Interview of April 16, 2002 
G. IAR - Conversation June 6, 2002 
H. IAR - BIA contract overview, September 13, 2002 
I. Ex. 3· . '. 

J. IAR - Interview of_. July 1, 2003 
K. IAR - ~IIII!I.III! 
L. IAR -Interview 
M. IAR - Interview of 
N. IAR -Interview 
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Report Subject 

__ ._. ___ I':P'!·_il_2_4.:.., _2_0_03 ___ _ 

___ R-,c-,-p_o_rt_~f I nvestigatio~ .. __ ._. 

SYNOPSIS 

This investigation was iniliated on April 8, 2002, based on allegalions or misappropriation and 
mismanagement of runcis awarded to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe (SRST), FOri Yates, ~orth Dakola. 
through Public Law 102-575, Title XXXV, "Three Af!1lialed Tribes and Standing Rock Sioux Tribe 
Equilable CompensatiolJ Program, l\orth Dakota" (P.L. 102-575). The allegations made "'ere thai S7.4 
million dollars in Joint Tribal Advisory Committee (JTAC) funds were improperly used for a 
questionable program th1'Ough which the SRST co-signed on loans made 10 nearly 600 tribal members 
through various privale lending institutions. The allegations originated during tield healings held by the 
Committee on [miian Affairs, United States Senate, on April 3, 2002, at Forl Yates, ,",orlh Dakola. 

Dunng 1992, the U.S. Govemmcnt awarded S90.6 million [0 the SRST Ihrough P.L. 102-575 as 
compensation related lo the tribe's loss of 56,O()O acres of land due to the conslruelion ofOahc Dam and 
Reservoir on the Missouri River. P.L. 102-575 allowed the SRST to usc only the interest earned on the 
investment of the aforementioned principal, beginning with fiscal year 1998 and without liseal year 
limitation, "for educationaL social weliare, economic development, and otller programs," subject to the 
approval 01'11le Secrowry, Depm1ment of the Interior (DOl). The only prohibition eiled in the kgislalk)11 
is per capita paymenls 10 lribalmembers. The SRST has approximately 14,()OO enrolled members, of 
which appmximately 7,()OO members reside on Standing Ruck Indian Reservalion. 

When interviewed by the Office of!nspector General (OlG), Bureau or indian Anairs (BIA) ol'ficials 
reponed that P.L. 102-575 was vague and docs nO! clearly indicate that Ihe SRST must submit spending 
plans in order to obtain JTAC funds and only states that the funds shall be available subject to the 
apI;~oval orlhe Secretary, 001. Oft1cials from the Office ofTl'llst Funds Managemenl (OTFM), DOl, 
intefl~ewed dLlling this investigation, also indicated thm 1'.1 .. 102-575 was vague and reponed that the 
language used in the law provided great latitude as to how the tribe could llsC its JTAC funds. In an 
attempt to satisfy the legislative requirement fbI' the Secretary's approval, the BIA officials looked at 
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similar pastiegislation when delcnnining how ro handle this requirement and the disbursement oCthe 
jUdgment funds that were to be awarded 10 the SRST. The only similar awards made to h,diall tribes 
involved "Judgment Funds" made through the U.S. Indian Claims Commission in which Indian tribes 
were required 10 submit spending plans to be approved by rhe B 1/\ in order to receive judgmenl flLnds. 

In April 1997, the BIA sought legal guidance from the Offiee of the Solicitor relative to the existence or 
any regulations or precedent for managing the usc orthe JTAC funds. The opinion fr0111 the Solicitor's 
Office found 110 clarifying supplemental rules or regulations related to the P.L. 102-575 legislation and 
did not id()nti(v that any other laws, rules or regulations existed governing the use of.lTAC' funds. 

The SRST submin.ed two spending plans 10 support its use clfJTAC Ilmds. The BIA approved both 
spending plans. The Ilrst spending plan, titied."Resource Developmentlmd Land Acq uisition Fund 
(Phase 1) Joint Tribal Advisory Commission (.IT AC) Fund Access Plan," pel1ained specifically to land 
purchases, ancl was used to SUppOI1 the first two drawdowns of JTAC Jllllds by the SRST. The second 
plan. titled the "Standing Rock Sioux T!'ibe Joint Tribal Advisory C0111mittee (,fTAC) Flll1cl Access Plan" 
was intended as a comprehensive spenqing plan and W~IS used to support all remaining drawdowns 
comp leted by thc SRST. 

The investigation disclosed that the SRST requested .IT AC Ilmds through the BIA and OTF.\1 based on 
justifications reHected in approved tribal cOLincil resolutions that speci ricatly indicated the monies would 
be used for plirposes authorized by P.L. 102-575. The BTA and OTFM compared the justifications 
pl'Ovidcd by the SRST to the uses authorized in its own spending plans and the provisions ofP.L. 102-
575. After finding lhat thejustilications from the tribe were consistent with the law, the BIA approved 
the transactions and allocated JTAC 1lll1ds. B.1A orricials rcpOlted that once the tribe received the funds, 
the accoulltability rested with the tribe and its administration to ensure that the funds are speilt 
appropriatel y. 

Review of records disclosed that beginning Fob11lary 1999 through November 200 I, the SRST received 
six payments of JT AC funds totaling $46.3 million dollars. As part of this invcsligation, our Office of 
Audits completed a financial review of the .ITAC funds. The review showed that lhe SRST earned an 
estimated $] million in interest on the S46.3 in million HAC funds, arler reccipt from the U.S. Treasury, 
for a total oi'S47.3 million ill available funds for tbe tribe's usc. The review disclosed that the SRST 
expended approximately S22.9 million out of the $47.3 million. Thc remaining $24.4 million is 
accounted for in various checking and savings accounts and investments in certilicates of deposit (CDs) 
and money market accounts. The audil review concluded that the SRST was generally coml11itled to 
spending the JTAC Ii.mds in accordance with provisions ofP.L. 102-575. 

The investigation H.nther determined that on May 14, 20rJl, the SRST Tribal Council passed a "blanket" 
resolution authoriziug the tribe to co-sign loans for any tribal member. The financial review eonducted as 
part of this investigation disclosed Ihat the SRST used S7.4 million of the unexpended funds to provide 
collateral for this loan program. The $7.4 million was invested at 17 separate lending institutions in lo\\' 
risk CDs and money market accounts, as collateral for ihe loan program. Of the tlibe's approximate 
14,000 members, 475 obtained co-signed loans totaling approximately $11 million. To date, 246 loans, 
totaling $2.9 million are in "delinqueut" status. These loans arc considered delinquent and not defaulted 
becanse the SRST has either paid off the loans or assumed the monthly payments on the loans, The audit 
review also showed thatlhe tribe's casino revenues have heen used to repay tbe loans in delinquent slalUS. 
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Tn October 200 I, the SRST Tribal COlmcil submitted two tribal resolutions one of which requested $5.5 
million for a tlibal re-lending loan program. When questioned by the B1A and OTFM how this re-Iending 
program ttl into the SRST's own JTAC lillld access plan previously approved by thc BfA, the SRST 
railed to respond. The BIA and OTF'vl subsequently did not approve the $5.5 mil [ion requested [or the 
rc-lending loan program because' they [(llllld it was inconsistent with uscs authoriLcd by the SRST's own 
spending plans. 

The investigation did nor disclose any infoll11ation indicating the SRST planned to initiate a co-signature 
loan program at the time it originally submitted drawdown requests to the BIA and OTfM lor JT AC 
funds. 0111" investigation fUlther disclosed that .a[though $7.4 million in.lT AC funds was used in relation 
to the co-signed loan program, no JTAC funds were used to directly finance loans or cover the costs 
associated with any delinquent or defaulted loans. Therefore, the investigation accounted for the S7.4 
million dollm:s. 

By letter dated April 5, 2002, U.S. Semitor Kent Conrad, NOl1h Dakota. requested fUl1hcr clarification 
n'om DO! Secrctary Gale. l\ortoll re1ati11g to DOl's administration of JTAC funds. This request produced 
two different legal perspectives 11'om the Office of the Solicitor regarding the Depaltment's oversight of 
the JTAC funds. One perspective, dated July 3, 2002, (i'om the Division of Indian Law, concludcd that 
P.l.. 102-575 does not reqnire or authori?:e BTA oversight oflhe tribe's aCTual use of the funds after the 
funds arc wifhdrawn!i'0ll1 the trust account by the tribe. A second, undated, perspective from the 
Division of General Law, concluded that the Departmcnt has broad allth01ity to oversee the use of .lTAC 
funds to provide that they arc used Ihr the purposes within the scope o[the HAC". 

The primary rocus orthis invest.igation was the SRST's receipt and usc of JT AC [bnds. However, during. 
the course of the investigation und tbe linancial review it was uetemlined that two or the Districts 
receiving .ITAC funds tl'0l11 the SRST (Rnnning Antelope District and Wakpala District) did not use their 
funds in the most productive matter. 

In addition, this investigation also reviewed broad allegations received alleging that the co-signature loan 
program was initiated by elecled SRST officials for the purpose of "buying" votes for re-election during 
the primary and general elections held by the Iribc during .Iune and September 2001, rcspectiv<:ly. This 
investigation did not disclose any evidence indicating that the co-signing loan program was used for the 
purpose of buying votes. 

DETAJLS 

DUling 1992, the U.S. Gove111menl awarded $90.6 million to the SRST through P.L. [02-575 as 
compensation related to the tribe's loss of 56,000 acres ofland due to tho construction 0 f Oallo Dam and 
Reservoir all the Missouri River (Attachment n. The amount awarded. and interest eamed on the 
principal, was deposited into an Economic Recovery Fund at the U.S. Treasury. An investigatlve review 
oEP.L. 102-575 shows that it allows the SRST to use only the interest earned on the inveslment of the 
principal amount, beginning with fiscal year 1998 and wtihou( liscal yc;m'limitation, "for educational. 
social wcl1arc, economic development, and other programs," subject to the approval ohile Secretary, 
Depm1ment of the Interior (DOl). The only prohibition cited in the legislation is any distribution or 
monies as per capita paymcnts to tribal members. 
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Cora Jones, Regional Director and Tribal Governmcnt Services 
(TGS). Grcat Plains Region (GI'I<.), were during this investigation . 
.Iones began working in her position in upproximately 1997. As Regional Director . .Iones was responsihle 
fbr overseeing all BLA. programs, operations. and employees in North Dakota, South Dakota. and 
Nebraska. Additionally, Jones worked closely wirh the . in the aforementioned 
area thai receive I\llldi.ng and services through the BIA. 
•••••.••• is responsible lor providing teclUlical 
assistance to Indian tribes agcncy respect to tribal constitutions, hy-Iaws, tribal law 
and order codes. and other trihal enactments .• also provides technical assistance to other BIA officials 
regarding tribal govcrnmenLjutiicial services. pnd other contracts awarded to Imliun tribes. Additionally. 
_ specifically advised Jones on matters involving the SRST and its .ITJ\C tll1lds. Jnnes reponed thal 
"other programs," as renecred in lhe legislation, essentially established that th<l SRST could uSe JT J\C 
funds for any purpose. In addition. Jones and _ reponed that P.L. 102-575 is vagne and that 110 

elari fying mles or regulations exist related to the legislation. As a result, the BlA looked at simHar past 
legislation when determining how to handle tbe JTAC funds awarded to the 8RST. The only similar 
awards made to Indian tribes involved ~'Judgmenr Funds" made through the U.S. Indian Claims 
Conunissiol1 duri ng the early 1 970' s. To receive j udgmcnt llmtls. Indian tribes were required 10 submit 
spending plans to be approved by the BfA (Attachments 2A-Z and V\-I). 

A review of records disclosed that in Aplil 1997, the BIA obtained legal guidance from tue Office of the 
Solicitor, Division oflndian Law. relative to the existence of any precedent or regulations. to include 
those lhat apply to judgment funds, 25 C.F.R. Part 87, for managing the usc of the .IT AC funcis. The 
Solicitor's opinion provided to the BIA renects thaI no precedent or regulations do exist related to P.L. 
102-575 (Attllchment4). However, the Office. of the Solicitor's response staled that nothing in P.L. ]02-
575 prohibited the Secretary of Interior t,'om utilizing and applying the critcria and standards for the 
preparation, revi.ew and approval of spending plans forjudgment funds to spending plans submitted for 
consideration and approval related to .ITAC funds. Thc smnc documents also renected that the BIA 
Deputy Commissioner. and those ofllcials authorized to act on her bellal r. have discretionary authority per 
delegation to approve or disprove payment plans submitted pursuant 10 P.1.. 102-575. According to 
.lones, the BIA decided that spending plans would be used to ensure that JTJ\C funds would he used as 
intended by P.L. 102-575. The authority to approve spending plans was dclegated to .Iones under 209 
Departmental Manual (OM) 8, Secretary's Order No's 3150 and 3177, as amended and 19 Bureau if 
lndilill Affairs Manual (BIAM), Bulletin 13. as amended . 

.Iones delegated to_ the responsibility of reviewing [my plans submitted by the SRST to the BI A. 
Two spending plans were submitted by the SRST to thc BIA. According to_, the plans were 
reviewed to verify that the spending purposes rencetcd in the plans complied with the uses authorized by 
P.L. 102-575. The pUl110ses rcilected in the documellls werc found to be consistent with tht: purposes 
reflected in P. L. 102-575 and _ advised .Iones to approve the tribe's spending plans. 

A review ofBIA records revealed that.lones approved the first plan submitted by the SRST. titled 
"Resource Development and Land Acquisition Fund (Phase]) .Toint Trihal Advisory COlllmission (.iT AC) 
Fund Access Plan, during February 19<)9 (.Attachment 5). SRST's rcqucst to the BIA to approve the 
Phase 1 plan \Vas supported by two lribal cOllncil resolutions. _ repOl1ed 111m the Phase 1 plan wa, 
limited specifically to land purchases and it supported the SRST's flrsltwo c1rav.dowl1s oUTAe runds. 
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Further review ofBIA records, discloscd a SRST transmillallcller (AllachmcnI6) reflecting that lhe tribe 
submitted its second plan lI1Ied, "Standing Rock Siollx Tribe Joint Tribal Advisory Committee (JIACI 
Fund Access Plan" (HAC fund access plan), 10 the BIA during :Ylay 2000. This HAC plan approved by 
the BIA is marked "SEVEl\TIl DRAFT." The funds or programs identified ill this ,econd plan inc.Juded 
a Education Fund: Social/Cullum I Develojlme1l1 Fund: Re~ollree Development and Land Acquisition 
Fund; Equity Development Finance Instilution; and an Endowment Replenishment Fund. This leIter, and 
excerpts atlached 10 it (Attachment 7) identify that til.;: SRST's Tribal Council approved the JT .. \C luncl 
access plan (Attachment 8) through Tribal Coundl Motion No. 47 dul'ing a councill11celing held on May 
4,2000. The same excerpts also note JTAC related training. 

When illtervicwcd, _, wilo was en;ployed . Standing Rock Agency (SRA), 
F011 Yates, ND, during JVlay 2000, reported ~hat Molion No. 47 may not have actually involved the trihal 
cLluncil approving the JT AC li.ll1d access plan. _ understood that instcad, the motion possibly 
pertained only to .TTAC related training issues. Howel'cr,_ noted lhat based on the documents 
submittccllo Jones for her review, when considering the plan for approval, shc would not haw known that 
the motion possibly related to anythil)g other than the JT AC fund access plun{Allachment 9). A review 
of audio recordings ancl tnUlscl'ipls orthis lribal council meeting was completecJ by DOI-OIG (Allachment 
10). The conversation regarding the matter is somewhat ciilTiGlJitLO lollow, but it appear~ that the tribal 
council did approve the HAC 1ll11d access plan that was subsequently submil1ecl 10 the BIA lor its review 
and approvaL 

Review ofBIA record~ discloseclthal Jones approvecl the JTAC access fund mm'ked "SEVENTH 
DRAFT" in June 2000. Accorcling to Jones, that plan was intended 10 be a comprehensive plan designed 
to support all fulUre drawdowns completed hy the SRST. Jones reported tilal she conferred with her statT 
~Illd decided that even though ihe plan was marked as a dran that it would be approved because it was thc 
document approved by the tribal council ancl submitted to the RIA. In her thc approvalleUer 10 the SRST. 
Jones conliJmed with the tribe that the .!TAe fund access plan approvcd was marked as the seventh draft 
(Attachment 11). 

This investigation determined that between February 1999 and November 200 I, the SRST completed six 
drawdowns ofJTAC funus for a tolal of$46.3 million. A Standard Form (SF) 1034, Pl:BLIC 
VOUCHER FOR PURCHASES AKD SERVICES OTlIER THAN PERSONAL (SI'-1034) was 
completed for each drawdown. Review of B1A records also determined that the SRST Tribal Cmll1ciI 
approved resolutions outlining specific justi fkations for each drawdown. The dates and amoun1s of each 
transaction, as well as thejustiftcations re:ilected on the resolutions, are sUllllllari,,;ed below: 

• SF-I034 dated February 10, 1999, for S6,OOO,!)OO (Attachment 12). Resolution No.', () I C)_99 
(Attachmcnt 13) and 020-99 (Attachment 14) ~tate the funds will be IIsed for 18111:1 t1cquisition and 
resource development projects. 

• SF -1 034 dated Jmw 20, 2000, for $6,000,000 (Attachment 15). Resoilltion No. I 92-(J1) 
(Attachment 16) states the funds will be llsed lor land purchases and appraisals. 

o SF· I 034 dated November 17, 2000, for $7,150,000 (Attachment (7). Resolution i':o.'s 440-()O 
(Attac.hmcnl 18); 441-00 (i,llachment 19); 442-00 (Attachment 20); ami 443-00 (Attachment 2] ) 
stale the drawdown included ~4 million lur new campus construction for Sitting Bull College; 
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$2,150,000 as partial pa}~11ent for a new school in rhe Wakpala District; S500.OOO .lor a Tribal 
E11trepreneursllip Investment fill1d; and $500,000 for graduate programs. 

• SF-I 034 dated January 12,200 I, for S 18,O(JO,O(){I (AllachllH.!l1l 22). Resolution ;\o.·s 571-00 
(Attachmcnt 23): 572-00 (Attachment 24); 573-00 (Attachmcnt25); and 574·00 (Attnci1mcnt 2(,) 

stale thallhc drawdown included S6 millio11 for rebuilding in the Kennel DistricI; S4 million lor a 
I1eIV school facili!)' in tho Port Yates Public School Dislricl; S4 million for consl1'llclion and 
cnhancemenl oflacilities for lhe McLaughlin School System; and S4 million 1(11' H new Solen
Cannonball School. 

• SF-I034 daled May 31. 2001, for S2, I SO,OOO (Allachment 27). Resolution No. 441-00 
(Attachment 28) reflects the 111l1ds will be used as the remaining payment for the new school in the 
Wakpala District. 

• SF-I 034 dated October 17. 2001 ~ lor 57,000,000 (Altachment 29). Resolution ;\0. 264-01 
(Allacbmcllt 30) that the drawdowll included S I million for each district. excluding the Kennel 
Dislriel, which had previously received irs HAC distribution. 

Jones advised that the above mentioned tribal council resolutions wore submitted by the SRST to lhe 
SRA, B1A, Foit Yates, ND. lor review and approval. The SM Superintendent was I'esponsible for 
initially reviewing lhe documentation (ttibal eounei I resolutions) to veri ry that the requcstlbr ,IT AC iimds 
was in necordanee with the uses uuthOl'i/.ed under P.L. 102-575 ancl under the SRST's own spending 
plans. A review of the above noted SF·1 034'5 showed that three different individuals .•••••• 

served in the position ofSRA SlIperilJlcudcnt, or Acting SRlI 
werc with clrawdowns completed by the SRST. Each orthe SF-1034's were 

completed at the SRA and then signed by thc SRA Superintendent and Ule SRST Tribal Chairman . .Tones 
statcd that no formal authority was cver delegated to the SRi, Superimcndent to nUlhorize the approval or 
HAC-related SF-1034's but that, historically, superintendent's have signed of ran SF-I034's for vruious 
other funding requests. Consequently, the samc approval procedure continued relative to drawdowns 
involving HAC funds. The tribal council resollilions and SF-1034's were submitted as a packagc to the 
GPR for review. Upon I'ccoipt by the GPR, the request packages rec.eivetl a cUfsory review ancl were then 
routed to TGS ( omee). 

According to Jones and _ Jones was involved in the approval process for only the lirst two 
drawdowns completed by the SRST. Jones had to approve those drawdowlls bccause the BlA had not yet 
approved the SRST's compreiwnsi,'c JTAC fund access plan. Jones and _hath repolteci that once 
the comprehensive JTAC fund access plan was approved. any subsequent drawdowns could be approved 
without Jones' involvement as long liS the purposes (or which the JT AC funds were requested were 
included in that plan. Jones also delegated the responsibility for reviewing the first two drawdown 
requests to _. _ said .reviewed the requests to detcrmine if the justiiic>ltions provideci by the 
SRST. as provided in the tribal council resolutions, complied with the purposes authori'l:cd in the tribe's 
tifst spending plan and also with P.L. 102-575. Aner reviewing the rcqucsls._determined that the 
justifications did comply wilh the tribe's plan and P.L. 102-575. Jones reponed she approved 
the first two drawdowns based lIpan rccol11!ncnclarior1. The requests werc thcn f"rwardell to the 
OfJIce of Trust Funds Management (OTFM), DOl, Aberdeen. SD. for paYl11ent. 
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/1 review ofBIA records disclosed a letter was sent by _ to Jones regarding the SRST's second 
drawclown request of JTAC (linds and the .ITAC tlll1d aeccss plan (Attacl1mcm 31). This drawdown 
rcquest was the second draw down l'cl]ucslior (linds related to land purchases. 111 (he letler. _stated 
that_did not disag"ec Wilh thc (ribe's second drawdown, bur thm.believed any additional drawdowns 
should be disapproved tllllil the JTAC funds aeeess phm was completed. When inlerviewed,_ 
mportccl that although. would have preten'cd 11 more complete plan, lhat P. L. 102-575 was so general in 
nature, Jones was essentially required to approve any spending plan submitted by the SRST thaL generally 
rcDectcel purposes consistent with the legislation. _ tlmher advised thai if. hlld been serving in 
.Jones' posilion that .also would have had 10 approve the JTAC funci access plan as submilled by Ihe 
SRST. The aJorcmcntioned second drawdown WilS approved simultaneously with the .!TAC rund access 
plan. 

\Vhen interviewed, 
P.L. 102-575 was vague 
could use the JTAC funds. 
11)2-575. 

. OTFfvL Aberdeen, SO, rep01tcd that 
UU'''"ttuy leD it wide open as to how lIte SRST 

_ also srated that no supplemental mles or regulations exim related to P.L. 

_ reported lhat the SRA Superintendenl initially approved oach lirawclown roquest sllbmilled by the 
SRST lor JTAC fbnds. In addition to ensuring that eachrcquest complied with lhe intended purposes 
authorized under P.L. 102-575 and the SRST's own spending plans, the SM Supetintendent was also 
responsible for ensuring that all tribal council resolutions were valid. After Jones approved the first two 
drawdown requests, the requests were forwarded to OTfM lor rcvicv,. ant! approval. _ concurred 
that the remaining four drawdown request were not required to be forwarded to .Jones for approval prior to 
being submillcd lO OTFlvl. In addition to 'I'eri fying various accounting data associated with drawdowns . 
• was also responsible for making sure that the stated purpose of each transaction. as reflected inlhe 
lribal eouncilrcsolutions, was authorizcd uncler P.L. 102-575 and thc trille's own spcnding plans. After 
his review, _ signed and ccrtilied each SF-1034 and then faxed the rC{IUeSl documents to thc Director, 
OTFM, Albuquerquc, Nlv1. According to ., any transaction involving in excess of$1 million in trust 
funds also had to be reviewcd and approved by lhc OrFM Director. TI,e OTFYI Director J'eviewed each 
drawdowllrequest for the same purposes as_. After approval by the OTFM Direc(or. the JTAC' 
funds were disburscd trom the U.S. Treasury to the SRST. A rcview orthe prcvi.ously noted SF-1034's 
disclosed that the funds from each drawdo'''11 weJ'e deposiwd into SRST accounts at Wells Fargo Bank, 
Mobridge, SD. 

_ reported that the OTFf..,l diclnot have any oversight responsibility related La the.IT AC' (unds once 
the funds were deposited into the SRST's financial account" (Attachment 32A-Cl. 

As part of this investigation, DOl-OIG omce of Audits completed a financial review of the .ITAC flmds 
allocated to the SRST (Attachment 33). This review showed that the SRST earned all estimated $1 
million in interest on the S46.3 in million JTAC' li.mtis, aller receipt [1'0111 the C.S. Treasury, for a total of 
$47.3 million ill available funds forthe tribe's use, The review determined thal the SRST expended 
approximat.ely 522.9 million (lut 0 frhe .547.3 million for purposes con,istcnt with the provisions of P.L. 
102-575 (For a schedule of ftmds expended see attachment 33, Appendix 2). The n:mai:ning S24.4 million 
is accounted for in variolls checking and savings flccoum and investments in cert! ficatc:s of depoRit (CD's) 
and money market accounts. The review showcd Ihat oflhe "crnaining S24.4 million, the SRST used $7.4 
mi Ilion in ITAC funds as collateral for a co-signed loan program. The review also showed thatlhe $7.4 
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million had been originally set }lsi tie 10 start a Tribal bank, help build" youth services building, enhance 
Tribal values aocl culture, and othcr purposes. 

SRST, has served in .cUlTent position sinee I ')l)7. 

llltervl' also characterized p.r. 102-575 as vague. 
capita paY1ll0nts as the only prohibition cited ulthe legislation. _ on cxtended 
_leave when the tTibal council initiated the co-signature loan program. Investigative review orrecords 
disclosed that the program used a "blanket type" ResolutionKo, 150-01, approved May 14, ZOO 1. 
_ said .provided no input for the initiation of the co-signature 10Hn program. _ was told by 
iiiiii •••• I11 .... SRST. that the tribal council approved co-signing loans because tribal 
members needed financial assistance. _stated .did no! question the progralll because the tribal 
council made the decision to start the program -and, as SRST __ was responsible for 
implementing its decisions. 

_reported that some resolutions for co-signed loans had been approved before. returned to work 
from extended _leave. A reviewal' Resolution No. \ 56-OJ disclosed that it required the endorsement 
ortlle SRST Chainnan and Secretary for authorization. This review also revealed that other tribal council 
members signed resolutions, in the capacity of Acting Chairman, on the space provided lor _ 
signature. Upon .return !l'om leave. hegan apprming resolutions for individuals 
requesting co-signed loans. reported that written guidelines existed for the 10Hn program, 
however, the investigation was to locate any written guidelines thar exist.ed or any other tribal 
oflieialthat was aware of any written guidelines. _ reponed that the SRST did not utilize any kind 
offonnal application process relative to the loan program. Tribal members participating in the progrmn 
simply submitted requestlellers to the SRST Rec.ording DepaJill1cnt identifying their neeel Cor a loan. The 
recording department prepared resolullons [or each tribal member mmot,lting the resolution with the 
amount of the loan requested anc1the name of the recipient. All of the resolutions used to obtain co-
signed loans rellected the same date of May \4, 20CH. reportee! that unauthorized resolutions 
were brought in bulk into. oflice for approval. saie!. denied some loan requests because 
some applicants did not have the ability to rcpay the loans or already owcd the SRST money for other 
loans. There were no limits placed on the dollar ,m10llnt of loans. With the exception 0 i' one business 
loan, recipients were not required to appear before any tribal omcialto have their 10<l11s ,\pproved. 
_repOlicd that JTAe funds were l10tuscd to dU'ectly finance uny co-signed loans. Upon receiving 
approvca resolutions, tribal members presented the resolution to private lending institutions in order to 
obtain their loan. The SRST executecl co-signature documents for bunks prior to any loan proceeds being 
a1.l0catec1to tribal members. _ repOlied that the SRST did not require collaleral be provided for the 
loans, however, some banks reqlllreri somo tribal members to provide collateral in order to obtain their 
loan (Attachment 34A-B). 

When interviewed, Recording Departmel11, SKST, reportcd that. 
was primarily lor co-signed loans. Other than each tribal 
member providing a request ldter requesting the loan, the. SRST had no other application requirements 
related to the loans. Investigative review ofthe request documcnts submitted lor loans rcvcalecithe 
requests are very generic, general, and briefilluaturc. Most of the requests lVere handwritten and some 
were completcciusing "Post-It-Kotes." _reported that the majority or resolutions Cor CO-Si,,'Iled 
loans were prepared dming May 200 I. 
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_ conlirmed that tribal members were no! required to aproar before tribal council officials to receive 
resolutions for loans. _provided the prepared resolutions (No. 156), in bulk. to _ office lor 
approval. R<::questlellers lrom the tribal memhers were not included with the respective r~solution 
provided to _onie.: l'or rc':icw and approl'aL _' occasionally had questions aholll the 
resolutions. however, _ does Jot recall _",·er not approving any ol'lflC docnnl('JJls provided to 

_ for. review. A fter each loan requcst and c.orrcsponding resolution was approved by the 
appropriate tribal council represcntativcs,_ secretary rerumed the resolutions to tho Recording 
Department for distributioll10 the appropriate trihalmcmber (Allachmcnt 35). 

_Slated that.did not personally rcceiNc a co-signed loan, but scveral 
members did rcceivc co-signed loans approved untler Resolution No. 156-0 I. 
the dolhl!' amount of any 
members received 10UllS: 

HUl!ginlg (i'om 8512.62 to 810,399.59, tor a total of$27,90(>.SO; 

council 
could nol recall 

iollowing SRST 

SRST. was interviewed during the course of this investigation. 
co-signing loans around 1993. Approximately 30 loans were co-signed by 

the SRST from 1993 to mid-May 2001. However, those loans Were approved through individual 
resolutions passed by the tribal contlcil and not under a blankct type resolution such as Resolution 
No.156-01. According to .' any collateral provided for these loans involved exclusively SRST 
generated funds. 

_ advised that the smallest co-signed loan using Resolution No. 156-01 was lor approximately 
S J ,aDO and the largest loan was in the amount of approximately $740,000. Most loans involved S25,OOO 
or less. Approximately 100 to 125 loans were ter amounts in excess of $15,000. Less tban10 ofthe 
transactions involved business loans totaling approximately S2.5 million to $3 million. Approximately 50 
loans, tot'lling approximately 51 million, were approved for home purchases or homc improvement 
projects. The remaining loans wcre made for debt consolidation purposes, such as money owed on 
vehiole purchases, Gradit card bills, student loans, other l1ank loans. and a variety orotilcr purposes. 

_ repol1ed that. exprossed concerns on several occasions to tlibal officials abont the co-signature 
loan program. According to _ and contrar), to statCll1elllS made by_. applicants for co-signed 
loans did not even have to be employed 10 gct a loan. It was obvious to _ that the program was going 
to be a major linancial problem for the llibe. However. _reported tbat • was never provided with a 
response by tribal officials regarding. concerns orthe co-signed loan program. 

According to _ lending institutions providing loans to tribal members did not require collateral II'c.m 
the SRST when the program sutrtecL However, as the number of loans grew. lending institutions began 
requiring collateral. _ reported that the SRST Tribal Council did not pass' any resolutions authOlizing 
the use of.TT AC funds as collateral ler Go-signed loans, However, _did repo.1 that, dlll'ing a meeting 
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on May 29,2001. the u·jbal council approved MOlion :\0. 4 slating generally lhm the SRST would deposit 
funds as collateral at any financial institution providing loans to tribal members .•. comoneled thnt 
JTAC funds could be used as collateral for loans because there were no restrictions in P.L. 102·575 
dictating where the funds could be deposited. :-\ccorciing to _ the trille's own JTAC lund access ph", 
that was approved by the BIA, anc1under the section titled Endowment and Replenishment T'und, alloINs 
lhe tribe lo invest HAC llmds in differenL financial inslillitions. _ recalled informally discussing this 
with _and mcmbers of the SRST Judicial Committee. The judicial cOlluuitlcc. among othcr duties. 
is responsible [or developing the SRST's annual budget for approval by the llillal council. .said. 
and _ signed the transaction document placing tbe JTAC funds in various accounts as collaleral Jor 
co-signed loans .• also reponed III at noneorlheJTAC funds provided as collatcral was used ro 
cover the cost ofanydelinqucnt 01' deraulted loans. _reported that the llU\jonly of co-signed loans 
were processed through Wclls Fargo (\1'1') Baok, Mobridge, SO (Attachment 36/\-0). 

When interviewed, WI'. rcporlcd that the Jirstlime • heard about the co-signed 
loan program using was when approximately 50-60 tribal members showed up at 
the bank ono day with approved rcsolut}OIlS asking the bmlk to isslIe: them loans. The bank had so many 
tribal members altile WF eaell day that tIle bank eventually began processing co-signed loans through 
appointment only. _'stated that the SRST did not have any qualilication criteria, poLicies, or 
procedures setup for the co·signed loan program. As of June 2001, WF had appOinll11ents setup through 
November 2001 and !lonnally processed up to 10 cO-si!,'11ed 10!U1S a week. WF handled approximately 
200 to 300 co-signed loans totallng approximately $5-$6 million. MoS1 of the co-signed loans to tribal 
members were made tor debt consolidation purposes. Approximately 13 oflhe loans approved by WF 
were for busincss related loans. 

_'reported that.met with members orthe SRST Tribal Council regarding the co-signed loan 
program, but_could not recall when those meetings occurred. SRST Tribal Councillllembers also laid 
_that the co-signed lo,m program was i.nitiatecl because thc tribe wanted to help its Inell1bers re
establish their credit. _ told the tribal council that WF would ignore bad credit histories of loan 
applicants and approve loans as long as the tribe co-signed the notos and the recipients had the ability to 
repay the loans. This proposal was never formulized through uny sort of agreement with the SRST. 
_acknowledged if the SRST had not co-signed on the loans [or tribalmcmbers that most orth" 
applicants would ha\'o beon denied a loan becuuse arbat! credit. _reported that .warned the tribal 
council that. t.he tribe should set aside funding reserves because. estimaled thal 50-60% of the loans 
would end up in delimIt status. 

WF initially allocated approximately $1-$1.5 million in co-signed loans to tdbalmembers withont 
receiving collateraL However, the bank was pro,~ding so many loans to tribalmcl11bors that WF 
requested that the SRST provide 100% collateral on all Illtufe Joans. According to _ did not 
know Ule source offlmds the SRST used for the collateral. _stated that_discussed the collateral 
issue with and _(Attachment 37). 

The DOI-OIG Audit review showed that $7.4 million in JT AC l'unds wa, liSCO as collaleral for the co· 
siglled loan program and was invested at 17 separate lendi:ng insliwtions in low risk CO'5 and money 
market accounts. Of the tribe's approximate 14,()()O mcmhcrs. 475 indi"iduals obLain0d cO-Signed 10H11S 

totaling approximately SII million. To dflte, approximately 246 loans are in --delinquent" status. totaling 
approximalely $2.9111; Ilion. These loans are considered delinquem rather than detlItllled because the 
SRST has either repaid the loans or asslimedlhe monthly payments. In addition. the review veri lied thaI 
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JTAC funds were nO! used to cover the cost or any ticraulted loans and Jllrther revealed thm the trihe's 
casino rcvcnues wem used to repay the loans in delinquent status. 

According to _ neither the SRST's Constitution nor tJibal codes contain any provisions that wmild 
allow the tlibe to recover flmds lost as a result or defaulted loans n'om loan recipients. _ believes the 
only way the SRST may be able to collect on defaultctlloHns is to make payroll deductions from those 
loan recipients that arc employed by the tribe. 

TillS investigation dctermined that in atlditionl0 the S7 million drawclowtl durin!! October 2001, for 
distJiet related purposes, the SRST also reque~ted, through Resolution 1\0. 250-0 I (Attachment 381 a $5.5 
million drawdown for ,I rc-Icnding progrum. _advised that Ihe SRST wallted to uSc' thc JTAC funds 
for a direct loan program because tllCre were a lot or tribal members that were mad because they did not 
receive a co-signed loan. When interviewed by DOI-OlG, _stated that. questioned the 55.5 
million request because .eould not find where a re-lending program was included as an authorized use 
01' .fTAC funds within the SRST's own JTAC fund access plan. _ consulted willl _ about the 
drawdown request und _concurr~d with _ findings. As a result, _ and _ requested 
that the SRST provide more information speci.lically identifying which parl of its plan supj1011ecJ its 
request [or the $5.5 million. -nlis request for addiiional information relating to the S5.5 million was made 
by way of a BIA memorandum addressed from _ to the SRA Superintendent, wh'ieh was also sent to 

(Attachment 39). The SRST failed to respond to the request und as a result, the request Jar the 
mllh'c \11 was not processed by the B1A. According to _ and _, because of the "other 

programs" language contained in P.L. 102-575, had a re-Iending program been included In Ihc tribe's 
JTAC fund access plan, the $5.5 million drawdown request probably cQulcinOI haw been Slopped by the 
BIA and OTFM. 

According to Jones, she did not learn about the SRST's co-signature loan program until after the field 
hearings held by the COl11lnit1ee on Tndian Affairs, United States Senale on April 3, 2002, in FI. Yates, 
NO . .lanes reported it was implied during the hearing that the BlA was not living up to its fiduciary 
responsibility with respect to the JT AC funds. This investigation has determined thai thc 8lA did not 
conduct any financial reviews of the usc of JT Ae funds rceei vcd by the SRST. .Tones stated that P.L. 
102-575 docs not tlircctlhe BlA to monitor the SRST's use of the .ITAC runds aner Ihe tribe "cccivcs the 
funds. An investigalive review orrceords disclOSed a letter [rom the BIll. to Senator Byron Dorgan, Korth 
Dakota, dated April 20, 2001 (Atlachment 40). TIle letter relates 10 a complaint Dorgan's offlce had 
received regarding the BTA's oversight of the tribe's implementation orits plan for lIsing the .!TAC funds. 
The BIA response reflected in the leller states that P.L. 102-575" ... does not require or authorize BurcHll 
oflndian Affairs' oversigllt of the TJibe's act11al usc of the funds or illlp1cJllcnt~ltion ortbe Plan afterthe 
funds are withdrawn from tho trust aeeOUJJt by Ihe Tribe." In addition, the same document reflects that the 
BIA believed " ... the Tribe's requests for interest eal11ings fi'om the Economic Recovery Fund have been 
according to the Act Once tlte manics are received by the Tribe. the accountability then rests with the 
Tlibc and its administration to ensme to its members that the funds arc spent appropriately." 

By lelter dated AprilS, 2002, U,S. Scnator Kent Conrad, '1011h Dalwtu, requested lilrtiler c1arilieation 
fi'0111 DOl Secretary Gale Norton relating to DOI's administration 0[' JT AC lilnds. This request produced 
two difierellllcgal perspec!ives from the OlTIee of the Solicitor regarding the Department's lIwrsight or 
the JTAC funds. One perspective, dated .Inly 3, 2002, n'om the Divisi<.ln of Indian Law, conclllded that 
the Department has no statutory obligation, trust responsibility or liability with respect to HAC' t!lIIds 
ancr tbe funds arc withdrawn from tnlst (Attachment 41). However, a second, undated. perspective !i'om 
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the Division 0 C General Law, concluded that the Department has broad llurhoriry to (WCrRCC thc use of 
JTAC funds \0 provide that they are used for the purposes v"ithin the scope o[the uuthoriLing legislation 
1. A ttachmcl1l 42). 

The investigation did not disclose any information indicating the SRST planned to iniliate a co-signature 
loan program at the lime it origimllly submitted cirawdowll requcsts to the BIA and OTFlvl for JT AC 
[lInds, Although $7.4 million in HAC funds were used in the co-signed loan program as coliDleral, no 
JTAC funds werc uscd to directly [inane.; loans or co\'er the costs associated with any delinquent or 
defaulted loan. Therefore, this investigation was able 10 account for the S7A million dollars in JTAC 
funds used as collateral. 

SURIECT(Sl!DEFENDANTiS) 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribc 
P.O. BoxD 
Fort Yates, NO 58538 

DISPOSITION 

As a result of this investigation, this office forwarded a Management AdvisOl'Y of Investigative Results 
Action & Response Required to the BIA recommending that the BIA adopt procedures to assure' JTAC 
funds are used for the purposes intended, absent any regulation to the contrary. In addition, it will be 
recommended that the Department seek supplerncmary legislation thm more clearly derines the 
Departments oversight and fiduciary responsibilities under P,L 102-575, Finally, this office will 
recomlllend that the provision allowing the SRST 10 usc JT AC lunds (;11' "other programs" be clearly 
defined, Currently, P,L 102-575 provides the tribe flexibility in how [0 lise the.lT AC tltnds, which may 
not be consistent with the other three guiding principles for expenditllre, 

ATTACHMENTS 

Note: Many of the attachments identified below also appear as attachments to Investigative Activity 
Repo11s (lARs). 

1. Three Affiliated Trihes and Standing Rock Sioux Tribe Equitable Compensation Program, North 
Dakota, Public Law 102-575, elated October 30, 1992, 

2, JAR -lnterview of Cora Jones, Great Plains Regional Director, Great Plain~ Region, Bureau of 
Indian Affairs, Aberdecn, SO, on 9,2002. 

3, IAR - Interview of _ Tribal Government 
Services, Great Plains Region, Bureau IJJciian or\ . 11,2002. 

4. Memorandum from Office of the Solicitor, DOl, to Director, Office of Economic Affairs, BIA, 
dated April 10, 1997. 

5. Resource Deve!opmelll and Land Acquisition Fund (Phase I) Joint Tribal Advisory Commission 
(JT AC) Fund Access Plan, dated February 9, 1999. 

6, Lellcr datce! May 6, 2000, u'om SRST to Cora .lones, Regional 
Director, BrA. 

7. SRST ?vlernorantlum reflecting excerpts ofSRST Tribal Council meeting on May 4, 2000. 
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8. 

9. 

10. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
')" _J. 

24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 

32. 

33. 
34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 
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Standing Rock Siou.x Tribe .loint Tribal Advisory Committee UTAC) Fund Access Plan i"Seventh 
DraG") daled Aplil 
JAR - 111lerview of Pine Ridge Agellcy. Pine Ridge, SO. on 
December 13, 2002. 
Sf<ST Tribal Council meeting fl'U'''':l'il1I1R 

Letter from Cora Jones to SRST JUllC j 6,2000. 
SF-I 034 for $6 million dated Fel)1'U'"v 
SRST Tribal ('ounei.1 Resolution Number 019-99, dated February 2. 1999. 
SRST Tribal Council Resolution nUl11ber 02()·!)9, dated I:ebruary 2. I 'J'J'J. 
SF-I034 IDr $6 million datcd June 20, 2000. 
SRST Tribal Council Resolution NUIllber 192-00, dated May 4, 2000. 
SF-I034 for S7, 150.000 million dalcd ~ol'cmbcr 17, 2000. 
SRST Tribal Council Resolution Number 440-00, dated October 5, :1000. 
SRST Tribal Counci I Resolution !\umbcr 441-00. dated October 3, 2000. 
SRST T,ibal Council Resolution Number 442-00, dated October 5, 2000. 
SRST Tlibal Council Resolliliol) Number 443-00. dared October 5, 2000. 
SF-1034 for $18millioll dated January 12, 2001. 
SRST Tribal Council Resolution Number 571-00, dated Deccmber 7, 2000. 
SRST Tribal Council Resolutioll Number 572-00, dated December 9,2000. 
SRST Tribal Council Resolution Number 573-00. dated December 7, 2000. 
SRST Tribal Council Resolution Number 574-00. dated December 6, 200U. 
SF-l 034 for $2,150,000 million dated .I\-1a)' 31,200 I. 
SRST Tribal Council Resolution Number 441-00. elated October 3. :WOO. 
SF-1034 for $7 million dated October 17, 20Q I. 
SRST Tribal Council Resolmion Number 264-01, dated September 12. 200!. 
Lettcrlj'om Standing Rock Agency. BIll., to Cora .Tones dated .Tune 
8.2000. 
IAR - Interview 01' OIJice of Trust Funds 
Management, Office of the :>P',C1'"' Trustee, Aberdeen, SD, on April II ,2002. 
OIG-Office of Aud, . .ITAC funds. 
1AR - Interview Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, Fort Yates, i'iD, on 
May 9,2002. 
IAR - Interview of 
Sioux T1ibe. Fall 
WZ - Interview of 
April 12, 2002. 
JAR - Interview of 
2002. 

Recording Depanmem, SHmding Rock 

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. Fort Yates. ND. on 

Wells Fargo Bank, },1ilbllllk. SO Oll September 12, 

38. SRST Tribal Council Resolution Numbcr 250-01, dated September 12,2001. 
39. Memorandum fi'Olll Tribal Government Services, BJA 10 Superintendent. Standing Rock Agency. 

B lA, dated October 23, 200 I. 
40. Letter Jl-tlll1 BIA to [;.S. Senator BYl'on Dorgan, North Dakota. 

dated April 20, 200 I. 
41. Memorandum from the Division of Indian Law, Oflicc ofthc Solicitor, dated July 3, 2002. 
42. Undated Memorandum from the Division of General Law. Oftice oftile Solicitor. 
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Case Title 

Sac & Fox Tribe of the Mississippi in Iowa 

Case Location 
Tama, Iowa 

Report Subject 
Closing Report ofInvestigation 

SYNOPSIS 

Office ofInspector General 
Office of Investigations 

U.S. lilepartment of the Interior 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
OI-MN-04-0046 
Related FiIe(s) 

Report Date 
41l41200S 

In March 2003, a group of dissident tribal members of the Sac & Fox Tribe of the Mississippi in Iowa 
(Sac & Fox) took control of all Sac & Fox operations and the Meskwald Casino. This group of dissidents, 
who came to be known as the " Group" and was not recognized by the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs (BIA), operated the Meskwalci Casino in defiance of a directive by the National Indian Gaming 
Commission (NIGC) until NIGC shut the casino down at the end of May 2003. Both the ...... i 
Group and the tribal leadership whom they ousted, the "'_ Group," accused each other of misuse and 
theft of tribal and casino funds. At the time of the takeover, Sac & Fox bank accounts contained over 
$165 million, and the_ Group had access to approximately $21 million in casino revenues 
earned during its illegal operation of the casino. The BIA hired the accounting firm of Clifton, 
Gunderson, L.L.P. to audit all bank accounts and tribal operations of the Sac & Fox tribal government and 
the Meskwaki casino from October 1,2002 to September 30, 2003. In August 2004, Clifton, Gunderson's 
audit report was completed and provided to the Sac & Fox's currently elected tribal government and other 
interested parties. Clifton, Gunderson did not find or significant instances offraud or 
misuse oftribal or casino funds by either or the_ group. Although both parties 
complained that the audit report failed to address sufficiently various areas of concem, neither group 
provided any documentation to the BIA, the U.S. Attomey's Office, or the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) to support their allegations. With the concurrence of the U.S. Attomey's Office and 
the FBI, no further investigative action will be taken on this matter. This case is closed with the 
submission ofthis report. 

DETAILS 

On March 26, 2003, a group of dissident tribal members of the Sac & Fox tribe physically took control of 
all Sac & Fox the Meskwaki Casino. The dissident traditional Sac 
& Fox Tribal' as their leader. Known as the , the dissidents 
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claimed that the takeover was necessary because the duly elected tribal council had refused to 
acknowledge the results of two petitions for recall elections that were submitted in the fall of 2002. 

The Sac & Fox elected council, led by as the ,,_ Group") sought 
relief from the BIA. The BIA notified that the physical 
takeover was not in accordance with the Sac & Fox constitution, and therefore the BIA could only 
recognize the _Group as the official leaders of the tribe. Consequently, the NIGC notified the 
_. Group that they could not legally operate the Meskwaki Casino. In April 2003, the NIGC 
issued a final closure order demanding that the casino be closed. The_ Group ignored the 
order and on May 23, 2003, the NIGC, assisted by federal marshals, physically closed the casino. 

At the time of the takeover in March 2003, Sa,,& Fox bank accounts contained over $165 million. 
Additionally, Meskwaki Casino revenues have been projected to be in excess of $3 million per week; 
consequently it is estimated that at least $21 million was received by the _ Group before the 
casino was closed. 

Both the_and_' Grou~s accused each other of misuse and theft of tribal and casino 
funds. In October 2003, tlle BlA awarded a contract to the accounting firm of Clifton, Gunderson, LLP 
to audit all bank accounts and tribal operations of the Sac & Fox tribal government and the Meskwaki 
casino from October 1, 2002 to September 30, 2003. The Office ofInspector General (OIG), the U.S. 
Attorney's Office, and the FBI coordinated with the BrA and Clifton, Gunderson dUl'ing the audit to 
ensure that all matters of potential investigative interest were examined and addressed. 

Clifton, Gunderson issued their audit report in February 2004, but several matters were additionally 
examined by the BrA and so the report was not released to the Sac & Fox tribal government until August 
2004. By that time. was elected by the tribe as the tribal chaiffilan. A copy of the repOit was also 
provided to the_ faction. 

The findings of the Clifton, Gunderson audit are summarized as follows. All bank accounts containing 
tribal government funds and/or casino funds were identified, examined, and summarized. Year end 
financial statements were complied for the tribe, the casino, and the Meskwaki Trading Post, to the extent 
that available documentation allowed. All payroll expenditures exceeding $300 were verified. Multiple 
administrative errors were identified, but the audit did not identify any systemic abuse, ghost employees, 
or unauthorized pay increases within the payroll systems. All other types of expenditures exceeding 
$[,000 were traced to suppOiting invoices and examined for legitimacy. Although Clifton, Gnnderson 
was able to verify most noted numerous fees that were incurred under the 
_. group's leadership. 

Ex. 5 

Clifton, Gunderson did not find any systemic or significant instances of fraud or misuse of tribal or casino 
funds by either the_ or the _ group. Although both parties complained that the audit 
report failed to address sufficiently vanous areas of concern, neither group provided any documentation to 
the BrA, the U.S. Attorney's Office, or the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to support their 
allegations. With the concurrence of the U.S. Attorney's Office and the FBI, no fulther investigative 
action will be taken on this matter. This case is closed with the submission of this report. 
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SUBJECT(S)IDEFENDANT(S) 

N/A 

DISPOSITION 

This case is closed with the submission of this report. 

ATTACHMENTS 

Case Number: OI-MN-04-0046 

1. Glifton Gunderson, L.L.P.'s Independent Accountant's Report on Applying Agreed-Upon 
Procedures, December 31, 2003 and September 30, 2003. 
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Case Title 

Office of Inspector General 
Office of Investigations 

I 
U.S. Department of the Interior 

Report of Investigation 

Chippewa Cree Commodity Distribution Center 
Case Number 

OJ-MT-04-0076-1 

Case Location 
Box Elder, Montana 

Report Subject 
Investigative Case Closing 

SYNOPSIS 

Related Fit.(s) 
None 
Report Date 
December 6, 2005 

On October 27,2003, William A. Sinclair, Director, U.S. Department of the Interior's Office of Self 
Governance (OSG), Washington D.C. forwarded a.complaint from the Grass Roots People - Chippewa 
Cree Against Fraud and Corruption to the Office of Inspector General for investigative review. The 
complaint alleged the Chippewa Cree Business Committee drew down trust funds to build a commodity 
distribution center but did not build the distribution center and misused the funds 

The investigation determined that the initial allegation was unsubstantiated in that the Chippewa Cree 
Tribe did construct 11 Commodity Distribution Center which is located adjacent to the Stone Child 
Community College, Box Elder, Montana. The building measured approximately 75' x 36', contained 
administrative offices and had a walk-in refrigeration unit (15' x 15') attached to the rear of the 
distribution center. 

DETAILS 

On October 23, 2003, William A. Sinclair, Director, U.S. Department of the Interior's Office of Self 
Governance (OSG), Washington D.C. forwarded a complaint from the Grass Roots People - Chippewa 
Cree Against Fraud and Corruption to the Office ofInspector General for investigative review. The 
complaint alleged the Chippewa Cree Business Committee drew down trust funds to build a commodity 
distribution center but did not build the distribution center and misused the funds. 

On January 9, 2004, Chippewa Cree Tribe responded to the OSG and 
forwarded an internal investigative report which addressed each of the complaint's allegations; to include 
the constluction of the commodity distribution center. 

On February 17,2005, SA to Box Elder, Montana and verified that the Chippewa 
Cree Tribe had constructed a Commodity Distribution Center located adjacent to the Stone Child 

Reporting OrticiaJlTitJe 
SA_ 

Approving OrticiaJ/Title 
SAC Neil Smith 

Signature 

Signature 

Distribution: Original- Case File ~ - SAC/SIU Office ~ - HQ Other: 



Case Number: OI-MT-04-0076-J 
Commuuity College. The building measured approximately 75' x 36', contained administrative offices 
and had a walk-in refr~geration unit (15' x 15') al;tached to the rear of the distribution center. SA_ 
photographed the commodity distribution center. 

SUBJECT 

None 

DISPOSITION 

None 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. IAR-Rocky Boy Commodity Distribution Center dated February 18,2005. 
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Case Titlc 
Lucier Star Casino 

Case Location 
Tulsa, OK 

Report Subject 
Closing Report 

SYNOPSIS 

Office of Inspector Gi ..ral 
Office ofInvestigations 

U.S. Department ofthe Interior 

Report of Investigation 

CascNumbcr 
0I-OK-04-0430-1 

Related File(s) 
Report Date 

June 21, 2006 

This investigation was initiated on September 20, 2004, based on allegations that officials with the 
Cheyenne and Ar<ipaho Tribes of Oklahoma (Tribe) Business Committee spent casino profits on used 
cars, rental cars, and other expenses, contrary to their established gaming revenue allocation plan. This 
investigation was conducted jointly with the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the Internal Revenue 
Service - Criminal Investigation Division (IRS-CID), and the National Indian Gaming Commission 
(NIGC). This matter was investigated primarily by the FBI. It was agreed the Office ofInspector 
General's role would be in an assisting capacity by coordinating with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the 
U.S. Attorney's Office, and the FBI. 

Due to the limited assistance needed by OIG iu this matter and other priority investigations, this case will 
be closed. 

DETAILS 

James W. Pedro, Sr., former Cheyenne-Arapaho Business Committee member, his wife, Lea E. Schantz, 
and his secretary, Peggy Bigpond, used their positions within the tribe to gain Wlfettered access to tribal 
casino gaming revenue. The three individuals used their access to the funds to indiscriminately dole out 
cash and wire money to friends and family for personal use under the auspices of a Tribal Emergency 
Assistance (EA) Program. Additionally, one of Pedro and Schantz signed a HUD certification form 
stating they were not married in order to gain a preference in obtaining tribal housing. 

On November 2, 2005Pedro, Schantz, and Bigpond pled guilty to a Criminal Information in the U.S. 
District Court for the Western District of Oklahoma. Specifically, Pedro and Schantz pled guilty to a one 
count violation of Title 18 U.S.C., Section 1001, and a one count violation of Title 18 U.S.C. Section 
1163, embezzlement of$232,000. Bigpond pled guilty to a one count violation of Title 18 U.S.C. Section 
1163, embezzlement of$39,000. 



EX.7A 

( .. e Number: OI-OK-04-0430-1 

On March 1,2006, Pedro was sentenced to 30 months in federal pl1son and ordered to pay $193,235.77 in 
restitution to the Tribe and $6,277.00 to the Oklahoma Housing and Finance Agency. On that same date, 
Bigpond was sentenced to 16 months in federal prison and ordered to pay $32,276.66 in restitution to the 
Tribe. Schantz was sentenced to eight months in federal prison and ordered to pay $48,434.64 in 
restitution to the Tribe and $6,277 to the Oklahoma Housing and Finance Agency. 

-1II!II-1III!II1II!II-1!I!I1II)III1II!I!-I!iIIIl!!!!lIIIi!!IIIIIII!!I!I!!!I~IIII!II __ ---- 0 IG' s 
involvement has been minimal to this point. Therefore, OIG will close this matter. 

SUBJECT(S)/DEFENDANT(S) 

James Wayne Pedro, Sr. 
DOB: 
SSN: 

Lea E. Schantz 

Peggy P1t,l'VIIU 

DOB: 
SSN: 

DISPOSITION 

Pedro, Schantz, and Bigpond entered guilty pleas and were sentenced in the U.S. District Court for the 
Western District of Oklahoma. Ex. 7 A 

EXffiBITS 

None 
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Case Title 
FWSAlaska 

Case Location 
Wasltington, DC 

SYNOPSIS: 

( 

This investigation was initiated 
Service 

." 
( 

Office ofInspector G~Io>,;ral 
Office of Program Integrity 

U.S. Department of the Interior 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number PI-04-0494-I 

Related File(s) 

Report Date 
December 7, 2004 

United States Fish and Wildlife 
the complaint, 

USFWS, Fairbanks, fir,,, .. ,,, 
nse government vehicles and government 

funds, violated state wildlife laws, expressed racist views and attitudes toward Native Alaskans and 
converted U.S. government property for personal use. submitted a fourteen page 
complaint with accompanying documentation that was received by DOIfOIGfPID in September 2004 
(attachment 1). 

Investigation revealed that _ admitted to misuse of. government vehicle a~d aircraft. 
Corroboration from multiple sources confirmed _ misuse of. govemment vehicle and aircraft 
during. tenure '. USFWS Region 7 (Alaska) financial records indicate approximately 
$15,000 in U.S. government funds expended in 2002 to re-build a law enforcement cabin outside of 
Fairbanks in Minto Flats _ approximated the figure at $25,000 to $30,000). Several sources, 
including confirmed that the cabin has not been utilized for law enforcement purposes for several 
years. Several wilnesses observed use the for . -. _In~~lew, 

, ~n'nve.,.tin 

_ Speci.IAgent 

Steven A. 

"'-"1""'". - Cnse File 



Case Number: PI-04-0494-1 

Several witnesses interviewed for this investigation were less than candid with investigators. Quotes 
attributable to a source by another witness were often disputed and disavowed by the source during the 
interview process. _ on several occasions during the investigation, telephonically contacted 
witnesses in the investigation prior to their interviews with OIG investigators and infonned them as to the 
nature of the interview, questions they might be asked and the identity of the complainant. 

Backgrouud: 

DETAILS: 

r~~~~;;~;t from _ on June 28, 2004. The complaint alleged 
Fairbanks, AK, had engaged in misuse of _government 

aircraft, IIlisused Federal government funds in re-building a cabin rarely used for law 
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enforcement purposes, converted government property to • own use and possibly violated Alaskan state 
fisbing laws. _ provided a written complaint to PID on September 1, 2004. 

Misuse of Government Vehicle: 

observer ••• routinely leaving the office 
to in. government vehicle. _ 

'~~;;;ft;~;~dliiiii~;;~iJ;;~~i use orthe government vehicle for transporting. fami Iy 
~iiiiient 

I addressed the question of what is .understanding oEthe USFWS "Volunteer" program 
(attachment 7)._ said that it's a common program in Alaska USFWS involving family members 
who participate and work with the federal employee on official business in order to be able to utilize (ride 
along) the government vehicles or aircraft. The family member(s) are signed up as volunteers on a 
document. advised that.believed the volunteer fonns could still be available (stored/archived) 
in the Fairbanks office. 
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_ admitted to misusing. goveriunent vehicle on a number of occasions. For example,_ 
advised that • has driven _ children to stopped for groceries and picked _ 
children up from school using driven with to lunch in • 
government vehicle. 

According to _ has, in the past, told 
government verncle polIcy. told them may 

that _did not agree, nor believe in lhe 
when you have to use the govemment 

_ admitted that : it vehicle for personal reasons and if you do, I will not turn you in. 
was not the right thing for _ to say. 
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_ was questioned as to how teenagers clothing had been discovered in the storage closets ofthe 
camper and whether or not the clothes belonged to .children. said .didn't know how the 
clothes got i1)to the storage closets and that they did not belong 

5 



Case Number: PI-04-0494-1 

Regarding that waterfowl patrol in SE ad',is"d that. drove the govenunent camper back 
to Fairbanks from Ketchikan without "My.flew back to Fairbanks with. 

can confinn) and I drove the _ also stated. met with _ after 
had left for Fairbanks. _ arunitted that instead of booking a hotel room in Ketclnkan, _ 
overnighted in the camper. 

_reply to .alleged trip through Anchorage in 2002 with _was, "No way, absolutely not." 

DUring _interview, stated that USFWS does not have a nationwide policy regarding use ofthe 
govenunent vehicle. SA read the USFWS government vehicle policy (found in the USFWS 
Manual online), dated March [[, [993 to which stated, "The transportation of non-official 
passengers creates the of tort claims and public criticism. Therefore, as a general rule, the 
transportation " said was 
unaware ofthat policy. 

Misuse of Governmeut Aircraft: 

Agent's note: former ASAC _ attempted to clarify what the Volunteers in the Parks (VIP) 
program was aud • explained that it allowed government employees to fly family members in the 
government plane as volunteers working under a temporary government capacity. 
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•• 1 and _ to the Minto Flats cabin in eady September 2001. _ 
signed up on a ''Volunteer'' fonn to clean the cabin. that 

working the weekend that flew in with that 
nurLrea ducks and fished besides cleaning the cabin. 
over the weekend. 

I re<:all'ed taking _. on a flight to the Yukon River during the sununer of2002. 
advised the_was signed up as a ''Volunteer'' said. helped pull in fishing nets). 
stated it was approximately a four day trip of wildlife refuge areas and that the_ fished while 

was asked who approved ofthe. riding in the government plane, "I think maybe 
USFWS, Anchorage) approved the flight." 

_ admitted that. fanner supervisor from the state of 
_ visited in June 2003. _ signed both up as "Volunteers" and flew them on the government 
plane to Minto Flats for sightseeing could not recall what they volunteered for}. _ •• 
justified the flight as an opportunity to add hours to • yearly flight total. stated they provided 
no specific government function during the flight. 

7 



_stated. was told 
on a "space available 
"I feel that it's incorrect." 
and has done so a handful n'i'~.,o 

Case Number: PI-04-0494-I 

instructor that family members could fly on the government plane 
advised that. used the "Vohmteer" program infrequently and said, 

_did not consistently use government aircraft to fly .family, 

OAS Aviation Management, 
Anchorage, government planes does not encompass flying 
family members unless specifically authorized and approved in writing by the Agency bead. Tbe 
Agency tbat is conducting an official business mission shall certify in writing prior to the flight that 
the aircraft is scheduled to perform a bona fide mission activity and that the mission requirements 
have not been exceeded in order to transport such "Space Available" travelers (DOl At"\1 
Operational Procedures Memorandum) (OMB circular A-126-Space Available Passengers). Space 
available passengers can also be approved by the Secretary of the Interior on a trip-by-trip basis 
(attachment 19). 

SAC Stan Pruszenski, USFWS, Anchorage, AK stated that his interpretation of flying passengers on a 
space available basis consisted of authorized and non-authorized personnel (attachment 20). If 
authorized, you had to be a government employee on official business. Unauthorized passengers were 
accompanying family members ofthe employee and if there was no added government expense to 
transport them, Pruszenski considered that to be permissible. 

Pruszenski was asked ifhe felt that agent/pilots were taking advantage of the space availability 
regulations. He answered, "I don't know." Pruszenski said that these flights mayor may not come to his 
attention because he said he bas no knowledge what agents are doing on a daily basis. 

Regarding other possible issues involving his agents and USFWS programs used by the agents, 
Pruszenski advised that he is unfamiliar with the "volunteer" program referred to by several USFWS 
agents in the course of the investigation. Regarding the volunteer program, Pruszenski said, 
"That's not on my radar screen." Pruszenski was asked of his impression regarding family members 
being signed up for the volunteer program, he said it did not "smell" good to him. 
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_ recalled the course in question and replied that. presented a video of St. Lawrence Island, flight 
training and a moose hunt (1995). _ stated that the plane in the video was not a government plane 
but .' supervisor's_ personal aircralt (tail number _. denied that .children 
were part of the video. . 

_ advised that when flying the government plane,.has to land and urinate. On those occasions 
when this occurs,.stated that _has taken some time to go fishing. _ stated that. can only fly 
eight hours a day and that .keeps .fishiogpole in the government plane to use when there is "down" 
time. _ advised that .takes a shotgun on flyiog trips for bear defense, not for hunting. 

Misnse of USFWS Law Enforcement Fnnds: 

stated that io the fall of2001,_ proposed usiog USFWS law enforcement funds 
reqluellted amount by _. was approximately $11,000), aircraft and USFWS law enforcement 

p;.,e.r.so.ru.leJ to re-build the Minto Flats cabin. The old cabin was owned by the University of Alaska and 
• proposed to the Alaska Fish and Game office (owners ofthe land) that the USFWS replace the 
old cabio with a new one. A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was entered ioto by USFWS, the 
University of Alaska and Alaska Fish and Game (attachment 22). USFWS would the funding, 
materials, equipment and manpower, and the other entities would provide the land. -The MOU states the USFWS Law Enforcement entity will be responsible for maintainiog a cabin use log. 
According to has no knowledge of a Minto cabin use log in their office. _ 
USFWS advised there is a log and it's located at the Minto cabin. stated that 
the and the Alaska State Fish and Game are the most frequent users ofthe Minto 
facility. does not know how long the log has been in use. 
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A review of e-mails (attachment 23) between and USFWS Anchorage officials established that 
end of the fiscal year (Sept. 2001) USFWS amount) were carried over to fiscal year 
2002 in order to flmd the Minto cabin construction. that SAC Pruszenski approved 
of the new construction. An initial purchase order Pruszenski in the amOlmt of 
$8,555.23 for building materials provided by Spenard AK (attachment 24). 
Additional expenditures for plane flights· to transport the building materials, small tool purchases and the 
purchase of additional building materials for the cabin brought the amOlmt of expended funds to 
approximately $15,100.00. The cost does Ilot include the manpower hours (Special Agents oil-duty and 
other US government personnel) used to COllstruct the cabin. 

10 
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According to SAC Pruszenski, the Minto Flats cabin has as a law enforcement cabin for as 
long as he has been in Alaska with the had indicated to him in 2001 that the cabin 
was in sad shape and needed to be updated or replaced. Pruszenski indicated to _that there were 
unspent funds from fiscal year 2001 in the budget and they could be carried over into 2002. These 
uuspent USFWS funds could be used to fund the reconstruction of the Minto cabin. Pruszenski stated he 
did not consult his superiors in Washington, DC regarding spending the funds and that it was his decision 
to do so. Pruszenski advised that he had no personal knowledge or heard rumors of, agents or_ 
utilizing the Minto cabin for personal use. 

SAC Pruszenski believes the cabin wiH be used more for law enforcement activities due to the opening of 
a new spring and summer waterfowl subsistence season in the Minto Flats area. Pruszenski stated he was 
unaware of an in-service training meeting between Alaska state troopers and the USFWS Fairbanks office 
this summer where several troopers questioned the frequency of use oflhe Minto cabin for law 
enforcement purposes. According to witnesses, during that meeting,_ had told the troopers 
that there really has not been much law enforcement activity at the cabin in seven years. Pruszenski said 
he was surprised that_would make that kind ofstatement. . 

_ commented on the re-building of the Minto Flats cabin. _ said it was. idea to rebuild the 

•
ca.b.lll.and that it had been heavily used by USFWS law enforcement personnel from 1994 through 1997. 

advised there was a drop off in waterfowl violations after 1997. _ acknowledged the drop 
in violations but said the cabin was still of use, just not as much as in the past. • obtained approval from 
SAC Stan Pruszenski and went ahead with deconstructing the old cahin and building a new structure. 

_ estimated that $25,000 to $30,000 was spent to rebuild the cabin .• admitted to using USFWS 
Jaw enforcement agents to build the cabin on government time. doesn't know the total man hours spent 
on the cabin). _justified their use stating that's the way they did things in Alaska (costs would 
have been higner usmg : stated they used government planes to ferry building 
materials to the job site. haven't used the cabin very much in the past two years for 
law enforcement the cabin for .• personal use and has not personally 
used it since it was cOlnpllele,d. 
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SAC Pruszenski advised that he was una)'lare that one of his ag!mtJl, ••••••••• 
~!!!!!~ . When Pruszenski was told of the circumstances surrounding 
11 was surprised that pulled the aerial support due to the scheduling of 

government aircraft and agents to work on the rebuilding of the Minto cabin. 

I did not recall the abovementioned incident between _·and_. _ 
ackJlo'wle:dg,~d talking to regarding .case, but doesn't remember saying .could not help 

bec:aus:eofthe rebuilding of the Minto cabin. 

Conversion of U.S. Government Property for Personal Use and Property Issnes: 

_, commented on the large amount ofUSFWS government equipment stored in tlll'ee 
warehouses in Fairbanks. The office had two snowmobiles, two boats, rubber rafts, survival equipment, 
and wealJons. 

12 
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_ advised the items removed from the warehouse by _ were not valuable (except a gas 
heater) and not on a government property list maintained by the Fairbanks office. _ stated. 
thought was a "scrounge" and that the items .removed were 'Junk." 

_ advised the firearm in question was,,? old Winchester 70 30.06 rifle that was missing a front 
Slght._ informed that _did not find the rifle in the warehouse but that. signed it'out of the 
gun sate three or four times for repairs. said the rifle was on the office property list. 

MIllS'''' that _ issued a letter of counseling for the property incident 

property issues, 

not remain in. file. The letter went into a file kept by 
in Anchorage. added that USFWS is "fairly tight" On 

liSfrll1 sought opinions and advice on 
and USFWS personnel in Anchorage, 

from 
"I could have flIed_because.was 

missing items and told . to retum the 
~!!!~. ~~~ called .counseling "a learning experience" for 

COIlslcLen,aSj to the U.S. Attomey's office in Fairbanks regarding a 
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possible prosecution of 
approved by • supervisor, 

dec:isic)ll on how to handle was 

Anchorage advised that .was consulted by _ on 
possible disciplinary scenarios regarding. (attachment 29). _ stated did the 
investigation on . and related to _ that did not mtend to convert the warehouse 
property to • own use. _ based. disciplinary recommendation on _ investigation. 

According to _ if. ha;~lmiowin!a!bo~u~t~I:!~1 statements to i •••• 
would have 
officer, _could have been removed for 

accounts re~:ardling 
involvement to _ by 

_ stated, "as a law enDorc"ment 

_ acknowledged that a Letter ofWaming from that did not go into. 
Official Personnel File. this type of administrative action was not considered discipline. 
_ said, "in reality, we not do anything to " 

_ advised that.returned the skis, and heater .• stated .was counseled by' ••• 
regarding the taking of government property. it was llilacceptable behavior. _ 
said discussed the dos and don'ts of how to governnlent property I noted that 

should have had this discussion with _ when .arrived from DEA). it was not 
_intention to keep the property . 

••• stated • uses Cabella's as a supplier of equipment to. office. : denied that .has 
government bought equipment stored at • personal residence such as a camping tent purchased from 
Cabella's. _ stated the tent in question is located in the office warehouse. 
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••• stated that!!!!:b~~ought the chainsaw notated on the office controlled property list 
(attachment 31). asked why the chainsaw appears on the list as of !O/OlfOI, but credit card 
records saw on July 17,2002 for $537.95. _replied, "I don't 
know." the chainsaw has never been used. 

A review of _ government credit card revealed no purchases for the chainsaw amount of $537.95 
on or about September/October 2001. . 

gO'~tllll~ vehicle to haul building materials and equipment to • personal 

_was asked to comment on. office property inventory and budget. _ advised.doesn't 
know much about the budget and has no knowledge of how much money. office spends on equipment 
and supplies each fiscal year. stated the office does an annual inventory of controlled property 
and they just instituted a Special Agent property list to capture what equipment each agent has in their 
possession. _ agreed there were several pieces of property not on the property list but are in the 
possession of the office (Le. a caribon sled). admitted there are pieces of equipment that were 
bought within the last few years but not used ($500 chainsaw, ice auger, caribou sled et.al) . 

••• advised that . Wiggy's, Grand Junction, CO. Wiggy's is an 
outdoor equiJJment manufacturer. admitted to endorsing products from Wiggy's in the late 
1990's when. was a Special Agent (attachment 32). • supervisor, _ told_to 
stop and. did. _ advised. buys equipment for. agents from Wiggy' s. 
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Misuse ofthe Governmeut Credit Card: 

.... admitted to authorizing the splitting of government credit card purchases by_and. 
subordinates (attachment 33). On August 8, 2003,_told agents purchase 
flight helmets using their government credit cards at a cost of$I,725 
helmet (same price). Instead of doing a purchase order for the entire amount (can only 
to $2,500.00),. authorized the agents to individually purchase the helmet. jus:tifiled 
by stating.had verbal authorization to do so from regional administrative 

On August 14, 2003, told agent_to purchase two 
S 1,772.50 using. government credit card. At the same 
purchase two more recorders at the same price. 
authorization to split the purchase instead of using a 

Use of Racial Slurs towards Native Alaskans: 

rec:orclers at a total cost of 
go'ver;nment credit card to 

had given. verbal 

."!II admitted using the term, "Eskimo Pie or Pie" when referring to Native Alaskans. _ 
considers the term, "dark humor, slang and locker room humor." said. has heard the native 
Alaskans use the term themselves. _ advised. uses the telm around the office as a "stress 
reliever." _further advised that. does not correct .subordinates that use the term. 
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Violation(s) of Alaskan State Law: 
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According to SAC Pruszenski, an anonymous letter was received by in late August 2004 
regarding a USFWS agent stealing crabs from commercial pots in Alaska in 2001. Pruszenski 
stated faxed him a copy of the letter. The letter was also copied to the Alaska state troopers by 
the writer. The letter was unsigned and not dated . 

. Pruszenski advised he went on leave after receiving the fax. When he came back, he contacted Rick 
Winn, Chief, Internal Affairs, USFWS on September? Pruszenski suggested to Winn that_ 
investigate the complaint (no individuals were named in the letter). However, Pruszeuski had reviewed 
the travel vouchers of agents who had worked in southeast Alaska during the time period in question (fall 

isc()Ve.red that _ had been there. Pnlszenski said he assigned the investigation to ASAC 
Pruszenski understands thatlhree agents had been interviewed by_and 

, had been on leave and had yet to be interviewed. Pruszenski advised that he had no 
•• ,pa'ssibly receiving the letter befure August 2004 and delaying investigative 
potential involvement. 
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recalls the waterfowl assigrunent onboard the Surfbird in the fall of2002. _denies taking 
commercial pots while on the Surfbird. said, "I don't remember if we ate crab in 

2002." _stated, "I lmow the Alaskan state law regarding crabs and r did not steal any commercial 
crabs.H 

According to _, last yeru_ ;on a lottery for a moose hunting license. _went with :_ 
•. on the moose hunt. _ advised that shot a moose, but the moose kept moving and .~. 
was having trouble reloading a bolt action .finished off the moose before it could 
get away. advised. spoke to an Alaskan regarding the incident and the trooper 
told. that what J_ did was legal. 

Less thau Candid Witnesses: 

During this investigation, s;ee~ve:r~a~1 w~itn:es:s~es~w~e~re~l~es;S~th~an~C;an;d;i;d~in~siom~e~o~f~th~e;ir~rie~sp~o~n~s~e~s ~to~~;r put forth by investigators .• 

iiiiiiiii One agent interviewed taped. interview without the lmowledge of 
investigators. 
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did admit that in 1993,_flew _ to:_ AK on a space available basis which. 
did not cost the government additional expense. 

_commented that • had never seen 

DISPOSITION: 

Referred to USFWS Director for administrative action. 

ATTACHMENTS: 

I. Copy of_Complaint. 
2. Investigative Activity Report, interview of 
3. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
4. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
5. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
6. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
7. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
8. Volunteer Services Agreement form for USFWS 
9. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
10. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
11. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
12. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
13. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
14. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
IS. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
16. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
17. Copies of photographs of_ children 
18. Copy of OAS-2 flight report, dated 06/02/03 

fly. family in a government plane. 

dated September 3, 2004 
. dated September 19, 2004 
dated October 5, 2004 

September 15, 2004 
September 30, 2004 

dated December I, 2004 

dated September 18, 2004 
September 3, 2004 
dated October 4, 2004 
September 3, 2004 

dated October 5, 2004 
dated September 16, 2004 
dated September 15, 2004 

dated December 14, 2004 
Sepl'emb,er2001 

19. DOl AM Operational Procedures Memorandum and OMB circular A-126-Space Available 
Passengers) 

20. Investigative Activity Report, interview of Stan Pruszenski, dated September 24,2004 
21. Investigative Activity Report, interview of_, dated September 24, 2004 
22. Memorandum of Understanding between USFWS, Alaska Fish & Game, University of Alaska for 

Minto Cabin rebuild 
23. USFWS emails concerning rebuilding of Minto cabin 
24. Pruszcnski approved purchase order for Minto cabin building materials, dated April 29, 2002 
25. Investigative Activity Report, interview of_dated October I, 2004 
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26. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
27. Investigative Activity Report, second intc,rv!iew 
28. Investigative Activity Report, second interview 
29. Investigative Activity Report, interview 
30. Investigative Activity Report, second int"rV]£w 
31. USFWS Fairbanks office property inventory, dated 2005 

Case Number: PI-04-0494-1 
dated October 27,2004 

December 7, 2004 
dated October 25, 2004 

,emher 7, 2004 
dated October 4, 2004 

32. _memorandum, dated October 26, 2004 
33. US government credit card statements for ~;;;;~~=~~ dated August 2003 
34. Investigative Activity Report, interview of~ dated September 15, 2004 
35. Investigative Activity Report, interview of , dated September 24, 2004 
36. Investigative Activity Report, second' dated September 15, 2004 
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Case Title 
Timbisha Shoshone Tribe 
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Case Closing 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
0I-CA-04-0578-1 
Related File( s) 
Report Date 
April 28, 2006 

RESTRICTED INFORMATION FEDERAL GRAND JURY MATERIAL 
FEDERAL RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, RULE 6 eE) APPLIES 

SYNOPSIS 

This investigation was initiated based on information that Timbisha Shoshone Tribal Council members 
took bribes from a company named Rinaldo Corporation in exchange for two casino development 
contracts in violation ofTitIe 18 U.S.c. 666, Bribery Concerning Programs Receiving Federal Funds and 
Title 18 U.S.C. 201, Bribery of Public Officials and Witnesses. Allegedly, Rinaldo also interfered with 
Timbisha's Tribal government and paid for an entire Tribal election in order to influence voting in 
violation of Title IS·U.S.C. 597, Expenditures to Influence Voting. 

Based on the findings in this investigation to date this case is being closed. If additional information is 
developed in the future concerning this matter consideration wm be given to reopen the investigation. 

DETAILS 

Allegations from the Region Director of the National Indian Gaming Commission Greg Bergfeld revealed 
that Timbisha entered into a contractnal relationship with several members of an alleged "Organized 
Crime Group" based in Chicago, Illinois for the purpose of developing a gaming establishment in 
Hesperia, California. (Exhibit 1) 

An interview of .met a Tribal Lobbyist for Avelino. 
Corporation . • and discussed the idea of assisting Timbisha in 
securing land and a casino in Hesperia, CA. _ claimed that through _ several 
individuals and companies were introduced to the Timbisha Tribal Council including: (Exhibit 2) 

Reporting OfficialJTitie 
_, Special Agent 

David Brown, Special Agent in Charge 

- Case File Office 
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• 
• 
• 

• 
Companies: 
• Rinaldo Corporation, 9 Gateway Drive, Collinsville, ILL 62234 
• Emerald Ventures, Inc., 120 N. LaSalle #3300, Chicago, ILL 60602 

_ entered into a consultant agreement witl). _ for the purpOSIJ of developing a gaming project 
for Timbisha and Avelino retained to serve as a consultant to assist _ in the 
development ofthe gaming project. (Exhibit 2)" 

aforementioned associates entered into a very close relationship with Tribal _ 
which caused a rift betWeen I and the rest of the Tribal Council. and 

associates moved into the Tribal offiGe with and evicted the rest ofthe Tribal Council. 
provided numerous documents that allegedly supported the above activity. (Exhibit 2) 

A review of the documents provided by , I (Exhibit 3) revealed the following: 

• Timbisha had a contract with Rinaldo for the purpose of developing an Indian gaming facility 
since late 2002 

• Rinaldo and Avellino had a consultant agreement whereas Rinaldo retained Avellino to serve as a 
consultant in "the project" (no specifip project stated). According to the agreement, Rinaldo p,aid 
Avellino $80,000 up front and then $55,000 month until "the project" was completed. This 
agreement was signed by 

• Avellino and agreement whereas Avellino retained_ to 
serve as a consultant project" (no specific project stated). According to this agreement, it 
was pursuant to the consultant aro:eement between Rinaldo and Avellino listed above. As stated in 
the agreement, Avellino paid _$26,000 per month until "the Project makes its first 
distribution of available cash flow after the opening of the Project to the public for gaming 
activities." 

• Correspondence between showed that_was upset because_ 
thought. was entitled to receive money from _ for introducing _ to the Timbisha Tribal 
Council. 

At a later date provided a series of photographs depicting the tribe's negotiations with Rinaldo. 
A review of these photographs and the included footnotes revealed that former Timbisha Council 
members met with representatives of 
Rinaldo to negotiate the agreement between Timbisha and Rinaldo regarding the future Timbisha gaming 

. establishment. (Exhibit 4) 

An interview ofTimbisha Council Member revealed. and Timbisha Council members _ 

'~!!!Ii:= the validity of the contract Timbisha had with 
ti an mtemal dispute within the Tribal Council resulting in a 4-1 

split._ sided with Rinaldo and physically expelled the other four members from the Tribal office .. 

2 
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Reportedly, from that point on Rinaldo eml)lo)rees 
with_ (ExhibitS) 
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worked in the Tribal office 

Rinaldo provided the Tribe a subsidy of $30,000 per month from October of 2003 to late 2004, which was 
intended to pay the salaries of the Tribal Council members. Rinaldo also purchased or leased a Jeep 
Grand Cherokee for_. (Exhibit 5) 

.provided a copy of a Cbristmas card sent from to The card 
contained a Kmart gift card for $50. Additionally, the Shoshone 
Tribal Council to the Timbisha General membership. The letter read that _ withheld $9,187.24 of 
the Revenue Sharing Tmst Funds. According to the letter, these funds were used to pay for envelopes and 
postage. (Exhibit 6) . 

" 

Tribal advised that Rinaldo was in the process of purchasing 
interstate 15 corridor near Hesperia, CA, that was intended to become the future 

Timbisha casino location and that Rinaldo was going to get the property put into Tmst for Timbisha so a 
casino could be built there. (Exhibit 7) 

ultimately detelmined their contract with Rinaldo was no.t legally 

Exhibit 7) 

Indian Gaming Regulatory Act. It was at that time that 
attempted to back out of the contract with Rinaldo. ( 

Rinaldo funded a Tribal election in Las Vegas, Nevada. _ also claimed the purpose of this 
election was to remove, and the existing Tribal Council and replace them with a new council 
that would SUppOlt stated that Rinaldo paid for all the expenses ofthe Tribal members 
related to this conference. (Exhibit 7) 

During the election in Las Vegas 
were elected as the new Tribal Council. continued saying that after _filed an a1?peal disput:ing 
the validity of this election,_ attempted to bribe _ by telling_if • withdrew. appeal _ 
would make sure • became the chairman of the gaming commission and be well compensated. (Exhibit 
7) 

At a later date _ claimed _ contacted also. and offered. money to drop .appeal 
concerning the dispute of the election ofthe new Tribal Council. _declined the offer from 
_. (Exhibit 8) 

In support of this investigation _provided several DVDs containing video coverage of a 
conference between Rinaldo and Timbisha and another conference between a gaming developer company 
named Nevada Gold and·Timbisha. (Exhibit 9)' 

A review of the documents obtained from_ regarding the Timbisha Tribal meeting in Las Vegas, 
Nevada on August 21, 2004, revealed that there was no Tribal election at this meeting. According to the 
documents, the purpose of this meeting was to amend the development agreement that Timbisha had with 
Rinaldo as well as vote on four resolutions, One of these resolutions was to have the Tribal election on 
November 9, 2004. (Exhibit 10) 
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I (Exhibit 
11) 

Documents obtained from the Bureau ofIndian Affairs (BIA) relating to 638 contract funds that were 
distributed to Timbisha for the fiscal years 1999 through 2004 revealed Timbisha received a total of 
$202,702 in 1999, $345,322 in 2000, $387,208 in 2001, $576,789 in 2002, $148,543 in 2003 and 
$134,801 in 2004. (Exhibit 12) 

for the Timbisha Shosone tribe revealed that Rinaldo initially paid 
increased the payments to $30,000 a month. The money was used to 

pay the salaties ofthe Tribal Council members, economic development officer, Tribal administrator, and 
two secretaries. In addition, the money was used to pay for Tribal committee meetings, legal fees and 
other basic operations. According to _, the money from Rinaldo was a loan Timbisha would have to 
pay back after their casino was built. R!p.aldo initially wired the monthly payments into then Tribal _ 
_ , personal banlc account and that $70,000 of the money that was wired to 

_ was unaccounted for. (Exhibit 13) 

(Exhibit 14) 

(Exhibit 14) 

Another interview of_ revealed that __ and 
who were paid by Rinaldo to influence BIA Superintendent 

as the Timbisha_ and acknowled~ed the removal of 

were former BIA employees 
ultimately recognized 

, and. from the Tnbal Council. _ was unaware of any bribes or anything of 
passed from _ or_ to :_ to influence • decision. (Exhibit 15) 

f63 

At a later date, _ provided two documents for review. The first document was Rinaldo's General 
Ledger of the payees and debt amounts to these the Timbisha casino project. The 
second document was a memo from _ to This memo stated that was 
seeking legal advice in regards to recalling three Timbisha Tribal Council members. In the memo _ 
encouraged to advis," ; on this matter. In fact, _ offered: the use of. 
personal airplane to fly. down to meet with _. (Exhibit 16) 

for Timbisha from May of 2003 to AugUst of 2004 said 
loaning $10,000 a month to Timbisha on October 26, 2002. By the end of 2003 Rinaldo 

increased the amount of the loan to $30,000 a month. _ said in July of 2003, Rinaldo started paying the' 
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$30,000 a month into personal banlc account. :_ was also suspicious _ received 
money from Rinaldo because even though had trouble paying. rent,. was able to purchase 
two new vehicles in December of 2004. (Exhibit 17) 

(Exhibit 18) 

(Exhibit 19) 

Timbisha since said Rinaldo 
was in charge of putting the in Hes.l?eria, CA into Trust for Timbisha in order to build a casino. 
_ stated that Rinaldo owns the land and in favor the casino 
built. Timbisha Tribal Council members became 
concerned about the contract between Timbisha and Rinaldo when they found out Rinaldo was billing the 
tribe for unknown expenses. _. opined that the most egregious of these expenses was the hundreds of 
thousands of dollars paid to Lobbyist ._. Reportedly did not lobby for Timbisha or 
submit invoices for-the work. supposedly did. _ attended most of the meetings with Hesperia city 
officials, who _was supposedly lobbying, but never saw_ at these meetings. (Exhibit 20) 

_ recalled paid half of the money that Rinaldo paid to for. 
lobbying services. The money paid to the _ was supposed to be for consulting services they 
performed, however. they did not perform these services for the tribe. In addition, _suspected 
Rinaldo paid for _ attorney fees. (See Exhibit 20) 

SUBJECTS 

Rinaldo Corporation 
9 Gateway Drive 
Collinsville, ILL 62234 

for this investigation were given to IA 
(Exhibits 21) 
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• 
Avellino Corporation 
5775 E. Los Angeles Ave., Suite 222 
Simi Valley, CA 93062 

DISPOSITION 

.se Number: 0I-CA-04-0578-1 

This' investigation is closed. The matter will be reconsidered if newladditional infonnation concerning the 
initial allegations is developed 

EXHIBITS 

1. Complaint from NIGC dated 4/22/04 
2. Interview 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
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dated 1111712004. 
"'iI!l: dated 2/312005. 

12127/2004. 
12/612004. 

. Tribal Council, dated 3/112005. 
Cou:ncil, dated 3/112005. 

Council, dated 3/112005. 
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10. Document Review - Records Rel~ar(!ing A n.mRt 

11. 
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Case Title 
Load Star Casino 

Case Location 
Rapid City, SD 

Report Subject 
Closing Report 

SYNOPSIS 

Office of Inspector General 
Office of Investigations 

U.S: Department of the Interior 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
0I-SD-05-0031-1 

Related File(s) 
Report Date 

May2,200G 

This investigation was initiated on October 22,2004, based on information provided by the National 
Indian Gamming Commission (NIGC) concerning Load Star Casino (LSC), Crow Creek Sioux Tribe 
(CCST), Fort Thompson, SO. Specifically, while completing regulatory work at the casino, NIGC 
investigators received infonnation from an attorney representing the CCST which indicated payroll funds 
had been embezzled from LSC during early 2004 by LSC General Manager Charlene Azure, Payroll 
Clerk Vienna Gourneau and Accounts Payable Clerk Sylvia Rockwood. The reSUlting investigation 
disclosed that the aforementioned employees violated LSC's payroll advance policies and obtained 
approximately $65,272.49 from LSC through fraudulent, non-repaid payroll advances. Additionally, the 
investigation disclosed that Azure also stole approximately $33,000 from LSC during late 2003 and early 
2004 in a separate scheme through which she cashed personal checks at the casino knowing she had 
insufficient funds to cover the transactions. 

Azure, Gourneau and Rockwood were tenninated from their positions at LSC during August 2004. All 
three subjects were indicted by a Federal Grand Jury during March 2005 on theft and embezzlement 
charges. All three subjects plead guilty during July 2005. During October 2005, Azure was sentenced to 
18 months incarceration, 36 months probation, and was ordered to pay a special assessment of$100 and 
restitution in the amount of$83,879.25. Goumeau was sentenced to 60 months probation and was 
ordered to pay a special assessment of$lOO and restitution in the amount of$7,349.24. Rockwood was 
sentenced to 60 months probation and was ordered to pay a special assessment of $1 00 and restitution in 
the amount of$7,044. 

DETAILS 

NIGC fonnally reported this matter to the Office ofInspector General (GIG), U.S. Department of the 
Interior, Rapid City, SO, and the U.S. Attorney's Office, Sioux Falls, SD, during September 2004. At the 

Reportin~ OfficialfTi!le Signature Date 
/Special Agent 

Approving Officialffitle Signature Dn!e 
Neil Smith/Special Agent-in-Charge 

Distribution: Original Case File .Q:my - SAC/STU Office !&I!Y - HQ Other: 
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request,ofthe U.S. Attomey's Office, the OIG initiated its investigation into this matter during October 
2004. 

NIGC Investigation 

The NIGC case report for this matter reflects that its investigators participated in a meeting with _ 
_ , Attorney; CCST Gaming Commission; and the CCST Tribal Council on July 20, 2004. During 
the course of that meeting, _ provided information on behalf of the CCST Garnming Commission 
to NIGC that indicated Azure, Gourneau and Rockwood received a large number of questionable pay 
advances during the first half of2004 (See Exhibit 1). 

Investigation established that LSC employees were able to obtain pay advances from the casino for future 
earnings. LSC's policy is noted on its advance application and it requires that advances allocated be fully 
deducted from receiving employees next pay check (See Exhibit 2). However, the investigation disclosed 
that that the aforementioned employees violated LSC's payroll advance policies when they continued to 
obtain advance even though they had not repaid advances that they previously received. 

The NIGC report shows that Goumeau contacted NIGC investigators later on July 20, 2004, and alTanged 
for she and Azure to meet with NIGC investigators on the following day to discuss their questioned 
receipt of advances. On July 21,2004, Azure and Gourneau voluntarily participated in separate 
interviews with NIGC investigators. 

During her interview, Gourneau admitted that she was involved in issuing fraudulent pay advances to 
herself, Azure and Rockwood. Gourneau estimated that between April and July 2004, she and Rockwood 
each received about $7,400 from the casino through fraudulent advances and that Azure received 
approximately $45,000 from LSC through fraudulent advances. Gourneau provided NIGC investigators 
with a signed written statement through which she admitted her wrong doing (See Exhibit 3). 

During Azure's meeting with NIGC investigators, Azure admitted she received approximately $50,000 
from LSC through fraudulent advances. Azure' also provided NIGC investigators with a signed written 
statement through which she admitted her wrongdoing (See Exhibit 4). 

NIGC's repmt on this case reflects that Rockwood failed to appear for an interview that NIGC 
investigators manged with her on July 22, 2004. 

Azure, Gourneau and Rockwood were suspended from their LSC positions during July 2004. All three 
individuals were fOlT11ally terminated by LSC during August 2004. 

Dol OIG Investigation 

The above noted NIGC case repolt was submitted to the Office {)fInspector General (OlG), U.S. 
Deprutment of the Interior, Rapid City, SD, and the U.S. Attorney's SD, during 
September 2004. After reviewing the report, Assistant U.S. Attomey that the 
OlG open a case and complete an investigation into the reported theft 

On FeblUary 2, 2002, Rockwood was interviewed by 
that interview, Rockwood initially denied any wrOnl~d() 
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Special Agent (SA), OlG. During 
However, she eventually admitted that she 
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violated LSC's policies by obtaining payroll advances after failing to repay advances that she had 
previously received (See Exhibit 5). 

During the course of the OIG's investigation, LSC officials provided SA. with infonnation 
indicating that Azure also stole approximately $30,000 from LSC through a personal check cashing 
scheme. Specifically, the infonnation provided indicated that Azure cashed personal checks at LSC 
lmowing her personal checking account contained insufficient funds to cover the transactions. 

On February 3, 2005, Azure was interviewed by SA _ regarding the above noted check cashing 
scheme. During that interview, Azure confessed that between October 2003 and January 2004, she stole 
approximately $30,000 from LSC by cashing checks when she lmew there were insufficient funds in her 
account to cover the checks. Additionally, Azure admitted she hid her actions by destroying copies of her 
bad checks when they were returned to the casino by its bank so collection action would not be initiated 
(See Exhibit 6). 

Investigation established that between the time period of February 2004 through June 2004, Azure, 
Gourneau and Rockwood stole a combined amount of approximately $65,272.49 from LSC through 
fraudulent non-repaid payroll advances. Additionally, the investigation established that Azure stole an 
additional amount of approximately $33,000 from LSC October 2003 through January 2004 through the 
aforementioned personal check cashing scheme. 

When interviewed during the investigation, Azure and Gourneau both reported that they used the money 
they stole from LSC for gambling. Rockwood reported that she used the funds she stole from LSC to pay 
personal bills. 

SUBJECTCS)!DEFENDANTCS) 

Charlene Azure 
General Manager 
Load Star '--'''; lIlU 

Date 

Vienna Gourneau 
Payroll Clerk 
Load Star Casino 
Date of birth: 

Sylvia Rockwood 
Accounts Payable Clerk 
Load Star Casino 
Date of birth: 
Social Security IlUlllUC'l' 
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I DISPOSITION 

Azure, Goumeau and Rockwood were suspended from their LSC positions dming July 2004. All tlu'ee 
individuals were formally terminated by LSC during August 2004. 

On March 17,2005, Azure, Goumeau and Rockwood were indicted by a Federal Grand Jury with one 
count in violation of Title 18 U.S.C. 1168, Theft by officers or employees of gaming establishments on 
Indian lands, and Title 18 U.S.C. 2, Principals, for their fraudulent receipt of payroll advances. Azure was 
indicted on one additional count in violation of Title 18 U.S.C. 1168, Theft by officers or employees of 
gaming establishments on Indian lands, for her actions regarding the fraudulent personal check cashing 
scheme. 

On July 18,2005, all three defendants pleaded guilty to one count in violation of Title 18 U.S.C. 1168, 
Theft by officers or employees of gaming establislunents on Indian lands, and Title 18 U.S.C. 2, 
Principals. Although Azure pleaded guilty to one count of the indictment her plea agreement established 
she was responsible for restitution for the financial loss of both schemes she was involved in. 

All three defendants were sentenced on October 24, 2005. Azure was sentenced to 18 months 
incarceration, 36 months probation, and was ordered to pay a special assessment of$100 and restitution in 
the amount of $83,879.25. Gonmeau was sentenced to 60 months probation and was ordered to pay a 
special assessment of$IOO and restitution in the amount of$7,349.24. Rockwood was sentenced to 60 
months probation and was ordered to pay a special assessment of $1 00 and restitution in the amount of 
$7,044. All court proceedings took place in U.S. District Court, District of South Dakota, Pierre, SD. 

EXHIBITS 

1. NIGC report dated July 28, 2004 
2. Payroll advance application 
3. Written statement provided by Gourneau to NIGC on July 21, 2004 
4. Written statement provided by Azure to NIGC on July 21, 2004 
5. IAR - Interview of Rockwood, dated February 2, 2005 
6. IAR - Interview of Azme, dated February 3, 2005 
7. Indictment for Azme, Gomneau and Rockwood, dated March 17, 2005 
8. Judgment in Criminal Case for Azure, dated October 24, 2005 
9. Judgment in Criminal Case for Goumeau, dated October 24, 2005 
10. Judgment in Criminal Case for Rockwood, dated October 24, 2005 
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Case Title 
Mardi Gras Shipwreck 

Case Location 
Tulsa, OK 

Report Subject 
Final Report 

SYNOPSIS 

Office of Inspector General 
Office of Investigations 

U.S. Department Mthe Interior 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
0I-LA-OS-OOS3-1 

Related File(s) 

Report Date 
Decem bel' 12, 2005 

On August 23,2004, officials with the Minerals Management Service (MMS), U.S. Department ofthe 
Interior (DOl), New Orleans, LA, reported that a ShelllBP Okeanos Gas Gathering Company (SOGGC), 
LLC, subcontractor, Magellan Marine, Inc., had concealed the discovery on the outer continental shelf 
(OCS) of an archeologically significant circa 1800 shipwreck in violation of Title 30, Code of Federal 
Regulations (CFR), Section 250.l94c. It was alleged that evidence exists that the concealment may have 
been intentional due to a pipeline route. . 

Investigation determined that the shipwreck was discovered under 4,000 foot depth water by Shell/BP 
subcontractor Magellan Marine, Inc., who was hired to determine the best route for the Okeanos Lateral 
Pipeline. The decision to conceal the discovery from MMS, which controls the right-of-way, not only 
violated 30 CFR 250.l94c, but also resulted in the destruction of antiquities, among them an I 8t11 Century 
navigational tool by a shelllBP underwater remotely operated submersible vehicle. The shipwreck was 
one of the most significant archeological finds fi'om the 18'h Century in the Gulf of Mexico. 

The findings in this investigation were discussed with an Assistant U.S. Attorney, who declined to 
prosecute both criminally and civilly. SOGGC entered into a settlement agreement with MMS agreeing 
to pay Texas A&M University $4,870,000 to salvage, restore, and curate the archeological remains of the 
shipwreck. 

DETAILS 

During the week of January 10,2005, staff with MM$' pipeline operations group was interviewed and 
infolmed that in late 2001, Okeanos Gas Gathering Company LLC (BP and Shell Oil Company Joint 
Venture) applied to MMS for a gas pipeline Right Of Way (ROW) in the Gulf of Mexico. The Pipeline 
ROW was for a 24 inch dry gas pipeline, running north-south from approximately 80 miles to 20 miles 
offshore (Platform to Platform). Okeanos then conducted a pre-.permit hazard survey ofthe ocean floor 

Joseph D. Crook, Jr., Assistant Special Agent in Charge 

Office .Qmy-
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and identified several spnar targets (anomaly or protrusion on the ocean floor which, in this area, the floor 
SUliace is predominately smooth mud). 

In February 2002, MMS approved the Okeanos pipeline application and granted a 200 foot ROW. MMS 
archeologist reviewed the target data and without further infolmation instructed Okeanos to avoid the 
targets. 

Okeanos elected to conduct an additional survey prior to actually laying the pipeline with a Remote 
Operating Vehicle (ROV) and video taped the anticipated route. During this survey, the ROV was 
diverted 125 feet to one of the pre-identified targets CD-II) 39 miles off shore and in 4,000 feet of water 
on OCS. The ROV operators annotated on theirJogs that the target was a shipwreck with anchors, 
cannon, weapons and other various debris. During the ROV's examination of the wreck, the Okeanos 
company representative supervising the survey, stated he was going to classify the wreck as modern 
debris and. report it as such. Subsequently, Okeanos laid the pipeline along side the shipwreck within 125 
feet of the main debris field. 

In July 2004, during an unrelated off shore study, MMS contracted an ROV crew to conduct a deep water 
archeology and biological study. Consequently, the original ROV crew that identified target D-l I as a 
shipwreck in 2002, was the same crew contracted by MMS in 2004. During the deep water study, the 
ROV crew showed 2002 video of the shipwreck to the onboard MMS Archeologist. Based upon the 
video, the MMS archeologist determined the shipwreck was of substantial archeological value and was 
remarkably intact. 

In August 2004, an MMS archeologist visited the site with an ROV and documented the site with 
underwater video and recovered a cup and plate to study and detelmine the date and origin of the ship. 
During the site visit the archeologist identified a number of significant artifacts, to include an Octant, 
which is a navigational instrument that predated the sextant and was only in use from 1760-1800. Less 
than 10 intact Octants have ever been recovered from deep water wrecks. 

MMS contacted Okeanos and relayed the significance of the wreck and issued an Incident of Non 
Compliance (INC). The INC was based upon Okeanos' failure to report the shipwreck as required by the 
permit previously approved by MMS. The INC was appealed by Okeanos (BP) to the Interior Board of 
Land Appeals (IBLA). 

Had Okeanos initially reported the shipwreck, MMS would have required the ROW be moved 1000 feet 
to avoid repeated discovery and to keep the location confidential. 

On October 26, 2004, during an inspection of the same pipeline by an ROV contracted by BP (Okeanos), 
for an unexplained reason, the ROV crew departed from the pipeline and destroyed archeological artifacts 
such as bottles, pots, plates and the Octant. Subsequently, BP disclosed to MMS they had visited D-ll 
and provided a copy of the video tape of the visit. They also stated the ROV crew was on site for 
approximately 2-3 minutes. A review of the videotape showed the ROV's arrival on the shipwreck 
conducting a general video of the area, then suddenly the recording advanced 42 minutes later 
docUlllenting the ROV returning to the pipeline. The. activities while on the site were either missing or 
not recorded. 
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MM:'1 demanded BP provide thl? missing 42 minutes of repording and all associated/logs. Several weeks 
later, BP mailed MMS a video tape containing the missing 42 minutes. A review of the tape disclosed the 
ROV crew searching for and discovering the Octant and several other altifacts on the ocean floor. The 
ROV crew attempted to recover the delicate attifacts that had been lying on the ocean floor for over 200 
years, with a massive manipulating atm with devastating results. 

Based upon the results of this investigation, ShelllBP Okeanos Gas Gathering Company, LLC, entered 
into a financial settlement with MMS in which it agreed to pay Texas A&M University a total of 
$4,870,000 to salvage, restore, and cmate the archeological remains of the circa 1800 shipwreck damaged 
by the exploration company (Exhibit 1). 

Shell/BP Okeanos Gas Gathering Company, LLC, also agreed to provide for an educational outreach 
program to inform other companies operating in the Gulf of Mexico. Several production companies have 
since expressed an interest in producing a documentary of the salvage and curtain efforts by MMS and 
Texas A&M University. 

SUBJECT(S)!OEFENDANT(S) 

Okeanos Gas Gathering Company LLC 

DISPOSITION 

The Federal government has no legal means of protecting the site, since most historic preservation 
legislation does not apply on the OCS. Okeanos' failure to report the site has created a situation where an 
MMS permitted action resulted in adverse impact to the most significant archeological discovery ever 
made in the Gulf of Mexico OCS. 

This investigation was briefed to the United States Attorney's Office, Eastern District of Louisiana, New 
Orleans, LA. Based upon the following issues, both the Criminal and Civil Divisions have declined to 
prosecute this matter. This matter is closed. 

EXHIBITS 

1. Settlement Agreement and Release between Okeanos Gas Gathering Company LLC and the U.S. 
Department of the Interior, Mineral Management Services, dated April I 1,2005 
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Case Title 
MHA Nation Refinery Project 

Case Location 
Washington, DC 

Report S".bject 

() o 
Office of Inspector General 

Office of Program Integrity 
U.S. Department of the Interior 

Repor~ of Investigation 

CnseNumber 
PI-OS-OIIO-1 
Related File(s) 

Report Date 
7/28/05 

Final Report - MHA Nation Refinery Project 

SYNOPSIS 

This investigation was predicated upon allegations that unknown officials within the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs (BIA) transferred approximately $400,000 to the three affiliated tribes, Mandan-Hidatsa-Arlkara 
(MHA), located on the Fort Berthold, North Dakota reservation. The complaint came initially to 
•••• Whistleblower Protection, from a Confidential Informant (CI). According to the CI, the funds, 

which had been allocated to study the feasibility of a on the reservation, were transferred to MHA 
shortly before the national election ofMHA . the presidency of the National 
Congres&"Dfl nd ians. 

Investigators discovered that MHA received $860,516 from BIA through two separate contract 
modifications that enabled it to continue its clean fuels refinery project. However, to date, MHA has not 
submitted a completed scope of work detailing project expenditures, a requisite document for the BIA 
award. Overall, this investigation revealed that BIA neglected its responsibility to maintain accurate 
records and acquire appropriate paperwork from MHA prior to awarding federal funds for the clean fuels 
refinery project. 

It should also be noted that while'- a former petroleum geologist with BIA, did not appear to 
violate any criminal or administrative statutes concerning. role in the development of this project,. 
nevertheless appears to be the primary beneficiary of a project intended, according to. interview, to 
improve tlJe local economy of the tribes. Placed in a position with the BIA where. was in control of the 
project on behalfofthe Federal govemment,.has left Federal employment and went to work directly 
for the same tribes, where.is currently reaping the benefits of the deal.oversaw as a Federal 
employee. 

Signature 

All redactions are 5 U.5.c. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise. 
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DETAILS 

In I 999,_(Attachment 1), a petroleum geologist for the Fort Peck, Montana, reservation, 
suggested construction of a clean fuel oil refinery on the Fort Peck Indian Reservation. _ planned to 
use nearby Canada-based Enbridge Pipeline as a conduit to transport synthetic oil from Alberta to the 
proposed refinery site. However, according to., tribal councilmen at Fort Peck expressed no interest 
in the ide ... 

In August 2000, as a petroleum geologist with BINs Central Office in Washington, D.C.,.expected 
to help Indian tribes improve their local economies by using.geology skills. At one point,.proposed 
a reservation clean fuels refinery to MHA Tribal __ and the other councilmen. This time, 
according to. the councilliked.idea (Attachment 2). . 

In 2001_and MHA members submitted a proposal to the Department of Commerce (Attachment 3), 
which garnered them $1.3 million toward the project. Afterwards, in December 2001,. and council 
members of the MHA attended an energy summit in where MHA presented their Clean 
Fuels Refinery Project. Former BIA Assistant this summit. 

Sometim" after the council members, and an employee of Triad Corporation, the 
organization providing the project's front-end engineering design study, approached_ and then BIA 
Office of Trust Responsibilities Director Terry Virden to pitch their refinery plans and request BIA funds 
for an Environmental Impact Study (EIS). _ said MBA planned to purchase synthetic oil from Tar 
Sands in Alberta, Canada, and transport it to the refinery through Enbridge Pipeline. However, to do this, 
Enbridge Pipeline needed to construct three miles'ofrunoffpipe from their main pipeline to communicate 
with the refinery. MBA's proposal mentioned Enbridge Pipeline as a feasible source for transporting 
synthetic crude to the proposed refinery location .• said the affiliated tribes had no plans to use the 
crude oil beneath the MHA reservation because their oil was natural rather than synthetic, making it 
unusable if the refinery wanted to maintain its "clean fuels" capacity, since natural crude emanates more 
pollutants than synthetic. 

Followin,:; MHA's PowerPoint presentation both_approached ~I=:'. 
(Attachment 4) to brief. on the economic benefits of a clean fuels refinery. _ said 
interest led MHA to submit a grant proposal for $500,000, covering "administrative" costs that included 
an Environmental Impact Study (EIS), as well as any consultant fees .• also said that told 

_BIA had only approximately $460,000 in its budget. This meant MHA had to rewrite its proposal, 
specifically to request $460,000 instead ofthe original $500,000._ maintained that MHA did not 
provide a statement of work to accompany the submission . 

••• now BIA Midwest regional director, affirmed. knew nothing about the project before MHA's 
presentation, (Attachment 5) and that. was under the impression that., similarly, knew nothing. 
When asked what the presentation had been about, said, "To tell you the truth, I have no idea." 
Also,.could not recall receiving paperwork detailing the scope of the project. Nevertheless,. did 
recall exnwting that oil for the refinery would come from the reservation rather than from Canada, as. 
learned later. 
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recalled asking_to look into the 
to contribute about $500,000, part of 

Asked i.office typically required a scope of work from the tlibes to award money, said, 
"Yeah, we would need some justification," However, _ said,. could not remember seeing a scope 
of work from MHA .• also advised that typically BLA did not provide money for an EIS because such 
fimds generally come from a staffing company or a private source, 

When questioned about why BlA funded this particular refinery project, stated, ''That's a hard 
question to answer," and provided no further information. According to _,.was not responsible 
for researching the project, relying mostly on •.• said_ position description "was a lot broader 
than petroleum geologist," when asked wh.would depend on a petroleum geologist to research the 
project's feasibility, also said. was only required to determine the availability ofthe money, but 
that the Energy and Minerals Division's have researched project feasibility, even though. 
recalled no specific discussions with EMD. concluded that .had made • available to 
the tribes, but that, once the project was underway, BlA Deputy Commissioner Sharon Blackwell 
approved_transfer to North Dakota, 

Regarding the refinery said. had been told it would employ reservation people and supply the 
area's need for crude oil. • expected it to be built over an oil basin or reservoir beneath the reservation, 
extracting and refining the crude oil on site. Had. been aware that the tribes planned to use crude oil 
from Canada rather than reservation oil,.said.would have found the project less attractiv'ee~~~. 
also said. was told at this meeting that the Department of Commerce already 0: and 
was willing to supply funds to conduct an initial front-end engineering design the 
idea, but told. and • would only commit to one-third of the overall costs, or approximately 
$287,000.-

Based on_and _ presentation, directed_ office to award the $287,000 in 
early 2002-this amendment, the first oftwo, to MHA's self-determination contract will be referred to 
as Modification #7, A review of this specific modification shows the awarded amount came to $460,518, 
as opposed to the $287,000 recalled during his interview with investigators (Attachment 6). 
When informed of the actual insisted • knew nothing about the addition of other 
money .• advised that either could have changed the amount. When asked if. 
had ever spoken with. or MHA about submitting their proposal for $460,518, said "no," 

When questioned about the refinery project, (Attachment 7), now retired from federal service, 
explained that. had announced. impending retirement in February 2002 to 
opportunity to acquaint with BlA, since. was still new to. position. spent 
February through June 2002 "tying up loose ends" on certain projects, and that the refinery project only 
came to. attention when presented. with a binder about it. travels, said, left 

• unable to commit fully to the refinery project, and so. told "run with it" 

When investigators 's lack of appropriate paperwork, specifically a suitable 
scope of work,. explained that the contracting officer obtained and compiled these documents, while 
the Office of Trust Resources (OTR) usually located any n~cessary information. OTR would have 
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assembled the documents and sent them through the Deputy Commissioner's office,.said, at which 
point. would have relied on to advise.: "The Office of Trust Responsibilities is the 
brainpower for this stuff." 

According to the prospective oil refinery fit the President's initiative and would have 
helped to demonstrate BIA's support for that initiative, would have recognized. 
As for reprogramming funds from BIA law enforcement to the project,. said.was unaware 
of any transfer and could not recall the exact amount awarded in the initial modification. However, 
records indicate the money was awarded to the tribes on September 13,2002. 

In January 2002, that BIA dl:ltail_ to North Dakota to assist MHA with the 
refinery project. .'s request was honored, and. was detailed to North Dakota. Following. 
move, • left BrA in February 2003 .• was hired by MHA as the project manager for the 
Clean Fuels Refinery Project. According to. Office of the Secretary Ethics Officer 
conflict of interest surrounding.departur6"fro'm federal service when 

.'fOlmdno 

agency. Since that time, _ (Attachments 8 and 
CODlsul·tant on the Clean Fuels 

_reported that, in August approached the BIA Central Office with a second 
; •• ifor ~'tlJU,'JUU lAltta,mrnellt directly to BIA Assistant Sec)retar)' _ .... 
I (Attachment 12). According to 
proposal letter, the money was intended "For the completion of the EIS and the Refinery Project 
Manager's salary"-the manager being •. 

and on staff for the decision 
II its fiscal These 1;;;~=~0~u~t ;thiait t~he refinery was an 

approving the current promotes petroleum projects, 
which enc)oUJrag,edl. support of staff advice to approve additional funding. 

This second modification garnered MHA a $399,998 award on September 27,2004, referred to as 
Modification #37 to the MHA's self-determination contract (Attachment 13). Again, no scope of work 
accompanied the proposal. According to MHA has recently submitted its first scope of work, 
which Fort Berthold Acting advised investigators was 
insufficient and unacceptable, requiring scope in greater detail. 

Investigators also questioned BIA Deputy Assistant Secretary for Management about. 
involvement with the designation of money for a clean fuels refinery to MHA (Attachment 14) and, 
specifically, about modification numbers 7 and 37. At the beginning of the MHA project four years 
before,_said.had served as the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) in. current office . 

••• explained that a "reprogramming request" is one of the activities a CFO is authorized to perform. It 
is a procedure that involves the common practice of "pooling" money at the end of a fiscal year to cover 
year-end grants. A CFO may "reprogram" as much as $500,000 without congressional approval. 
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However, since contract modifications conform to applicable rules and regulations, said, they 
generally are monitored by the awarding or contracting official, who, in this case, was 
with the BIA Great Plains Regional Office, Aberdeen, South Dakota. 

Regarding Modifications #7 and #37,_ explained_ad no firsthand infonnation (Attachment 15), 
but relied on BLA Fort Berthold the Awarding Officer's 
Representative (AOR). According complies with the In 
this instance, the AOR was assisted by 

have specific information on also said that the 
MBA to comply with the Single Audit Act Amendments of 1996, which require a non-federal entity 
expending $300,000 or more in federal awards ~uring any given year to file a single audit report with the 
Federal Audit Clearinghouse no later than nine months after the end of the audited period, as implemented 
by the Office of Management and Budget Circular A-l33, Audits o/State, Local Governments, and Non
Profit Organizations. 

said MBA lagged behind in their audits, but had received extensions. Fiscal Year (FY) 2002 had 
been extended to August 15, 2004. Also, FY 2003 had been extended to December 31,2004, and had not 
been received by the region at the time investigators spoke with A review of this audit 
(Attachment 16) by the DOl Office of Audit and Evaluation, Office of the Chief Financial Officer, 
identified concern with finding 02-04 that indicated, "excess federal fimds advanced to the Tribe were 
used to cover general fimd expenditures." Further, a review ofthe financial statements by the Office of 
the CFO determined that theMHA had a cash shortfall of$I,529,912, the DOl portion of that shortfall 
being $1,320,477. 

maint!liml<i that the grant required MI-IA to provide an annual report (Section D under the Annual 
Funding Agreement), submitted within 90 days of the end of the fiscal year and upon contract completion. 
Guidelines for the narrative section indicated that it discusses "progress toward accomplishment of the 
goals and objectives envisioned in the Scope of Work, problems or delays encountered, etc." Basically, 
the annual report outlines progress on any given project. On March 23, 2004, the Regional Office 
received one annual report covering FY 2001 2003. The section of the narrative pertaining to the 
refinery identified the project manager as and showed payments of $ I 40,000 made to 

_from January 2003 to January 2005 . 

••• further confirmed for investigators the absence of supporting documents justifying funds awarded 
in the modifications (Attachment 17). Usu~en obligating dollars, the agency wants a scope of 
work detailing how the money will be spent,_said, particularly because the scope of work, allows a 
decision to be made on whether or not to award the money. 

When asked if MBA submitted a scope of, "yes," and identified December 2004 as the 
time of submission .• said_had not seen a scope from MHA before that date, which meant. 
did not see the scope of work when signing off on the modifications. Asked why. signed off on the 
modification without a scope of work

l
_ maintained that the money had to be obligated before September 

30 or it would have been lost. admitted that, ideaIly,_would have wanted to see a scope of work 
before awarding the money 
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After speaking with_ investigators contacted Attachment 10), who had 
been assigned to Fort Berthold after Modification #7 believed that both 
modifications were funded directly from the BIA headquarters office, following a meeting between MHA 
representatives and BIA persolUlel. .pointed out that such funding is atypical, though it does occur .• 
said. reviewed both modifications, finding the statement of work for Modification #37 too broad and, 
therefore, in need of being "refined." 

that Greystone Environmental Consultants, who had been hired to complete the EIS, 
provided MHA with a monthly update (Attachment 18), while. also provided a monthly report 
(Attachment indicated. had it draft scoping report prepared by_ 

Great Plains Regional Office Budget said (Attachment 20).never saw 
Modification #7, which ordinarily would have come through. office, leading. to assume it must 
have gone to BlA in Washington, D.C. According to., funding for Modification #7 came from monies 
reprogrammed from Tribal Priority Allocations, while Modification #37 came from law enforcement 
services, as well as unobligated funds from minerals and mining .• believed the BIA Deputy 
Commissioner made the decision as to who got the money, thereby passing over.'s office. 

Investigators also ~~:~~i~:ii!!! (Attachment said. 
only leamed of the modifications on to decide on assignments 
pertaining to those awards .• added a member of the regional staff, had been 
acting as the Awarding Officer's Technical during the life of the modifications, 

learned this during this phone call. said that during that same week, they 
received all the documents from the region that modifications, which they had not 
received until then . 

•••• explained that MHA could draw-down the award funds, even though, given their missing 
scope of work, they probably should not have been allowed to do this. Like., _confirmed 
that the agency had been "out of the ~cal matters to these modifications because they 
had been handled out of the region. _ directly with MHA. 

confirmed _ concerns 

~ ••• I ~~~~: usually more information about modifications 
than it did for these two. • saw modification #37 of 
MHA to telI.that the scope of work statement was not appropriate. 
would fax a of the of work to. which_finally received 
6, copies of the draw-downs for these modifications. 

While interviews with the manner in which 
Modifications 7 and 37 had level, other questions remained about the 
feasibility of the refinery project itself. had indicated that MHA's initial proposal for 
$460,000 mentioned Eobridge Pipeline as a transportation source for the Canadian synthetic 
crude. However, asked if any effort had been made by either. or MHA to contact Enbridge Pipeline 
before submitting the first proposal, _ said. didn't think so, unless Triad Corporation had contacted 
them._said. assumed it would be feasible to secure a contract with Enbridge at the appropriate 
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time. Also, when asked if MHA had any finn agreements with either Alberta tar sands or Enbridge 
Pipeline,.said they did not, and that they would be unable to sign any contracts until the refinery had 
been completed in approximately 24 months. 

Investigators also contacted Enbridge Pipeline , MHA's point of contact 
~~IIIt1(l)1t 23). said. first spoke with tribal leaders, Triad Corporation consultants, and 

about the refinery project approximately a year and a half ago. While some discussion 
occurred about the feasibility of transporting synthetic crude oil through the Enbridge Pipeline to the 
North Dakota reservation, no finn plans were made. said the specific branch of En bridge 
Pipeline that runs into North Dakota does not currently transport synthetic oil, a detail that could be 
managed by the pipeline as long as MHA bought the oil itself, which, believed, would come 
from somewhere in Canada. After purchase, the oil then could be shipped to the reservation refinery if 
the refinery built an extension to the current pipeline. stated that since Enbridge Pipeline does 
not run directly to the reservation, a second company, Plains Pipeline, would also be involved in 
transporting the oil-another agreement MHA needed to work out. 

believ,~d the project sounded doable,.was skeptical about it actually coming to 
fruition .• said 10,000 barrels per-stream day was considered an extremely small refmery. When asked 
when. had last spoken with anyone concerning this project, replied that. had not spoken with 
anyone in approximately nine months. 

Triad Corporation estimated Triad's involvement dated back to 2000 
(Attachment 24), company had been approached by~ho remains its primary 
contact. Triad developed a front-end engineering design study (Attachment 25). It also established the 
cost and length of time required for project start-up. 

"We're the engineers," stating that Triad was initially hired by the three affiliated 
tribes .• maintained lacked a total cost analysis for the project, as numerous details 
still awaited finalization. expected the cost to exceed the estimate, due to a rise in steel and labor 
costs .• sai.' d spoken with Alberta Tar Sands about ~g their synthetic oil, but when asked 
about any existing signed agreements with that company, _stated they could not sign an actual 
agreement until the refinery was built. 

-
Throughout the course of the investigation, inve~ors questioned the legality 
employment consulting work, particularly since. represents MHA back to the fedl~ral 
the same project. initiated as a federal employee. 

In reference to the ethics conversation II claimed to have had 
Gelner"1 Law before leaving federal employment,. remembered speaking with 

that their discussions were very general and did not specify _ returning to work as a 
consultant for the Clean Fuels Refinery Project with the MHA. (Attachment 26) 

A discussion with Department of Ethics Office Director 27) relayed to 
investigators the provisions of the "Indian exception rule" detailed in 25 U.S.C. 450 iU). This pennits any 
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former federal employee to resign from a federal position to work directly with a federally-recognized 
Indian tribe(s), even in representing the tribe(s) back to the government on the same contract the 
employee had worked on previously, The single caveat to this is that the employee write the head of the 
department, agency, or commission with which he or she is dealing on behalf of the tribe(s) to advise 
them of any personal and substantial involvement or connection with the matter. 

Furthermore, advised that prior to. departure from federal service, • met with.and 
discussed. desire to become a private consultant. that. did not get into specifics 
about the projects on which.planned to be working, but only that. planned to work directly for Indian 
tribes. 

SUBJECT(S) 

• _ former Petroleum Geologist, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Washington, D.C. 

DISPOSITION 

The fmdings of this investigation will be referred to BIA. 

ATTACHMENTS 

. I. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview of_, dated January II, 2005. 

2. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview with Members of the MHA Tribes, dated 
January 11, 2005. 

3. Information from the Department of Commerce, Office of Inspector General . 

4. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview ••• , dated May 2, 2005. 

5. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview of , dated May 26, 2005. 

6. Modification #7. 

7. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview dated June 7, 2005. 

8. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview of •••• and Members of the MHA 
Tribes, dated January 11, 2005. 

9. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview otl1 •••• dated April 20, 2005. 

10. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview of •••• , dated January 11, 2005 . 

11. Letter from ••• dated August 3, 2004. 
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12, Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview dated February 4, 2005, 

\3, Modification #37. 

14. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview dated December 17,2004 . 

15. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview •••• dated December 28, 2004. 

16, Audit Report No, 04-A-0048. 

17. Investigative Activity Report, subj~ct: Interview dated April 18, 2005. 

18. Greystone's report. 

19. monthly reports. 

20. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview dated December 28, 
2004. 

21. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview dated January 11, 
2005. 

22. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview dated January I I, 
2005. 

23. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview • •• , dated April 4, 2005. 

24. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview dated April 25, 2005. 

25. Triad Corporation's busiuess proposal for a clean fuel refinery. 

26. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview dated April 20,2005. 

27. Investigative Activity Report, subject: Interview • ••• dated June I, 2005. 
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Case Title 
Anadarko Petroleum Corporation 

Case Location 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Report Subject 
Closing Report 

SYNOPSIS 

Office of Inspector General 
Office ofInvestigations 

u.IS. Department ofthe Interior 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
OI-NM-05-0124-1 

Related File(s) 
Report Date 

March 31, 2006 

This investigation was initiated on December 21, 2004, based on infOimation received from Assistant 
United States Attorney (AUSA),_i, United Stated Attorney's Office (USAO), District of New 
Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, requesting a preliminary inquiry into allegations companies are defrauding 
the U.S. of the Specifically, allegations, originating in a September 2003 qui tam 
action filed stating that Anadarko Petroleum Corporation and other companies 
defrauded the DO! by underpaying oil and gas royalties, produced from federal land in New Mexico 
between 1995 and 2003, in the amount of$I,199,506.65. 

Attempts were made through_ attorney to interview _ and obtain additional information, 
specifically disclosure of his sources. 

This matter was further discussed with an AUSA _., who declined to prosecute. 

DETAILS 

In May 2005, _attorney agreed to obtain contact information from _. No information was 
obtained from the attorney. 

Infonnation was later obtained from the USAO that _met with a civil attorney and the attorney 
was unable to detelmine whether _ complaint was a new complaint or part of a previous complaint 

. handled by the USAO in Texas; that_knowledge of the alleged fraud was second hand, based largely 
upon rumors; and. refused to give up.sources. 

SUBJECT/DEFENDANT 

1. Anadarko Petroleum Corporation 

Approving 
J.eI, Rohmer, Special Agent in Charge 

J' 



DISPOSITION 

Case Number: OI-NM-OS-0124-1 

inten<led to decline for prosecution and close 
with a letter indicating this office has closed the case. 
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Case Title 
Wind River Indian Reservation 

Case Location 
Lakewood, CO 

Report Sulljec! 
Closing Report 

SYNOPSIS 

Office ofInspector General 
Office of Investigations 

I • I 
U.S. Depaltment ofthe Intenor 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
01-50-05-0161-1 

Related File{s) 
Report Date 

December 1, 2006 

This investigation was initiated in January 2005, based on allegations of embezzlement and financial 
mismanagement at the Wind River Indian Reservation in Riverton, WY. 

An Inspector General subpoena was issued to the Northern Arapaho tribe - one of two located on the 
reservation- for audit reports produced by Joseph Eve and Company, Wind River's accounting firm, 
located in Billings, MT. A review of these reports indicated charging of unallowable costs by the tribe 
and problems with tribal employees not filing travel vouchers, but no thefts or embezzlements were 
identified. 

Based upon the lack of specificity in the allegations, and the lack of any significant progress in this 
investigation, this matter is being closed. 

DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

on 
Northern Arapaho and Eastern Shoshone (Attachment 1). . told of numerous financial 
improprieties occurring, specifically among the Northern Arapaho tribe. 

In June 2GJ5, an Inspector General Subpoena was issued to the Northern Arapaho tribe for several audit 
reports produced by Joseph Eve and Co. The reports covered financial activity from 2002-2004. A 
review of these reports disclosed instances of chronic financial mismanagement - poor record keeping on 
travel vouchers, unallowable costs under Office of Management and Budget circulars - but did not show 
specific instances ofmonetal'Y theft or embezzlement. Nor was it clear if the money in question came 
from Depaltment of the Interior programs (Attachment 2). 

Reporting Officialffitle Signature 
, Special Agent 

Approving Officialffitle Signature 
Jack L. RO\'mer, Special Agent in Charge 

Distribution: Originai- Case File 1&I!Y - SAC/SIU Office !&RY. - HQ Other: 
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During thi~ investigation, several requests were made to obtaillj 
_was unresponsive. 

SUBJECTCSl 

Unknown 

DISPOSITION 

Case Number: OI-CO-06-0332-I 

audit working papers, but 

Because of a lack of specificity of the allegations and any significant investigative progress since the 
allegations were received, this matter is being closed. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. IAR - Interview 
2. Audit Repolts 

,. 
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Case Title 

/'" ... ~ ~ 

~~bffice ofInspector GeneraO 
Office of Program Integrity 

U.S. Department of the Interior 

Report of Investigation 

BLM Grazing/Oil and Gas Committee 
Case Number 
PI-OS·020S·1 

Case Location 
Washington, DC 

Report Subject 
Final Report 

SYNOPSIS 

Related File(s) 
Report Date 
January 6, 2006 

Field Solicitor, Department of the Interior (DOl), Santa Fe, NM, learned that officials 
with the Bureau of Land Management,·New Mexico (BLM·NM), Farmington District Office 
soliciting monetary "gifts" from oil and gas companies. The BLM·NM officials, under 
management, solicited contributions from oil companies leasing land within the FDO's area of operations. 
The solicitation was done via a solicitation letter and a contribution form that specifies a pre· established 
rate of$I,OOO per acre leased is included with the application for pelmit to drill provided to each lessee. 

_ told the BLM·NM officials that they did not have authority to solicit and collect "gifts." 
Further, _ advised the BLM·NM officials that collecting the funds from oil and gas companies 
equates to accepting money from a prohibited source, which is in violation of the Federal Advisory 
Committee Act (FACA) regulations. This investigation was initiated when ._reported the BLM· 
NM officials disregarded. advice and continued to solicit contributions from oil companies leasing land 
within the FDO. 

The investigation revealed that the BLM Grazing/Oil and Gas Committee's solicitation of funds violates 
both BLM and FACA regulations. The OlG Office of General Counsel issued a legal opinion, in which it 
was determined that BLM does not have the authority to solicit donations to remediate lands that are 
damaged during attempts to locate or extract natural gas and oil resources. In addition, the collection of 
monetary contributions from permit applicants represents solicitation from a prohibited source, which 
calls into question the impartiality of BLM officials in the administration of permits. Further, the 
Committee's solicitation of contributions at the time of application creates the impression that the 
applicant's contribution is not voluntary and may affect their ability to obtain a permit or affect any 
ongoing relationship with BLM. 

Scott L. Culver, DAIG·PI 

Origlnal- Case File 
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BACKGROUND 

The San Juan Basin (Basin), located in NOIthwestern New Mexico and Southwestern Colorado sprawls 
across 7,800 square miles and produces 10 percent of the nation's natural gas. The BLM-NM's 
Farmington District Office is responsible for managing operations of the Basin located within New 
Mexico's borders. 

Since 1951, more than 26,000 wells have been drilled in the Basin, and about 18,000 are still producing. 
BLM's plan for this region proposes 12,500 new wells with an associated 6,100 well-site compressors, 
319 new larger transfer compressors, and 800 miles of new roads over the next 20 years. In addition, 
BLM's preferred alternative management plan aims to have full field subsurface development while 
minimizing surface disturbances. . 

Much of the tension between traditional users of public lands in the Basin stems from unmitigated 
impacts from wells and infrastructure authorized by BLM before standards and procedures under the 
Federal Land Policy and Management Act were implemented. Older oil and gas leases often lacked 
stipulations regulating development and requiring restoration of disturbed areas. Additionally, the lands 
in most of the Basin are what are called "split estates." Under the Stock Raising Homestead Act of 1916, 
homesteaders received ownership of the surface while the federal government retained ownership of all 
subsurface minerals. Today, BLM allows these subsurface leaseholders to put wells, roads, fences, and 
pipelines on the surface on public lands, where some ranchers maintain grazing permits. 

DETAILS 

On February 8, 2005, Field Solicitor, DOl, Santa Fe, NM, provided information to the 
OlG regarding the "gifts" from oil and gas companies by BLM-NM, FDO. 
(Attachment 1) had learned the FDO's solicitation practice from discussions with several 
BLM employees. _then advised BLM-NM officials that while it is "noble" to attempt to compensate 
land owners for the damage that was done to their land, BLM does not have express authority to solicit 
and collect "gifts" to achieve this end. _further advised that by collecting the funds, BLM-NM is 
not only accepting money from a prohibited source, but BLM-NM is also in violation ofFACA 
regulations based on the suspected method of disbursement. 

that in response to. advisements, 
for your response. We have a different 

. FDO, replied, ''Thank 

FDO, advised that mitigation' has been an issue 
within the FDO's area since the early 1990s. (Attachment 2) According to_ 
much of the conflict arises from the increasing destruction of natural habitats as the result of the coal bed 
methane wells within the Basin. In recent years, relations between the ranchers and the oil industry have 
become increasingly adversarial and in response, the ranchers have formed vocal alliances to promote 
their complaints. Major complaints on the part or"ranchers include the loss of grazing forage; the killing 
of livestock by oil company vehicles; the damages inflicted on roads and the watershed; and the damage 
to invasive species. 

1 Mitigation is a series of prioritized actions t,hat reduce or eliminate adverse impacts to biologica1 resources. 
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Ron Dunton, Deputy State Director for Resources, BLM-NM, stated that in late 1999, BLM Headquarters 
in Washington, DC, issued a mandate to mend relations between the oil companies and ranchers, 
(Attachment 3) Dunton could not recall if this mandate was oral Or in written format 

When _ was appointed to position as the Farmington _ 
_ ,.made it .first priority to lessen these tensions and take steps to create resources to mitigate 
damages to the land as a result of ongoing oil 4). To assist _in this 
process, _ hired a professional convened a series of four "facilitated 
sessions" with representatives from the oil ranching community, and FDO staff. The 
sessions were convened in August, November, and December of 2001 and in February of 2002. 

The result of these facilitated sessions was the creation of a committee with a floating membership 
comprised of oil company representatives, local ranchers, and BLM staff to advise _ and. 
managers of current issues in the FDO, and to provide _ with input into decisions affecting the 
committee members. The committee m.embers present adopted the name Grazing/Oil and Gas 
Committee (Committee), 

In order to better serve the constituency, the Committee created three sub-committees: I) Hazards to 
Livestock, 2) Reclamation, and 3) Mitigation. The Mitigation Subgroup (Mitigation), comprised of_ 

I (Conoeo Oil), (Rancher), (R.L. Bayless, LLC), .••• 1Ii 
(Ran<:her), and _ on 11,2001, to recommendations for an off-site mitigation 
fund (the Fund) to be established and administered by FDO (Attachment 5). 

_ opined that relations between the two constituencies have improved significantly since the 
Committee's inception. Funds collected from the oil companies are cUlTently being utilized to enhance 
biological conditions on the ground, mitigate damages from oil company operations, and develop water 
resources. _ stressed that the monies in the Fund are spent on those ranches that are impacted by 
that particular oil company's activities. _. regularly meets with cattle growers and the New Mexico 
Oil and Gas Association to report on expenditures and discuss future funding proposals. 

OIG investigators interviewed individuals associated with four of the oil companies doing business within 
the FDO, all of whom for the committee and the reasoning behind the committee's 
conception. Burlington Resources, advised that the 
Committee was to oil companies were not "putting back" into the 
land they disturbed to conduct their drilling (Attachment 6).' 

Northstar Oil & Gas Company, and 
Merrion Oil and Gas, both sunnised that the Committee was created as a result 

complaints by local ranchers about the damage inflicted on their grazing lands and the local oil 
companies' lack of mitigation on these lands (Attachment 7), 

Dugan Production, was supportive of the Committee's efforts to mi 
effects of oil drilling and production on the land (Attachment 8). 

_ Burlington Resources, characterized the Committee and the fund as . parties 
involved (Attachment 9). _ applauded the Fannington office for its foresight in bringing both the 
ranching and oil communities together and assisting them with mediation and disputes. 

2 It is to be noted that Burlington is one of the largest monetary contributors to the Fund. 
1 
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The Mitigation members formulated the contribution" concept. After discussion with the 
Mitigation sub-committee membership, made the request that the contribution be $1,000 per acre; 
the Committee agreed with this figure. (and the Committee accepted) that 70 percent of 
the off-site mitigation funds collected would be applied to maintaining the health of the land and that 30 
percent of the funds collected would be utilized toward BLM projects. _ stressed that Committee 
members were not interested in managing any funds collected On behalf of the Committee; rather, they 
preferred that BLM oversee the operation. An account was created at BLM's National Business Center 
(NBC) in Denver, CO, to manage the collection and disbursement of the contributions. 

Additionally, Mitigation approved a solicitation'letter (Attachment 10), signed by., to be 
forwarded to the oil companies in requesting voluntary conttibutions. In the letter, _ advises that the 
conttibuted funds are used to finance rangeland health improvement projects such as vegetation 
manipulation, ripatian improvements, and wildlife habitat improvement projects in areas not disturbed by 
oil and gas infrastructure. As described. in the letter, the goal is to offset the loss of vegetative production 
by enhancing productivity in other areas. Enclosed with the solicitation letter is a Proffer of Monetary 
Contribution (Attachment 11), which specifies the suggested conttibution amount and memotializes the 
company's intended conttibution(s) to the Fund. 

The letter is forwarded with the company's Application for Permit to Drill (APD). _ added that at 
no time is the oil company pressured to contribute to the fund and that no penalties of any kind are 
assessed on those companies who do not participate. _emphasized that the processing of the APD 
pelmits are in no way influenced by whether a company contributes to the Fund. 

_ advised that. did feel somewhat pressured to make the "voluntary" conttibution, as the 
materials were included in • APD paperwork. _ believed that if. had not made a contribution, 
the APD would have taken much longer to be approved. Conversely, , and_ did not 
feel pressure to contribute to the Fund and have not contributed to date. did not believe that. 
lack of conttibutions to the Fund had any adverse effect on the approval 

FDO, explained that when monies are contti buted to the Fund, 
the monies are provided directly to FDO (Attachment 12). Upon receipt_ deposits the monies 
into theFDO's general account; at this time. a notation is made to the general account manager (Manager) 
that the monies are to be forwarded to BLM's NBC for deposit into the Fund. The Manager electronically 
transfers the funds to NBC, at which time the funds become part of the NBC's General Treasury account. 
Accounting Technicians at NBC are then responsible for dispersing the funds to the identified account. 
_added that deposited funds are normally available the following business day. 

Eddie Williams, Chief, Rangeland Management Branch, FDO, was placed in charge of general oversight 
and fiscal management of the Fund (Attachment 13). When the Committee approves funding for an 
offsite mitigation project, Williams is responsible for determining the cost of the project, hiting andlor 
appointing the necessary staff to work on the project, overseeing the work on that project, and managing 
maintenance and upkeep of the project, if necessary. Williams added that the funds are not handed to the 
rancher; rather the funds are utilized by ELM to purchase products, equipment (if necessary), and staff 
required for the job. Williams is responsible for reporting on the Fund at Committee meetings and 
producing written reports of accounting. 

4 
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Williams advised that in spending those monies from the Fund that are designated for BLM projects (the 
BLM 30% allocation), the FDO management first reviews a list of project proposals submitted by the 
various BLM specialists (i.e. Minerals & Lands, Fire Management, Realty) and prioritizes the proposals. 
The management then presents the list of prioritized proposals to the Rancher Sub·Committee for 
comments in input before making a final decision on funding. In an "Off-Site Mitigation Funds Update" 
dated March 18,2005, BLM projected allocation requests totaled $63,897.00 (Attachment 14). 

Priorities for spending of these funds include: 

• Noxious weed control in Rosa, Hart Canyon 
• Thinning and seeding in Ditch Canyon . 
• Sediment conU'ol structures in Largo C'lnyon 
• Stabilization/maintenance of historic structures 
• Inventory and monitoring studies for threatened and endangered species 

For fiscal year 2005, $29,946 in funds has been expended from the BLM project allocation fund, as 
follows: . 

• WildlifelReseeding - $9,946 
• RiparianlMatetials for YCC Project - $10,000 
• ArchaeologylPueblito Restoration - $5,000 
• Noxious Weeds/Treatments for Rosa & Middle Mesa - $5,000 

Williams provided a document entitled "Off Site Mitigation Money," dated May 3, 2005, which details 
the funds received as well as funds expended for mitigation efforts. As of this date, a total of $651,237 
has been collected since 2002, and a total of $344,273.14 has been expended. 
Additionally, Williams provided a report entitled "Proffer of Monetary Conttibutions," (see Attachment 
11), which outlines where the contributions received are directed. 

bel~orninlg aware of the subject investigation involving the Fund, _ consulted with_ 
BLM-NM, about alternatives that would allow the continuation of the system of 

companies toward mitigation and reclamation efforts. _ was told by_ 
that the BLM-NM State Director, Linda Rundell, would like the program to continue; however, there 
would need to be modifications to the Fund's operation and management. One of the major modifications 
proposed is to remove BLM from the collection and management of the associated funds . 

• has contacted the Association of Partners for Public Land (APPL) in Bethesda, MD, to request a 
review of the Fund and the Committee's voluntary solicitation policy. The review will determine if the 
Fund could be managed through a community-based, non-profit agency, thereby removing all BLM
related ties to the program. The APPL was expected to visit BLM-NM in late March of 2005 to conduct 
this review. In a follow-up phone call,. noted that this review had been postponed until the OIG 
investigation had concluded. 

_ believes that the conversion of the Fund, as described above, would create an additional layer of 
bureaucracy and incur oversight costs (which are currently being absorbed by the FDO). _believed 
that oil companies would be hesitant to donate to a non-BLM entity and may not support the fund in the 
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future. _maintained that BLM needed to remain in the "driver's seat" as far as setting spending 
priorities for the funds collected. 

FACA, enacted in October of 1972, applies whenever an agency official establishes or utilizes a 
committee, board, commission, or similar group for the purpose of obtaining advice or recommendations 
on issues or policies within the agency official's responsibility. The FDO's Committee, formed in order 
for_to solicit advice from both ranchers and oil company management, and managed by individuals 
employed by the FDO, meets these criteria. The Committee has not consulted with US General Services 
Administration, has not filed a charter, and has not filed a notice in the Federal Register, as required by 
FACA. 

Investigators requested that the OIG's Office of General Counsel (Counsel) issue a legal opinion in this 
matter. In a written advisory, (Attachment 15), Counsel advised that BLM does not have authority to 
solicit donations to remediate lands that are damaged during attempts to locate or extract natural gas and 
oil resources. According to the opinion, the integrity of the administrative process, by which oil and gas 
permits to drill and rights-of-ways are issued, is compromised by BLM solicitations for "voluntary 
donations," which lack the indicia of being voluntary. A solicitation for a donation, made simultaneously 
when an application is provided, leaves the applicant highly susceptible to the impression that the BLM
requested "donation" may affect their ability to obtain a permit or right-of-way and affect any ongoing 
relationship with BLM. This is especially true when a permit application is accompanied by a donation 
request, and the donation form specifies a pre-established "donation" rate and purpose. 

Counsel further advised that an employee may participate in fundraising in an official capacity only if the 
employee is authorized to engage in the fundraising activity as part of his or her official duties, in 
accordance with a statute, Executive order, regulation; or otherwise3 as determined by the agency. When 
authorized to participate in fundraising in an official capacity, an employee may use his or her official 
title, position, and authority.4 An agency would be required to have express legal authority for official 
fundraising. It would not be enough for the fundraising acti vity to be consistent with the agency's 
mission or for the fundraising simply to further the agency's programs. 

Further, the opinion noted that solicitation of prohibited sourcess caBs into question the impartiality of 
BLM officials in the administration of permits. The Office of Government Ethics (aGE) recognizes the 
potential, adverse appearance created when agencies accept funds from prohibited sources. "[aGE] 
generally suggest[s) that agencies avoid accepting reimbursements from organizations that do business 
with or are regulated by the agency," according to the OGE Advisory Opinion 86 x 10 (August 8, 1986). 
The recipients of these BLM solicitations are persons who, or entities which, have received or seek to 
receive permits and rights-of-ways from BLM and are potentially subject to inspections by BLM6 

3. The Office of Government Ethics clarified that the phrase "or otherwise as determined by the agency," was "i~cluded b.e~ause 
several agencies commented that the proposed Standards of Ethical conduct suggested that authority to enga~e In fundra~SI,ng 
as part of his official duties may be found, for example, in statu~es more .g~neral in character than those speCifically proVIding 
for agency personnel to eng.ge in fundr.ising." See, OGE AdVIsory OpInion 93 x 19 (Aug. 255, 1993). 
45 C.F.R. § 2635.808(b) (2005). . . ' 
5 A prohibited source is defined as one who either has or is seeki~g to obtain, contractual or other busmess or financIal rel~tlOns 
with an employee's agency; or has interests that may be substantIally affected by the performance or nonperformance of hIS or 
her official duties. 5 C.P.R. § 735.202(0) (2005). 
630 U.S.C. §§ 1701, and 17116 (2005). 
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Counsel added that soliciting funds from those who seek permits or are regulated by BLM clearly 
contravenes the fundamental principle that, in the absence of Congressional or regulatory authority, a 
federal employee should not solicit from a prohibited source. An appearance is created that a reasonable 
person may question whether these donations affected the granting or subsequent administration of 
permits and rights-of-way. 

The Department of the Interior Donation Activity Guidelines (Guidelines), issued by the Assistant 
Secretary, Policy, Management and Budget and the Solicitor, dated May 21, 1996, specifically address the 
solicitation and acceptance of donations by DOr employees of bureaus that have gift authority. The 
Guidelines state that neither Departmental agencies, nor employees on behalf of their agencies, may 
accept donations from prohibited sources, such 'as these applicants for pelmits or rights-of-way. The 
Guidelines also prohibit Dor employees from SOliciting donations from persons and entities who conduct 
operations or activities that are regulated by the agency that would receive the donation or appear to be 
offering a gift with the expectation of obtaining advantage or preference in dealing with the Department 
or any of its agencies. Furthermore, neither Departmental agencies, nor their em?loyees, may solicit 
donations from any source except as part of an approved cooperative Foundation program and otherwise 
consistent with the Guidelines. Absent· authority from Congress to solicit gifts, the role of DOl agencies 
that have authority to accept donations is generally restricted to educating the public about the existence 
of the gift acceptance authority and the specific gift needs of the bureau. BLM is listed as one of the 
bureaus lacking Congressional authority to solicit donations. ' 

Counsel determined that because BLM is accepting money from a "prohibited source," BLM appears to 
be in violation of FACA regulations. The fact that once the money is collected, closed meetings are held 
with a small group of farmers to determine how it will be disbursed also contravenes FACA emphasis on 
open, public forums. 

In an interview dated February 16, 2005, Francis Cherry, (Former) Deputy Director, BLM advised that he 
was familiar with the Committee and the Fund (Attachment 16). Cherry understood that the program 
was not soliciting funds; rather, the program provided a means for the oil companies to voluntarily 
contribute to the costs of offsite mitigation in the Farmington District. Cherry reviewed the form letter 
provided to the companies requesting their voluntary participation in the Fund; Cherry noted that the word 
"voluntary" appeared in the letter, and therefore Cherry did not view the letter as a form of solicitation. 
_ agreed that the requests were for voluntary contributions, noting that the letter states that the 
contribution is a " .. , good faith gesture in the interest of sustainable mUltiple-use of the public lands 
administered by the Farmington Field Office." 

After the subject investigation was initiated, a BLM Instructional Memo (1M 2005-969) (Attachment 
17), dated February 1, 2005, was issued to address the voluntary mitigation issue. The memo states that 
when an applicant's offsite voluntary mitigation proposal is part of the plan of development f?r an 
approved permit or grant, that mitigation will pass from being a voluntary proposal to becommg a 
requirement of the authorization. The applicant becomes committed to th~ ~ffs~te mitigation co~ponent 
once the authorization is granted. Further, this memo states that offslte mItigatIOn may be conSIdered 
after application of other forms of onsite mitigation including best management practices. 

7 This is a reference to the National Park Foundation and the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation. 
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Additionally, the memo specifies that BLM may identify other offsite mitigation opportunities to address 
impacts, but is not to carry them forward for analysis unless volunteered by the applicant. Further, the 
memo states that there is no establishment of an equivalency requirement for offsite mitigation. 

Regarding financial contributions toward mitigation, BLM asserts that in order to qualify as offsite 
mitigation, the funds collected must be identified as "responsible for implementation of the project(s)." 
The memo advises that it is not BLM policy to waive or forego onsite mitigation of impacts through 
payment of monies. 

In order to determine if similar off-site mitigation practices were in place elsewhere, orG interviewed 
BLM officials in the states of Wyoming, Montana, and Utah. Investigation revealed that the 1M issued 
by BLM Headquarters in early 2005 is the marker for the off-site mitigation efforts within these states. 
None of the individuals interviewed in the state's of Wyoming and Montana solicit funds for this purpose. 
In the case of Wyoming, officials propose options to those companies who propose mitigation projects to 
BLM. In Utah, BLM officials develope!i a program through which proponents of a particular action could 
contribute private funds into an account administered by the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation. 

SUBJECT 

Farmington District Office, New Mexico, Bureau of Land Management 

DISPOSITION 

This case is forwarded to Director, Bureau of Land Management, for appropriate action and final 
disposition. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1 - Investigative Activity Report, Interview of dated February 8, 2005. 

2 - Investigati ve Activity Report, Interview of _, dated March 11, 2005. 

3 - Investigative Activity Report, Interview of dated March 11, 2005. 

4 - Investigative Activity Report, Interview of _, dated March 14,2005. 

5 - Mitigation Subgroup Recommendations. 

6 - Investigative Activity Report, Interview of March 17,2005. 

7 - Investigative Activity Report, Interview of _, dated February 16, 2005. 

8- Investigative Activity Report, Interview , dated February 18, 2005. 

9 - Investigative Activity Report, Interview of _, dated March 17,2005. 

10 -_ solicitation letter. 
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11 - Proffer of Monetary Contribution. 

12 - Investigative Activity Report. Interview of dated April 4. 2005. 

13 - Investigative Activity RepOlt. Interview of Eddie Williams. dated March 18. 2005. 

14 - Off Site Mitigation Funds Update. dated March 18, 2005. 

15 - OIG's General Counsel legal opinion, dated March 7. 2005. 

16 - Investigative Activity Report, Interview. of Francis Cherry, dated February 16,2005. 

17 - BLM instructional memo. 
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All redactions are 5 U.S.C. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the FOIA. 

Case Title 
Mescalero Apache Tribe 

Case Location 
Albuquerque, NM 

Report Subject 
Closing Repo."! 

SYNPOSIS 

Office of Inspector General 
Office oflnv~stigations 

u.s. Department ofthe Interior 

Report of investigation 

Case Number 
OI-NM-05-0286-1 

Related File(s) None 
Report Date 

August 30, 2006 

This investigation was initiated based on allegations of fraud involving an Indian Self-Determination 
Act contract of approximately $984,000 to build a scenic parking lot at the Mescalero Apache Tribe, 
Mescalero, New Mexico. The contract expired in approximately 2002 and at close-out, the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs (BrA) discovered the funds were drawn down by the Tribe but only initial design work 
was perfOlmed. 

This case is being closed based on other priority investigative matters and a lack of any substantial 
investigative progress. 

SUBJECT(SlIDEFENDANT(S) 

Unknown members of the Mescalero Apache Tribe 

DISPOSITION 

This case is being closed based on other priority investigative matters and a lack of any substantial 
investigative progress. 

ATTACHMENTS 

None 

re 
Assistant Special Agent in Charge 

Approving OfficiaUTitle Signature 
Jack L. Rohmer, Special Agent in Charge 
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Case Title 

Office of Inspector General 
Office of Investi$ations 

I U.S. Department of the Interior 

Report of Investigation 

Oklahoma Indian Gaming Working Group 
Case Number 

01-01(-05-0386-1 

Case Location 
Tulsa, OK 

Report Subject 
Closing Report 

SYNOPSIS 

Related File(s) 
Report Date 

December 4, 2006 

The Oklahoma Indian Gaming Working Group (OK IGWG) was formed to address the many issues 
related to the expansion of the gaming industry in Oklahoma Indian Country. Initially opened as an 
investigation, the goal of this case was to track DOl-OIG activity related to the OK rGWG meetings and 
casework. A determination was made to close this investigative case and address the activity in another 
manner. 

DETAILS 

On May 10,2005, several federal investigative agencies (consisting of the USAO, OrG, FBI, IRS Office 
ofIndian Tribal Governments, IRS Criminal Investigation, NIGC, and BIA Law Enforcement) formed the 
OK IGWG in the spirit of the National Indian Gaming Working Group, which was initiated by SAC Neil 
Smith. The need for a local working group had become increasingly apparent with the criminal activity in 
the Oklahoma Indian gaming industry, which consisted of over 80 Indian gaming establishments (second 
only to Califomia, which has over 100 Indian gaming establishments). 

The role of the working group was to receive referrals from its member agencies, to prioritize those 
referrals, and to assist the field elements on those investigations the working group accepts as task force 
projects. It was envisioned that the assistance would include the following: 

• Enhance the level of cooperation and communication between the various field elements of each 
member agency 

• Provide a commitment from each member agency to accomplish the investigative task 
• Combine resources to ensure that an adequate investigative effort can be accomplished 
• Coordinate the assorted roles and functions of each member agency 
• Assist the DOl's trust responsibility to Indian tribes as it relates to public corruption, and provide 

vital feedback to the IG 

l~n"pi"1 Agent 

Jack L. Rohmer/Special Agent in Charge 

Cnse File !&ru:: ~ 

Signature 
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1/he purpose ofthis investigative file was to serve as a conduit for substantive ipvestigations or GIFs 
based on infOlmation obtained from the working group. 

SUBJECT(S)IDEFENDANT(S) 

NIA 

DISPOSITION 

Case closed with no further investigative activity anticipated under this case number. 

EXHIBITS 

None 
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Case Title 

Office of Inspector General 
Office of Il}-vestigations 

u.s. Department of the Interior 

Report of Investigation 

BLM Land Sale to Bridgeport Paiute Indian 
Colony 

Case Number OI-CA-05-045 I-I 

Related File(s) 

Case Location 
Bridgeport, California 

Report Subject 
Investigation Complete/Closing Report 

SYNOPSIS 

RepOI·t Date 
September 18, 2006 

This investigation was initiated based on information provided by a private citizen named . _ 
_ of Bridgeport, Califomia. opposes a proposed sale of Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) land located to the Paiute Indian \....O!'UIIY 'U"J~J. 

opined that BLM officials 
Ii •••• ·, and the Bureau 
American public by not following proper procedures. Specifically, . stated that BLM had not 
provided the local community with enough notification of the proposed sale, that BLM's appraisal 
undervalued the land, that BLM had not allowed any interested parties to bid on the property, and that the 
Environmental Assessment BLM used· was flawed .• also thought it was suspicious that the tribe sought 
to have the land put into trust with BIA before the general public even knew about the proposed sale. 

Interviews were conducted of the complainant and seven U.S. Department of the Interior (001) 
employees with knowledge of the proposed land sale. No criminal violations were alleged during the 
investigation. The investigation determined that because the values established in BLM's appraisal ofthe 
land expired in June 2005, that appraisal is obsolete; therefore, BLM will conduct a more current 
appraisal if and when all matters regarding this sale have been completely adjudicated. 

During the course of the formally protested the land 
sale, and the matter was referred to the In an attempt to avoid a 
costly and lengthy legal process through IBLA, all affected entities (BLM officials, tribal officials, the 
complainant and two other parties who appealed BLM's decision to proceed with the sale) are currently 
cooperating with mediators from the Office of Hearings and Appeals and the U.S. Institute for 
Environmental Conflict Resolution, a federal organization tlIat is not part of DOL If all parties cannot 
reach a mutual agreement, any remaining unresolved issues will be heard by IBLA. 

DETAILS 

Signature 
, pecial Agent 

Approving 
David W. Brown, Special Agent in Charge 



Case Number: 
_ advised that in about 1988, the U.S. Government offered to give the tribe land as part of a bill 
to give several Calif@rnia Indian tribes land, b\:lt the tribe refused the gov.emment's offer because tbey had 
to agree to refrain from gaming as a condition of the transfer. The tribe subsequently began the process of 
trying to purchase the land from BLM, presumably to preserve the option of putting a casino there. 

_ opined that BLM officials , along with unnamed BrA officials, were 
proceeding with the sale without following proper land procedures and that the citizens ofBridgepOli 
had not received proper notification of the proposed sale. _ continued saying that BLM's 
appraisal drastically undervalued the parcel, that BLM had not allowed anyone the opportunity to bid on 
the property, and that the Environmental Assessment BLM used was flawed._ also wondered why the 
tribe sought to have the land put into trust by the BlA before the proposed sale was even made public. 
(Exhibit 1) 

Historical Account 

In the early 1980s, when Tilly Hardwick vs. the United States was heard, the court ruled that the 
government had acted without authority 'when it had taken the Indians' land thirty years earlier with the 
passage ofthe Termination Act. Several years later, in approximately 1994, the tribe came to BLM and 
requested that the 40 acre parcel at issue be set aside so they could extend the boundaries oftheir 
reservation. Initially, BLM and the tribe considered doing a land exchange, but they decided against it 
because the tribe would have had to buy some property just for that purpose. The tribe subsequently 
approached BLM about the possibility of doing a direct sale. (Exhibits 2 & 3) 

The Bishop Field Office of BLM told the tribe that land could only be transferred for non-gaming 
purposes and informed them which pm'cels were available for disposal. In 1998, DOl contacted thirteen 
tribes, including this one, to repOli that a delegation was going to sponsor legislation to transfer land to 
those tribes. Though Congressman Doolittle categorically opposed the acquisition of land by any tribe 
without a gaming prohibition, this tribe and one other located in Doolittle's district refused to waive their 
gaming rights. Those two tribes subsequently withdrew from the bill so that the remaining eleven tribes 
could proceed with their land acquisitions. The remaining tribes subsequently received federal land due 
to the passage of the Omnibus Indian Assistance Bill (OIA Bill) in 2000. (Exhibits 2,4 & 5) 

After the tribe withdrew from the orA Bill, they sent a letter to _, BLM's California State 
Director at the time, requesting that they be able to buy land in fee. Even though the tribe's attorney 
assured that no gaming would be allowed on the land since it would still be private property, 
Congressman Doolittle insisted on a deed restriction prohibiting gaming. (Exhibit 2) 

From 1989 until it was finalized in 1993, the Bishop Eield Office worked on its Resource Management 
Plan (RMP). However, even though the tribe had previously requested 160 acres known as the Traveltine 
Hot Springs from BLM in 1983, their request for land was overlooked in the 1993 version of the RMP. 
The RMP was eventually amended in 2004 to allow BLM to dispose of the 40 acre parcel so it would be 
avallable for the tribe to purchase. This palticular parcel may have been excluded from the RMP initially 
because the land had apparently been used as an illegal dumpsite for Mono County. (Exhibits 2 - 4) 

does not know why the RMP had not been amended before .started with BLM in_ 
but surmised that the matter have been on hold" due to the illness of. predecessor, Steve 
Addington, who died in 2002. that BLM had overlooked the 40 acre 
parcel in its original RMP. started with 
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Case Number: 
told .to amend the RMP to designate the parcel the tribe wanted for disposal. (Exhibit 

Results of Investigation 

The Federal Land Policy & Management Act (FLPMA) says that "communities" (such as tribes) can 
grow with BLM's assistance if no they have "no other practical altemative" of accomplishing growth 
other than acquiring BLM land. The land in question sits directly west of the tribe's current reservation 
and there is no other contiguous parcel of land that would allow the tribe to extend their reservation. 
BLM land behind the reservation is unavailable because it is prut of a Wildemess Study Area, while the 
former BLM land to the north of the reservation is now a dump for Mono County. According to 
_, BLM met the conditions set f0l1h in 43 CFR 1710 to sell this land directly to the tribe. Though 
there is no official BLM policy to restore land to Indian tribes, there is an interest in helping tribes expand 
their reservations through sales or exchanges as long as no BLM policies are violated. (Exhibits 3 & 4) 

Once BLM deeds the land to the tribe, it will be held in fee, but BIA will immediately convert the land 
into trust status for the tribe so they will not have to pay propelty taxes on it. BIA will receive a 
preliminary title opinion from the Solicitor's Office before placing the land into trust. 
_Branch of Lands Management, Sacrrunento, California, is not familiar with the role BIA has in 
placing the land in question into trust status for the tribe. _ advised that BLM's role "stops upon 
conveyance" of the propelty. has never met with any BrA employees about the transaction. 
(Exhibits 4 - 6) 

performed the appraisal for the land in question in 
June 2004. The Appraisal Review that accompanied .report states that the values. determined are 
only good until June 2005. The tribe was in a hurry to buy the land, but because there was an 
archeological site on portions of the property, those portions could not be readily sold; therefore, ELM 
decided to divide the property into four sections and sell them in different phases. That way, some oflhe 
sale could proceed without being held up by the State Historic Preservation Office, which had to study the 
archeological site. (Exhibits 3 & 7) 

_ determined the total value of four lots comprising the 40 acres was $80,740. The tribe only wants 
to buy lots one and two, at a value of$63,720, while California's Department of Transportation 
(commonly Imown as "Caltrans") wants to buy lots three and four at a value of$17,020. The cost to cure 
lot one, which contains old cans, buried cars and appliances, is $29,165. Deducting that cost from the 
tribe's cost of$63,720 for their two lots leaves a balance owed by the tribe of$51,575, per_ 
report. _ admitted that it was "not proper" for BLM to divide the parcel into four lots; the parcel 
should have been appraised as one piece .• used the overall value of the parcel and then calculated the 
approximate value of the four portions by applying the average price per acre to each parcel. (Exhibit 7) 

The value of land is not the "Sun1 of its parts" but the whole parcel as one estimate. _ or the 
management of the Bishop Field Office probably asked_to break it down so they could do a 
"staged type disposal" of the land since they had to address the contaminated piece sepru·ately. The larger 
a parcel is, the lower its unit value is. If a large amount of acreage were split into smaller units, the 
smaller units would bring more on a per acre basis because smaller plots of land appeal to more buyers, 
thereby making them more desirable and driving up the price. This was not an issue because it was going 
to be a direct sale to the tribe. (Exhibit 7) 
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FLPMA requires federal land be sold at fair market value, but fair market value refers to a land's value 
"today", not its development potential. _ feels that ifB]J,M had made every land sale a competitive 
bid, that would have established the parcels' true market value. It was not unusual for BLM to sell land 
directly to one party, according to _ .. (Exhibits 4 & 7) 

The sales comparison approach is the most commonly used to establish value. It is most often used on 
"raw land" with no improvements or income stream, such as the land in question. To estimate value for 
this appraisal,. averaged home site comparable sales. found in the local area through research at the 
Mono County Assessor's Office since • had no really good comparable property to use. (Exhibit 7) 

_ June 2004 appraisal is the most CutTent appraisal. Since there was no binding agreement signed 
by the tribe and BLM to rely on _appraisal beyond June 2005, it is no longer valid. No one from 
BLM or BrA tried to influence the appraisal process in order to undervalue the land for the tribe. _ 
viewed BLM's primary goal in this transaction as disposing ofthe propelly, not to providing land to the 
tribe. (Exhibits 4 & 7) 

not know of any government personnel who have a 
pelrsonal mol:iveto ensure acquires land from BLM. refened to the idea that BLM 
personnel could benefit personally by pushing land sales 01' exchanges through as "malarkey". 

till\Il"":ll that though there is no "written policy" within BLM to restore land to Indian tribes 
pos:siblle, feels that as pall of a "DOl bureau", BLM employees "feel an obligation to help (tribes) 

when it is appropriate". (Exhibits 3, 4, 6 & 7) 

BLM has to make a "judgment call" and "find middle ground" when deciding how to best use the 
country's natural resources when there are members of the public with opposing needs. The public BLM 
serves is not limited to the local community of Bridgepol1, but rather "270 million people". In 
detennining which action to take regarding public land, BLM tries to look at issues over which it has 
"clear, legal authority" such as what environmental impact a land transfer would have and what the 
"potential social impact" of a transfer would be. A BLM State Director once commented that if BLM 
offended all parties equally, they had done their job. (Exhibits 2, 3 & 6) 

In _ opinion, selling the 40 acre parcel to the tribe is in the public's best interest. _ 
agreed that it is in the public's best interest to get rid of the land because it would probably serve the 
public better in private ownership. However,. offered that if the government had wanted to maximize 
its return in this case, BLM would have put the land up for competitive bids. (Exhibits 4 & 6) 

Many Bridgeport residents mistakenly believe that BLM has approved the tribe's economic development 
plan and authorized the tribe's plan to extend Buckeye Drive, which is currently a residential cul-de-sac. 
To no avail, _has explained that BLM has no authority to approve the tribe's economic plan 
or to authorize the extension of that road. The decision of whether to extend the road lies with Mono 
County, not the federal government. (Exhibits 4 & 6) 

opilned that racism against tribal members is a factor in the protests of this sale. At a 
~idg,:polrt'sRegional Planning Advisory Committee, one Bridgeport resident commented that 

would be responsible if a "drunken Indian" ran over kids if Buckeye Drive were extended 
because of the sale. A deputy sheriff stood up at the same meeting and said that. knew the crime rate in 
Bridgeport would rise if the reservation population increased, which would likely happen if the 
reservation expanded. 
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Since has been with BLM, the agency has made a "really conceited effort" to keep 
Bridgeport residents apprised of the land sale .• understands their view that they were not properly 
notified about the sale because they "probably thought it had gone away" since the process has taken so 
many years .• understands that the community feels "powerless to do anything if the land is taken into 
trust" on the tribe's behalf by the U.S. (Exhibit 4) 

At one time, the tribe had a small casino on its current reservation that was "a miserable failure", 
indicating that there is no market for a casino in such a remote area. During this investigation, 
interviewees variously described the parcel in question as "in the middle of nowhere", "isolated" and 
mostly scrub brush. _opined that the town of Bridgeport is really a 'Junction" more than a town. 
(Exhibits 2, 4, 5 & 7) 

The following Bridgeport residents appealed BLM's decision to go forth with the sale after BLM deemed 
. their letters without merit to the Interior Board of Land 

BLM, been separately 
a mediator from the U.S. ·Institute for Environmental Conflict Resolution, located in 

an "ADR" (Alternate Dispute Resolution) Specialist with the Office of 
Hearings and mediators are optimistic that an agreement will be reached because the "first 
round" of their meetings with all involved parties was "productive". As of August 18,2006, proceedings 
with IBLA have been suspended until all mediation efforts between BLM, the tribe and the appellants 
have been exhausted. If an agreement is reached, IBLA will not hear the case. _ is hopeful this 
issue will be resolved by mid October 2006, at which time the government has to report on the progress of 
the mediation efforts to IBLA. 

No updated appraisals have been done since the negotiations started with the appellants. A more cun·ent 
appraisal will have to be done at some point because the latest one is outdated, but BLM is not going to 
do anything until the mediation efforts are successful or hit an impasse. (Exhibit 8) 

SUBJECT(S) 

Bureau of Land Management 
Bishop Field Office 
785 North Main, Suite E 
Bishop, California 93514 

Bureau of Land Management 
2800 Cottage Way, Room W-1834 
Sacramento, California 95825 

DISPOSITION 

Other than the alleged inaccuracy of the appraisal by BLM, the complainant's issues sUlTounding the 
proposed sale are being addressed through an ongoing ADR process. The appraisal in question has 
expired and cannot be used to determine value anymore. If the ADR process is not satisfactory to the 
sale's opponents, the IBLA will hear their case. No allegations or evidence developed during the 
investigation to suggest any criminal violations occurred. For these reasons, this case is closed. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

on June 9, 2005 
on December 19, 2005 

Interview of .iiiiiiiiiil •. on February 22, 2006 
Interview of February 22, 2006 
Interview of on 4, 2005 

Interview 
on November 9, 2005 

'on January 31, 2006 
on August 18, 2006 
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Case Title 
Winnemucca Indian Colony 

Case Location 
Winnemucca Indian Colony 

Report Subject 

Office of Inspector General 
Office of Investigations 

I . 
U.S. Department of the Intenor 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
OI-CA-OS-OS49-I 

Related File(s) 

Report Date 
November 22, 2005 

Investigation Complete/Closing Report 

SYNOPSIS 

The investigation was initiated based on a p'hone call from _, former member of the Winnemucca 
Indian Colony (WIC), alleging that in BIA funds had been transferred from WIC to the 
Lovelock Pauite Tribe and then stolen. alleged that colluded with WIC 
tribal members and had conspired to funds. 

Interviews were conducted and copies of documentation pertaining to the allegations mentioned in the complaint 
were received and reviewed. . 

The investigation revealed that in 1999 BIA funds, Public Law 93-638 (638) funds, were allocated for the 
Winnemucca Indian Colony. At that particular time the Winnemucca Indian Colony did not want to accept Federal. 
funds and chose, by resolution, to transfer the 'funds to the Lovelock Pauite Tribe. Documentation from the 108'h 

Congress and U. S. Oeneral Accounting Office (GAO), Office ofOeneral Counsel (OGC) Appropriation Law 
authorizes BIA to legally reprogram Federal funds. A previous investigation was conducted by a BIA Special 
Agent (SA) concerning the embezzlement of the funds transferred to the Lovelock Pauite Tribe and the allegations 
were unsubstantiated. This investigation revealed that the allegations were unsubstantiated. 

DETAILS 

An interview 
the Lovelock Pauite 
transfer of the Federal 

revealed that funds were reprogrammed from the Winnemucca Indian Colony to 
provided photocopies of documentation after the interview concerning the 

1 pertains) 

After the interview, on a later date, _ provided documentation from the GAO, OGC Appropriation Law that 
confirms the authorization of BIA to reprogram Federal funds. (Exhibit 2 pertains) 

A conversation with SA , BIA, revealed that. conducted an investigation into allegations that 
!!!'~err<:d from the Winnemucca Indian Colony to the Lovelock Pauite Tribe was embezzled by_ 

. said the allegations were unsubstantiated and. proved a copy of the report. In summary, the 
report stated that SAs from the BIA and FBI met with the Lovelock Tribal Council to discuss and retrieve bank 
documents concerning the alleged embezzlement. SA _ conducted a preliminary review ofthe documents 

Reporting Officialffitle Signature 
, Special Agent 

Approving Officialffi!le Signature 

Distribution: Original- Case File .Qmy - SAC/SIU Office Qmy - HQ Other: 
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and did not find any' suspicious activity. The do,cuments were returned to th\, tribe and the case was closl'd. 
(Exhibit 3 pertains) 

SUB.rECT(S)IDEFENDANT(S) 

SSN::_ 
DOB: 

B1A,_ 

-SSN: 
DOB: 

DISPOSITION 

The investigation is complete and will be provided to the BIA for information purposes. 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. IAR - Interview of _, on October 24,2005, dated Octobel' 25,2005. 

2. Photocopies of documentation receivep fi'o", 
Appropriation Law. 

3. Photocopy of Fax cover sheet and incident report fi'om SA 
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Case Title 
Carrizo Plain Incident 

Case Location 
Washington, D.C. 
Report Snbject 
Report of Investigation 

SYNOPSIS 

,(?", 

"'1 
Office of Inspector Gei!'?;.l'ill 

Program Integrity Division 
u.s. Department of the IntClior 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
PI-06-0003-I 

Related File( s) 
Report Date 

April 19, 2006 

The Office of Inspector General (OlG) initiated this investigation on October 2,2005, at the 
reqllest of Kathleen Clarke, Director, Bureau of Land Management (BLM), for an independent review of 
issues surrounding the death offonner Carrizo Plain Monument Marlene A. Braun. Braun 
received a 5-day suspension for criticizing her Field Manager, Bakersfield 
Office, in an August 11, 2004 e-mail to the Carrizo Plains National Monument managing partners. She 
appealed the matter to the California State Director, who sustained the 5-day suspension, and Braun 
ultimately served her suspension in Janu81Y 2005. On May 2, 2005, after a year ofincre'ased tension and 
conflict at work, Braun committed suicide at her home on the Carrizo Plains. In her suicide note, Braun 
wrote that she could no long~r take _ abuse, humiliation, and lies about her abilities and 
character. 

The OIG determined that BLM was compliant with federal law and Department ofthe Interior 
(DOl) personnel regulations regarding the suspension and treatment of Braun; however, BLM did not take 
action to resolve longstanding differences between Braun and_ or to diffuse inter-office 
conflict, despite the availability of alternative dispute resolution methods. These personal differences 
between Braun 811~ remained unresolved, leading to a breakdown in tmst, communication, and 
cooperation between the two, which adversely affected management of the Carrizo Plains National 
Monllment, as well as development of the monument's Resource Management Plan. 

On the date of Braun's death, BLM law enforcement persomlel, at the request 
Assistant Field Manager, Bakersfield Field Office, entered her residence and removed BLM -owned office 
equipment. However, BLM law enforcement personnel failed to properly inventory the removed property 
or document their actions as required by BLM policy. 

Distribution: Office 
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BACKGROUND 

On October 2,2005, at the request ofBLM Director Kathleen Clarke, the OIG initiated an 
investigation into the issues surrounding the May 2, 2005 suicide of former Carrizo Plain Monument 
Manager Marlene A. Braun (Attachment 1). The OIG Special Agent in Charge of the Western Region 
had previously referred this matter to BLM for "action as deemed appropriate," 011 July 1,2005, following 
the . of a through Congressman William Thomas' Office (CA), from_ 

friend of Braun (Attachment had also sent letters to 
Congressman John B. Larsen (CT) (Attachment 3) California State Director " 
(Attachment 4). _ alleged that Braun's Field Manager, 
Bakersfield Field Office, created a hostile work lmvirorunent, through inappropriate and excessive 
disciplinary actions, that ultimately contributed to Braun's suicide. Additionally,_ faulted BLM's 
emergency response to BraUll's residence on the date of her death and the unauthorized removal of United 
States Government property from Braun's home by BLM employees. 

Independent of the OIG's investigation, on June 10, California State Director, 
commissioned an internal management review by BLM to assess the appropriateness of persoru1e1 
practices and procedures applied in BraUll's case (Attachment 5). A review team consisting ofthe 
Oregon Deputy State Director for Management Services, the BLM National Safety Director, and the 
fonner Oregon Human Resources Officer conducted their review from JUlle 20-22, 2005. A final draft 
report detailing their findings was submitted t~ CalifOlnia Associate Director, and _ 
_ Director, Law Enforcement and Security, on September 9, 2005, The review terun's report was 
never finalized; however, a draft copy was provided to OIG investigators (Attachment 6). Additionally, 
the review team provided OIG investigators with records, documents, and notes collected during their 
review. 

On September 8, 2005, the State Director submitted a memorandum, Results of Emergency 
Response and Management Reviews Regarding Death of BLM Employee Marlene Braun., to the Director 
ofBLM, through the Director, Law Enforcement, Security, and Protection (Attachment 7), The State 
Director's memorandum summarized the findings ofthe management review as well as the results 
of a review of BLM' s emergency response on May 2, 2005, conducted BLM 
Special Agent in Charge of Law Enforcement in California (Attachment State Director wrote 
that "personnel practices and procedures were technically in compliance with federal regulations," 
although opportunities to resolve disagreements between BraUll and_ through improved 
supervisory cOUllseling, coaching, or mentoring were not exercised. The State Director also noted that, 
according to _ BLM's response on May 2, 2005, was proper and did not deviate from accepted 
practice or policy, A copy ofthe State Director's memorandum was provided to the OIG with the 
Director's request for an independent investigation. 

DETAILS 

The OIG Program Integrity Division conducted an investigation into the circumstances 
surrounding, and the events leading up to, Marlene Braun's suicide, The pUIpose ofthis investigation was 
to conduct an independent review to identify human resource and programmatic issues relevant to the 
incident and address the allegations regarding BLM's emergency response on May 2, 2005. OIG 
investigators utilized information gathered during previous reviews in addition to information obtained 
during the course of this investigation, 

All redactions are 5 U.s.c. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) ofthe Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise, 
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Additionally, investigators reviewed a copy of a 30-page by Braun, 
memorializing her relationship and conflicts with her spanning the 
timeframe between February 2004 and October 2004. Excerpts of Braun' s c!u'onology, along with 
e-mails, memoranda, and other documents, were used to provide Brallll's perspective on issues related to 
this investigation. 

Braun's Selection and Probationary Period as Monnment Manager at Carrizo Plains 

The C3!Tizo Plains National Monument (CPNM) is located in California's San Joaquin Valley, 
approximately 55 miles from Bakersfield, CA. It comprises approximately 250,000 acres of land 
managed by the BLM in partnership with The Nature Conservancy (TNC) and the California Department 
of Fish and Game, herein refen'ed to as the managing partners, The CPNM is home to the highest 
concentration of threatened and endangered plant and animal species in Califomia, and is the most 
significant remaining example of the area's historic ecosystem. It also holds great Native American 
historical and cultural significance. 

Braun was n3!lled CPNM's first Monument Manager (GS-340-13) in December 2001. Prior to 
accepting this job, Braun held non-supervisory positions at BLM locations in Alaska and Nevada and was 
unfamiliar with the management of national monlllnents. Fonner Field selected 
Braun as the monument manager through a competitive process. Field 
Manager, Bakersfield Field Office (BFO), who aided in the selection process, stated that Bralm was 
chosen for the position based on her excellent communications skills. Since this was her first supervisory 
assignment after 15 years with BLM, Brallll served a l2-month probationary period that ended in 
December 2002. 

Brallll's position description provided that, as Monument Manager, she was responsible for the 
overall direction, execution, and review of all activities within CPNM. Braun operated under the general 
administrative and technical supervision of the BFO Field Manager, who provided overall guidance on 
policy and organizational matters, as well as progr3!ll goals (Attachment 9). Braun's responsibilities 
included ensuring that all BFO assignments were accomplished and that the Field Manager was kept 
informed of progress and of all potentially controversial matters. 

Brallll was also responsible for coordinating and completing the CPNM Resource Management 
Plan (RMP). Development of the RMP was to be a collaborative effort between Braun, Assistant 
Monument Manager _ and a BLM interdisciplinary staff consisting of a botanist, archaeologist, 
wildlife biologist, land coordinator, recreation planner, oil and gas specialist, and a soil, air, and water 
specialist. The purpose ofthe RMP was to establish guidelines for cattle grazing, wilderness land 
management, the protection of Native American painted rocles, and vehicle access on the CPNM. BralUl 
wrote in a May 4, 2004 entry into her chronology, "The old Fi~had demanded, 
after. hired me, that I change our grazing on the monument. __ told me there was too much 
ofit, that it wasn't justified scielltifi~hly criticized by the public, and didn't fit in with the 
mission of the national monument. _ made it my job to get past the parochial views in the 
office and bring C3!Tizo out of the dark ages ofBLM management" (Attachment 10, Page 5). 

Braun worked remotely from the CPNM, traveling to Bakersfield once or twice each week for 
meetings and other activities. This work 3!Tangement afforded Braun little direct daily contact with BFO 
management and staff. According to Braun's chronology,_ on's 
external partners and constituents, and left administrative control ofthe BFO to 
All redactions are 5 U.s.c. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise. 
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Braun moved to the CPNM in early 2003, initially living in BLM housing at the Washburn Ranch. 
In June 2004, she moved to the Goodwin Ranch, a 40-acre property owned by the TNC, managing partner 
of the CPNM. She lived there rent free, in exchange for providing upkeep for the property. BLM 
equipped Braun's home with office equipment and internet access so that she could work remotely from 
the CPNM. Routine daily communications with the BFO were conducted bye-mail or telephone. 

According t~ during Braun's probationary year, she developed a controlling 
management style that offended the RMP development staff(Attachment 11). Staff members described 
her as confrontational, one-sided, and hard to deal with, resulting III inter-office conflicts 
(Attachments 12-17). These inter-office conflicts became obstacles that hindered the completion of the 
RMP. Staff felt that Braun discounted their professional opinions related to the RMP and changed 
portions of it to reflect her personal views and opinions. 

_told investigators that during Braun's probationary year,. informally coached her in an 
unsuccessful attempt to correct her management shortcomings and improve her interpersonal skills; 
however,.kept no record of these coaohing sessions. Braun also rejected management's offers to send 
her to supervisory training or to other national monument locations so that she could see how they were 
managed. 

According to _as Braun completed her probationary year in late 2002, BFO senior 
management questioned her suitability to continue as CPNM Manager. Braun was at a crossroads, and 

_ abdicated. responsibilities as the rating official to_leaving. to decide ifBmill 
should continue as CPNM Manager. ~xplained that slllce no records had been"kept to document 
Braun's performance deficiencies,. could not justify her removal. Braun's Employee Performance Plan 
and Results Report (EPPRR) for 2001 showed that she had achieved all required performance objectives 
and failed to mention her performance deficiencies, perpetuating the lack of documentation. 

Conflicts between Brann and BLM Staff over Grazing Issues 

According to_Braun became focused on RMP livestock grazing issues, and showed little 
interest in other aspects ofthe RMP's development. Livestock grazing had become a contentious issne 
between BLM and environmental groups inclnding the managing partners who see livestock grazing only 
as a 1001 to control the proliferation of foreign plant species that endanger indigenous species. 

State Environmental Coordinator, advised that approximately 1,000 acres ofthe 
was sold to BLM by TNC with the agreement that BLM would allow livestock 

grazing there only to control plant growth that threatened endangered native species (Attachment 18). 
Free use permits, issued yearly to cattlemen, provided BLM control over grazing by regulating whether 
and when cattle could enter the area. According to _ grazing in the CPNM's "upland areas" is 
managed through the use of 10-year, traditional grazing pelmits. Traditional grazing permits are less 
restrictive than free use permits and provide BLM little control Qver how grazing is managed. The upland 
areas have been considered overgrazed by many conservation groups including the managing partners. 

_stated that like the managing partners, Braun thought that the upland areas had been 
overgrazed and she advocated the involuntary phasing out of the existing traditional pelmits in exchange 
for free use permits. According to., current grazing regulations make it very difficult to limit grazing 
without cause, and currently there is no evidence to clearly show a problem in the upland grazing areas 
that would benefit from controlling or completely eliminating grazing in those areas. As a result, Braun's 
opinions on grazing and her desire to convert traditional permits to free use permits were inconsistent with 
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and with the views ofthe RMP development staff. Later, they also brought her into conflict 
with following. appointment to BFO Field Manager in March 2004. 

Umesolved conflicts between Braun and the RMP development staff over continued long 
after the completion of her probationary year. Staff members complained to Assistant 
Field Manager for Resources, who attempted unsuccessfully to provided the OIG with 
documentation dating back to April 3, 2003, detailing complaints from staff members about Braun's 
involvement in the RMP's (Attachment 19), In an April I, 2004 memorandum to_ 

complained that Braun's unsolicited modifications to the RMP draft 
reflecte~ not commonly accepted by professionals having knowledge or experience with the 
species. _ also identified a "no grazing" bias in the RtYlP modifications made by Braun. Due to 
Braun's modifications, _ concluded, "the quality of the draft document was compromised and the 
efficiency of its development reduced" (Attachment 19, pages 3-6). ' 

In an August 18,2004 memorandum to 
wrote (Attachment 19, page 7): 

I would like to doclUllent my extreme displeasure with the way the draft RMP is being 
developed, specifically, the manner in which staff input is being revised and sent out to our 
partners and eventually to the public without staff review or knowledge ... By having my 
name on the document, the BLM is implying that I helped prepare certain portions of this 
doclUnent that have been changed from my original input, and this will reflect poorly on 
my professional reputation for which I have worked for over. years. 

_prepared an analysis ofthe inter-office conflicts (Attachment 19, pages i5-19)~resent 
to Braun, in an attempt to improve working relationships and increase effective staff support, _noted 
that Braun was reluctant to accept criticism and unwilling to discuss her staff s complaints in general 
terms. On April 3, 2003,_ suggested to Braun that they have a meeting with the staff to "fix 
problems." Brawl rejected the offer, according to_ stating that the group would gang up on her and 
have a "feeding frenzy"; she would only deal with them individually, 

provided OIG investigators with copies of 
documents prepared and_ showing examples of text changes and edits made by Braun 
that differed from the author's initial intent (Attachment 20). These documents were initially prepared 
on November 24,2003, and March, 3, 2004, respectively. 

Braun's Failn"e to Meet RMP Completion Deadlines and Replacement as RMP Coordinator 

According to Associate State Braun's direction, the CPNM RMP 
fell behind schedule and exceeded its budget 21). BLM's Primary Management Objectives 
for FY 2003 indicated that the RMP draft would be completed by September 30, 2003 (Attachment 22). 
In January 2004, State Director submitted a memorandum to the BLM Director, requesting 
a change in the RMP planning schedule and proposing that a final RMP be made available to the public in 
September 2004 (Attachment 23). _ did not lmow why the RMP had fallen behind schedule, but 
directed_ to finalize a plan for its completion. 

Despite Braun's inability to meet RtYlP completion deadlines, and her conflicts with the RtYlP 
development staff, her EPPRRs for the next 2 years showed that she had achieved all required 
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perfOlmance objectives, including those related to the development and timely completion ofthe RMP 
(Attachment 24 & 25). Additionally, the EPPRRs showed that she achieved all human resource 
management performance objectives, including accomplishing priority work, fostering teamwork, and 
ensuring consistency with BLM program policies. _was the reviewing official for Braun's 2001 
through 2004 EPPRRs, and while. was aware of her perfonnance deficiencies,. did not include them 
in the repOits. 

In March 2004, __ replaced_ as BFO Field Mana~irected by 
_ to give the RMP~ntion in order to meet deadline goals. _ hands-on " 
management style was much different than that of_ and _ • was a career BLM 
employee who previously held management positions in_ and_._ held employees 
accountable for meeting deadlines and wanted to be kept infonned of the status ofBFO programs and 
priorities. 

According to _ in April 2004, BralUl had fallen behind schedule in her work and had 
asked for an assistant~te RMP development (Attachment _ was also aware of 
Braun's conflicts with the RMP development staff. .confelTed with and_ and selected 
_ to replace Braun as the RMP coordinator. a.year veteran of 
the Carrizo Plains National Monument, and BFO management the ability to re-focus the staff 
and meet RMP deadlines. 

Braun opposed her removal as RMP coordinator and _ selection for the She 
wrote in her chronology on May 4, 2004, met 
week or weeks prior, and _ had made a to my 
planning lead who would transition _ out ofthe job." She added that was COllcerne,d 

_ had not consulted with her before selecting_ Braun also wrote, took 
away ahnost all my influence on the plan. TIns was extremely damaging to my sense of self worth at my 
job, especially since. did it by essentially ignoring me and ~ng around me" (Attachment 10, page 5). 
Despite _ removal of Braun as RMP coordinator,. still expected her to prepare a 
comprehensive review of the draft RMP. 

Braun also criticized_ intent to meet the September 30, 2004, RMP deadline mandated 
by the State Director. She added, "1 think _ misunderstood the deadline and never talked to me 
about it. _decided the deadline was more important than anything else and was wOll'ied about pleasing 
_ and_ without lmowing the details ofthe platming process." 

Conflicts between Braun and_ 
During June 2004, a series of incidents occurred that further strained the relationship between 

Braun and _ According to Braun's chronology, the fi!,st incidel1t occurred on June 20, 2004. 
_and Braun participated in a conference call with the Califonlia State Office, during which a 
heated discussion occurred regarding a June 18th memorandum detailing recent RMP grazing decisions 
and the potential for changing free use grazing to traditional grazing on the valley floor (Attachment 21). 
Braun represented the interests of the matlaging partners during the conference call, and explained that 
TNC atld BLM had entered into a legal agreement in 1996, prohibiting such a change. Her views on 
grazing were inconsistent with those expressed by the State Office and by members of the (BLM) BFO 
staff 

All redactions are 5 U.s.c. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise. 
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Bratm wrote that prior to the conference call, she discussed the June 18th memorandum with _ 
_ ofTNC. Unbeknownst to Braun, following their conversation~passed on the 
information to--.rso ofTNC. Later that day,_called the State Director's office at 
approximately 5:00 p.m., to discuss the contents ofthe memorandum (Attachment 10, Page 8). 

The next day,_ called Braun to advise her that the State Office had complained that she 
had called TNC after the telephone conference to report what was discussed. Braun wrote that she tried to 
explain that the State Office was incorrect and that she had actually talked_ prior to the 
conference call. 

On June 28, 2004, Braun was again confronted, this time about discussing the 
conference call with_. According to Bi'aun's her to "never ever" 
leak internal information again (Attachment 10, Page 9). She demeanor during 
this meeting as that of "an angry father talking to a child." Later she wrote, "I felt like a bully had just 
beaten me up. Not only was I yelled at for a situation that. exaggerated and distorted ... but _ 
_ was not the least bit interested in heat'ing my side of the story." _ counseling of 
Braun, on June 28, 2004, was not formally documented and she was not provided written direction 
concerning her communications with the managing partners. 

A second incident occUlTed during a meeting with the managing partners on June 30, 2004, after 
which that Braun made inappropriate remarks to the attendees. According to Braun's 
chronology, accused her of telling the managing partners that she was concerned about recent 
changes to the draft RMP and that, as cooperating agencies, they had the right to request' a 30-day review 
under current regulations and she encouraged them to do so. Additionally, Braun told them that there had 
been subtle changes throughout the RMP draft and that a more comprehensive review was needed. 
According to_, prior to her making this statement, ~g partners were willing to 
review only the chapters that had been changed in the RMP. _felt that Braun's comments left 
the impression that BLM had been less than candid about issues of significance to the plan, and had made 
the managing patmers reluctant to conduct a focused review until the plan was finished. 
concluded that Braun's behavior undercut TNC's trust in BLM. 

Braun disputed_account of the meeting, stating that the managing partners had asked 
for a 30-day review for the latest draft, the same amount oftime that Braun had allowed them to review 
the previous draft in February 2004 (Attachment 10, Page 11). She also noted that there was no 
discussion at the meeting about BLM not being candid with the managing palmers. 

Later on June 30, 2004, Braun wrote an e-mail to stating that she was upset with. 
recent treatment of her (Attachment 28). In it, she yelling at her and belittling her 
in private and in public and stated that she was afraid to disagree or freely express her opinions 
on work related matters. Additionally, she pointed out that their oral communications had not been 
effective, so she offered to write out her concerns and present th,em to. Braun offered to work out 
their differences in private if_was willing. 

According to Braun's chronology, on July 1, 2004, she asked _ if. had received her 
June 30th e-mail and if. was willing to work together to try to improve their working relationship. 
Braun wrote that _ told her that she needed to do as. said and to stop objecting to. 
directions. Their conversation reportedly digressed, by Braun's account, and there was no willingness on 

• part to change (Attachment 10, Page 11). 
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On August 4, 2004, _ and Braun attended a meeting with the managing partners to 
provide them an opportunity to offer early feedback to BLM staff regarding the Rl'vIP and discuss the 
stmcture and detail oft~iew process to ensure their support of the RMP. Minutes of the 
meeting were taken by_ofthe TNC and, on August 9, 2004, were made available to the 
attendees. On August 10, 2004,_ added. remarks to the draft minutes and distributed them 
via e-mail to the attendees. 

Braun disagreed with_ remarks and openly criticized. in an August 11, 2004 e
mail to the managing partners (Attachment 29). In it, she stated: 

I have factual info on the traditional leases that differs considerably from _ 
_ .• was wrong on the ephemeral leases (they are only allowed in areas 
specified in 1960's legislation and in no way can be applied here) andllwas wrong on 
several technical issues in. e-mail and subsequent comments regarding the traditional 
leases as well. 

Additionally, Braun stated that she would send her comments on 
would provide _ a copy. Additionally, Braun proposed that she meet 
partners alone on August 18, 2004, to discuss her position. 

Braun did not provide _ an OppOltUnity to discuss. remarks with her prior to sending 
the e-mail nor did she include~ list of e-mail recipients. After sending it, she realized that she 
also sent it to _. Braun wrote in her chronology that she "accidentally" included _, the only 
BLM employee on the recipient.list (Attachment 10, Page 14). Braun asked_not to fOlward it to 
anyone and to delete it._ however, was troubled by the e-mail's contents and forwarded it to 
_without Braun's knowledge. 

On August 13, 2004, Brmrn sent an e-mail to_ and the managing partners including her 
comments on the August 4, 2004, draft notes from the CPNM managing partners meeting 
(Attachment 30). These comments further explaioed her objection to _ position on grazing, 
and supported her August 11, 2004 e-mail. 

On August 16, 2004, Braun met and_ to discuss her armualjob 
performance review, not knowing that received a copy of her August 11, 2004 e-mail. 
According to Braun's chronology, once they discussing her performance review, she got up to 
leave and was told by_ to "sit back down." • then confronted her about sending the 
disparaging e-mail. As a result ofthe e-mail, _directed Braun to send all further 
communications with the managing partners concerning the RMP through.. At the conclusion of their 
meeting,_advised Braun that.would be issuing her a "letter of reprimand" (Attachment 10, 
Page 14). 

On August 17,2004, Braun met with_ at the BFO, where they dIscussed 
response to her August 11, 2004 e-mail, and. direction to her to send all further communications with 
the managing partners conceming the RMP throngh.. Braun memorialized portions of their 
conversation in her chronology. She wrote: 

The TNC was also my landlord, and to have 
or to work with them was more than aw:kwi3Id. 

tell me not to talk to them 
an untenable situation, 

All redactions are 5 U.5.c. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) olthe Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise. 
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and was very counterproductive. They were also my friends and we socialize together. I 
also said that I had not embarrassed. with TNC; that. had told them things over the 
past months that had upset them, and that. had caused a reduction in h'ust in. not 

or in me. My e-mail had absolutely no influence on TNC's opinion ofBLM or of 
.• had set those examples long ago. The e-mail really only just 

problem that had been brewing a long time. 

On August 18, 2004, _ sent an e-mail to Braun, stating: 

As of right now, as I told you, I want all communications with the [managing] pallners to 
go through me. I will address that at the meeting on Friday [August 20, 2004] since they 
will all be here. If there are issues to be addressed with the partners that I need to attend 
to, I expect you to bring them to my attention. Believe me, this is as inconvenient for me 
as it is for you ... As of this point, your input to the plan will be through me. Your other 
duties on the Carrizo will remain·the same until I give you further definition through the 
letter of reprinland (Attachment 31). 

Later, on August 18, 2004,_ sent an additional e-mail, directing Braun not to 
arrive at the Friday meeting with the managing partners before 9:00 a.m. (Attachment 32). 

On August 20, 2004, Braun sent an e-mail from her personal computer to the managing partners in 
which she discussed their upcoming meeting scheduled for that afternoon (Attachment 33). In it, Braun 
addressed their concerns about her planned attendance at the meeting against their advice, her health and 
recent weight loss, her relationship with_ and issues affecting the RMP. This e-mail was never 
forwarded to BLM and was obtained by investigators from_ In the e-mail she wrote: 

Things are a mess and have degenerated quickly. I have not supported the agenda _ 
_ is currently pushing. Much of. marginalization of me follows from that, 
along with what I feel are some serious personal shortcomings ~ut I will 
ultimately have to accept what. says .. .I have no choice since_. You all 
however, do not, and have much power to influence the future of the Carrizo today, next 
week, and hopefully for the indefinite futrrre. 

-'Proposes a 5-Day Suspension for Braun 

coordinated the preparation of Braun's Notice of Proposed Discipline 
Human California State Office. OlG investigators interviewed_ concerning her 
involvement in the disciplinary process and how the proposed discipline jumped from a letter of 
reprimand, as initially proposed by_ to a 5-day suspension (Attachment 34). _ advised 
that supervisors and managers frequently use the term "letter of reprimand;' when discussing 
administrative actions with employees. They do so before contacting .or reviewing the DOl Handbook 
on Charges and Penalty Selection for Disciplinaty for Adverse Actions, which defmes the Douglas 
Factors l and provides the DOl Table of Discipline (Attachment 35). Frequently, the offense for which 
the employee is accused carries a greater penalty than initially thought by the supervisor; such was the 
case of Braun. 
All redactions are 5 U.s.c. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise. 
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During August 17-18, 2004,_ and _commlmicated via e-mail and determined that 
Braun should be charged with "making irresponsible, disrespectful, or disparaging remarks about a 
supervisor" (Attachment 36). The DOl Table of Penalties provides that employees accused of sending 
disparaging e-mails about their supervisors, even for a first offense, may receive punishment ranging from 
a letter of reprimand to termination (Attachment 35, page 14). _ and_ agreed that a 5-
day suspension was appropriate based on_ responses to Douglas Factors. They subsequently 
prepared a draft copy of the Notice of Proposed Suspension. 

_submitted the draft Notice oflPropm;ed Suspension along with a copy of Braun's August 11, 
2004 e-mail to for review; it is the responsibility of the Regional 

As of September 
when she cOfltacted 

disciplin~lry actions for 

Braun's Notice of Proposed Suspension had not yet been handed down 
Di~~pulle Resolution Program Manager, to request mediation 

that she was about to receive some type of disciplinary action, 
sut,se1qmmtl.y contacted_ on September 21, 2004, to 

(Attachment 38). Braun ad,rise:d 
possibly a written reprimand. 
schedule mediation. According to 
~lso stated that during her con,ver 

was fine with it, and never refused to attend mediation." 
with Braun, she learned that Braun was afraid of 

would not meet 

On September 20, 2004,_denied Braun's request for annual leave because she had not 
finished her review of the RMP. Braun had submitted a leave request almost 2 weeks earlier and, 
according to Braun,_ allegedly waited until the last minute to deny her leave. After learning 
that her annual leave had been denied, Braun met with _who suggested that she go home, get 
some rest, and take some time off. 

Ex. 5 

On the morning of September 22, 2004,_ senl Braun an e-mail.directing her to provide 
her substantive comments on the draft RMP by the close of business on September 24, 2004 (Attachment 
39). She had originally been told to prepare her comments in May 2004, but she had failed to do so. 
_ accused Braun of failing to meet. in July and Augnst to discuss her review comments, 
opting instead to meet with _ .• also told her that. wanted an overall strategy, with timeframes 
for completion of the RMP by September 24,2004, as well; these requests were made of BraWl even 
though she had been removed from her leadership role and _ was now in charge of the development 
oftheRMP. 

Later that same day, _ and_traveled to Bratm's h~me at the Goodwin Ranch to 
deliver Braun's Notice of Proposed Suspension (Attachment 40). This came 5 weeks afte~ 
initially told her that she would be receiving only a letter of reprimand. fu the Notice of Proposed 
Suspension, _ cited Braun's disparaging e-mail dated August 11, 2004, and how it adversely 
affected .relationship with the managing partners, _reputation as a manager, and BLM's reputation 
as well. _wrote that Braun had followed up those comments in an additional e-mail dated 
August 13,2004, that supported her position on the draft RMP .• also cited Braun's inappropliate 
comments at the June 30, 2004 meeting with the managing partners, and concluded that her cumulative 
All redactions are 5 U.s.c. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise. 
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behavior had undercut TNC's trust in BLM. Braun's perfonnance plan and responsibilities as monument 
manager remained unchanged despite _ e-mail to Braun on August 18, 2004, in which_ 
stated that. would redefine her duties in her letter of reprimand. 

After receiving the Notice ofPropose~nsion on September 22, 2004, Bratm contacted 
_to postpone mediation. According to_ Braun was disappointed to learn that instead of a 
letter of reprimand as anticipated, she would receive a proposed 5-day suspension. Braun felt that the 
proposed suspension was excessive and had changed the climate ofthe situation. _explained that 
participation in the mediation process was voluntary and that Braun could not be ~ attend. 

On September 24, 2004, 2 days after Braun received her notice of her nrr,nn.~n sUE:pension, 

Braun note leave (Attachment 
41). The note read, "Please excuse the above named patient [Marlene Braun] 9/20/04 - 10/8/04 due to 
medical reasons." The note did not give a medical diagnosis. Braun had ah-eady been on sick leave since 
September 22, 2004, making it impossible for her to meet __ September 24, 2004 deadline for 
completing the RMP review. 

On Monday, September 27, 2004, Braun traveled to the BFO to attend a weekly management team 
meeting and to meet with_ to discuss the RMP. Following the management team meeting, 
Braun told _ that she did not feel well and was going home. She left_note in 
~et and went home without personally telling.she was leaving. Later that day, she 
sent an e-mail to _ explaining that she had been under a lot of stress that was affecting her both 
mentally and physically. Braun offered to telecommute from home while on sick leave and assured _ 
that CPNM activities would not fall behind schedule. 

On September 29, 2004, _ sent an e-mail to Braun in response to her request for sick 
leave and her offer to telecommute (Attachment 42). _ wrote, "Employees do not get to pick 
and choose how to adhere to a doctor's recommendations. If your doctor says you should be off for two 
weeks then you should honor it. Any return sooner would require anotller note fi'om your doctor revising 
the original diagnosis/prognosis." Additionally,_stated that the diagnosis o~was too 
vague and told Braun that she would need to provide additional infonnation to verify that her. sick leave 
was warranted. 

Braun returned to work on October 4, 2004, rather than October 8, 2004, as requested. Upon her 
retum, Braun sent_ an e-mail pointing out that she had taken only 3 days of sick leave during 
the previous week because she telecommuted, and she had provided. a doctor's note beforehand 
(Attachment 43). Additionally, she noted that. had sent her a three-page letter on her second day on 
sick leave, asking for detailed documentation of the nature of her illness. In the e-mail, Braun stated that 
she _ request was unwarranted and explained that during the fiscal year 2004, she had used 
only. hours of sick leave and. hours of annual leave. Braml's annual leave balance as of October 4, 
2004, was. hours. (Investigator's note: A review of Braun's Official Personnel File revealed that she 
had no history of leave abuse.) 

Braun'S Appeal of the 5-Day Suspension and Snccessful Performauce Evaluation 

On October 13, ~aun sublnitted her Response to the Notice of Proposed Suspension to the 
Associate State Director_ after being granted a one-week extension to compete it (Attachment 
44). In her response, Braun apologized for her August 11, 2004 e-mail and acknowledged that it seemed 
All redactions are 5 U.s.c. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) ofthe Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise. 
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"blunt and subject to misinterpretation." She explained, however, that her intent was not malicious, nor 
was the note intended to • relationship with the managing partners. 
Despite her apology, she took issue with of what happened and its perceived affects 
on. relationship with the managing partners. she asked that the proposed suspension not 
be implemented because it was too severe for what she maintained was an "unintentional error in 
c01l1l11unication." If implemented, she felt it would scar her record of more than 15 years of distinguished 
goverrunent service. Braun rallied support from the managing partners by asking them to provide letter of 
snppDlt. She received 10 such letters and attached them to her response memorandum for consideration 
by_ 

On November 1, 2004, Braun met with_ to discuss the proposed suspension, the disciplinary 
review process, and her communication shortcomings with_ According to_, Braun was 
concerned that the 5-day suspension would ruin her career. Braun admitted to_that her e-mail to 
the managing partners was inappropriate and that it undermined __ authority. Further, she 
agreed that it was subject to interpretation and that she had been wrong in sending it. _reminded 
Braun tha_was her supervisor, iliat she wa. subordinate, and that ultimately_ 
was responsible for the completion of the RMP. _ also explained that _direction for the 
RMP was consistent with BLM's livestock grazing policy and that. had been told to work within 
established regulatory guidelines. _ suggested that she meet with _ to show support for 

_management of the RMP. 

_ and Braun also discussed issues resulting from her relationship with __ 
According to _, Braun felt that she was inappropriately removed from the RMP platming effort and 
that, as a result, the RMP had been adversely affected. She also questioned how she could contjnue to 
perform her duties as monument manager if she was not able to talk to the managing partners as directed 
by_ 

On November 8, 2004, Braun sent an e-mail to _, as a follow-up to their meeting 
(Attachment 45). In it, she discounted. recommendations for corrective action atld defended her 
actions. Additionally, she was more critical 0_ than in previous c01l1l11unications. She wrote: 

I feel that it doesn't make sense for a competent monument manager to be left out of the 
monument planning process after two years of effectively and efficiently overseeing that 
same process .. .It doesn't make sense to me to expect that same manager to snpport and 
implement the vastly-changed plan with unnecessary (and con'ectible) flaws, after being 
left out ofthe process while the changes were made. 

Braun criticized __ treatment of the managing partners and also accused. of 
providing them misinformation on more than one occasion. Additionally, Brann asked _ for explicit 
clarification of her duties as monument manager since her position descliption and EPPRR clearly did not 
define her atnended job responsibilities. She also asked to be toid what he'r deficiencies as a manager 
were, and why so many of her duties and decision making responsibilities were taken away. 

According to_, sometime in November 2004,_and • met with Braun to 
discuss her EPPRR covering the rating period October 1, 2003, until September 30, 2004 (Attachment 
46)._served as the rating official and prepat'ed the evaluation. Despite Braun's matlagement 
shortcomings during that timefratne, her failure to meet RMP deadlines, and the disparaging e-mail about 
_, none of these issues were addressed in her evaluation. The evaluation showed that she had 
All redactions are 5 U.s.c. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise. 
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achieved all performance objectives, as well as high marks for the quality of her work, teamwork, and 
communication skills. When later questioned by investigators about these ratings, _ explained 
that they did not want to appear too hard on Braun, following .recommendation for the suspension. 
_ advised that duting the meeting Braun appeared happy with the evaluation and expected to 
receive a lower score after not meeting deadlines for the draft RMP review. 

_ suggested to Braun that they begin meeting on Mondays to improve communications 
between them. This would prove to be the first of several unsuccessful attempts by_to 
schedule meetings with Bratm to establish dialogue between the two. No other con'ective steps were 
taken to clarify Braun's performance responsibilities or deficiencies, or to define plans for improvement. 

In early December 2004, Braun requested I week of mmualleave to begin on December 11,2004, 
to vacation in Mexico with a friend._ approved her leave conditional on her completion of the 
overdue RMP draft review. Braun did not complete the review; however, she cancelled the vacation on 
December 8, 2004. 

Prior to_ finalizing. decision to 'U'ijJ~llU 
_reviewed the file for legal sufficiency 

On December 9, 2004, ~anded down Braun's suspension, effective January 3 through 
2005 (Attachment 48). _felt Braun's claim that she did not intend to disparage 

not credible. Instead, • concluded that Braun was in complete disagreement with 
comments on grazing, and that the purpose of her e-mail was to inform the managing 

partners that her information, not_, was correct. _also felt that Braun's e-mail left the 
impression that there was an internal discord within BLM on the critical issue of grazing that could cause 
the public to question the credibility of the BLM. 

_ Dispute Resolution Progran~er, called Braun on December 12, 2004, to see if she 
was still interested in attending mediation. _recalled that Braun wanted to use mediation as a 
bargaining chip to mitigate her punishment; during their conversation, Braun told _ that she would 
only participate in mediation in lieu of the suspension or punishment. _ explained that mediation 
could not replace the discipline process, and told her that she would have to grieve her ptmishment 
through the administrative appeal process. Since Braun had des.cribed her,punishment and denial ofleave 
as harassment, _suggested that she file an Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) complaint. 
_provided Braun the name and telephone number of the EEO Counselor, however, Braun never 
followed up her complaint to EEO. 

Braun later wrote in an e-mail to_, Chief, Human Resource Services, "My request 
for mediation was intended as a way to more positively deal with the issues at hand, and as a suggested 
part of the resolution to the grievance. The request was not intended to slow down the grievance process, 
but to show my own perspective on possible options for the decision-maker to consider" (Attachment 
49). 
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On January 10,2005, Braun appealed_decision and requested a I-week extension to 
grieve her suspension, citing that the grievance period included three holidays and that she was also sick 
with the flu during part of tile time. granted the extension, and Braun was notified by a 
memorandum dated January 25, Braun was informed that the venue for hearing the 
grievance would be either in Denver, CO, or Washington, D.C.; however, she was later told that _ 

_ California State Director, had been selected as the deciding official for the fOlmal administrative 
grievance. 

Braun submitted an interim response to the Formal Administrative Grievance on January 31, 2005 
(Attachment 50). She was concerned that her grievance had been referred to _ after she had initially 
been told that there would be a change of venue' to either Denver, CO, or Washington, D.C. Additionally, 
she questioned how. conld be unbiased when. Associate had already ruled against her. 

On Februar~ 2005,. provided. formal decision in Braun's administrative gril3vance 
(Attachment 51) .• concluded that Braun's e-mail was intended to authority 
and to mak~ look bad, and gave the managing partners the impression was 
uninf0l111ed. Additionally,. stated that her actions were serious enough to warrant a 5-day suspension, 
and denied her grievance. 

Braun chose not to appeal_ decision to the Office of and Appeals. On Febmary 27 
or 28, 2005, during a conversation with her friend, Braun said she was not going to 
fight her suspension any further (Attachment 52). the fact that she had to 
move on, and inquired about a position in Washington, D.C., even though she did not feel 
would give her a favorable recommendation. Without. recommendation, Braun did not 
get another position in BLM. 

Braun Continues to Defy _ lnsh'uctions 

On April 19,2005, Braun's communications with the managing partners were again called into 
question by_ In an e-mail to_ concerning the RMP review, Braun asked for a minimum 
of eight copies ofthe document so she and the managing partners could review it (Attachment 53). She 
also stated that she would e-mail the managing partners to see how long they would need to review the 
draft plan. 

received a copy of Braun's e-mail and felt that it violated .previous direction 
controlling her communications with the managing partners. On April 21, 2005,.forwarded a copy of 
the e-mail to the Human Resource Specialist in the State Office, stating that the e-mail warranted futther 
disciplinary action. 

On April 22, 2005, Braun sent an e-mail to_ berating_fqr changing the cover of the 
draft RMP, and criticizing the revised cover for not including the logos ofthe managing partners 
(Attachment 54). She also questioned why they must "constantly retrace all this ground again and 
again." The e-mail was not only sent to_, but also to_, _, the State Office, and 
the managing partners. 

After reviewing Braun's April 22, 2005 e-mail, _sent her an e-mail stating, "You are to 
immediately desist from sending e-mails outside the organization on issues related to the management of 
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the Carrizo, and specifically on issues related to the management plan. I will discuss this with you on 
Monday [April 25, 2005]" (Attachment 55). 

On April 25, 2005, Braun, _ met to discuss Braun's Employee 
Performance Appraisal Plan (EP AP), during which her with an anlended 
performance plan (Attachment 56). Braun was some of the new performance standards, and 
objected strongly to the standard related to relationships with "constituent groups." She denied 
responsibility for the strained relations between BLM and the managing partners, and stated that she still 
communicated with them on a regular basis. DUling the meeting, _provided Braun with two 
memoranda; the first instructed her that until further notice, she was to have no further cOl1Ullunications 
with the managing partners (Attachment 57). The second addressed three objectives: to establish 
mandatory weekly meetings; to limit Braun's visits to the BFO to once a week; and to provide 
instructions for managing grazing permits (Attachment 58). 

Despite _'s memorandum prohibiting Braun from commmllcating with the managing 
partners, later on April 25, 2005, Braun sent an e-mail to_, copied to the managing paltners, 
suggesting that she call the grazers and postpone rescheduling their meeting until June (Attachment 59). 
Braun also sent a copy of the e-mail to_ who replied to it stating, "Marlene, I sent you an e
mail Friday and handed you a copy of it less than an hour ago, instructing you not to send e-mails to the 
managing partners. I expect my direction to be complied with." 

Braun sent an e-mail to_,_, and_on April 27, 2005, that again violated 
_'s directive on grazing pelmits (Attachment 60). Braun also criticized _for 
"treating her like a 'kindergartner'" and for making decisions regarding her duties without consulting her 
first. 

Relations between Braun and _had deteriorated and on Aplil27 2005,_ 
contacted_ r~ting mediation. According to the situation 
between Braun and_ had, "gotten out of control." in an attempt to 
schedule mediation; however, Braun did not answer her left a telephone message for 
Braun, assmning from past contacts with her that she would call back. This time, however, 
she did not. 

Braun's Suicide 

On the morning of May 2,2005, Braun was scheduled to attend the first of her Monday morning 
meetings with_ and_However, instead of traveling to the BFO that morning, she sent 
a two-page e-mail (Attachment 61) to_stating, "I cannot bear the thought of conling into the 
office this morning or ever again to meet with . I cannot take any more abuse from., 
_lies about my character and my ahilities, and any more of thl; humiliatipn I have had to endure for the 
past year." 

BLM and San Luis Obispo Sheriffs Department personnel responded to the Goodwin Ranch to 
check on her well being, and located Braun in the front yard, suffering from a gunshot wound to the head. 
A suicide note (Attachment 62) was found on a table near Braun that stated, "I have committed suicide. 
This is not a homicide." Bratm also . as her llext of kin with legal 
authority over her care and estate. Braun's two nearby, both dispatched by apparent 
gunshot wounds. 
All redactions are 5 U.s.c. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) ofthe Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise. 
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Bralm, who was still alive when emergency personnel arrived at the scene, was transported by 
helicopter to Marian Medical Center in San Luis Obispo, CA, where she was pronounced dead at 12:09 
p.m. Her death was later ruled a suicide by the San Luis Obispo COlmty Sheriff-Coroner's Depaltment 
(Attachment 63). 

Following Bratm's death, _received an eight-page letter from Braun written on Apri130, 
2005, in which she explained her reasons for taking her life (Attachment 64). _later provided the 
OIG a copy of the first page of the eight-page letter, but chose not to copy the remaining seven pages 
because that contained financial and personal information. Braun wrote: 

I am very weary of working, of moving, and of dealing with conflict over environmental 
decisions that mean a lot to me. I can't face what appears to be required to contiuue to live 
in my world, at least as I see it. I am also weary of heartache and loneliness. Most of all, I 
cannot bear to leave where I finally felt like I found a home, and which I 
now love dearly. has made my life utterly unbearable this past 
year, and my hopes things get have been dashed by. latest round of 
brow-beating and new charges of lies .• would have forced me to leave Carrizo soon 
enough. 

3,2005, an external examination of Braun's body was conducted by Forensic Pathologist 
who determined that the cause of her death was a head 

552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise. 
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(Attachment 68). (Investigator's note: During the interviews with 
Braun's this investigation, no one had been told by Braun or otherwise suspected 
that Braun was contemplating suicide.) 

The U.S. Department of Labor ruled that there was insufficient evidence to show that Bratm's 
death cormected to her federal employment (Attachment 69). rn a letter to Hermes, dated September 25, 
2005, they wrote: ,. 

There is insufficient evidence to establish Ms. Braun's suicide is causally related to her 
extensive factual information has been provided by the 

there is no medical evidence connecting the claimant's death to 
her employment at BLM. The required chain of causation test has not been met. 

BLM's Emergency Response on May 2, 2005 

OIG investigators prepared a timeline (Attachment 70) of events detailing BLM's response to 
Braun's May 2, 2005 e-mail, through interviews and fi'om reviewing documents provided by: BLM; the 
Central California Interagency Communications Center (CCrC); California Shock/Trauma Air Rescue 
(CALST AR); and the San Luis Obispo Sheriff - Coroner's Department.(Attachment 71 thru 80). All 
times noted are approximations. 

a.m., Braun sent a two-page e-mail from her home computer to Assistant Field Manager 
and Administrative Officer_ Braun's e-mail did not specifically mention 

provided directions for BLM' s to the Goodwin Ranch and for notification 
of her next of kin. 

At 9:30 retrieved the e-mail, and after reading it, suspected that Brarm was 
cOlltelO1platiing . a copy of the e-mail and took it to_ of~ce where ~d 

participating in a weekly teleconference with Associate State Director __ 
interrupted the conference call and advised them ofthe e-mail._subsequently directed BLM 

Acting Special Agent in Charge_ to have law enforcement personnel go to Braun's home to 
check on her wellbeing. During that same time,_attempted unsuccessfully to contact Braun by 
telephone. 

At 9:45 a.m.,_contacted Special at the BFO and directed_to go to 
the Goodwin Ranch. _and_left theBFO at 9:55 a.m., en route to the Goodwin Ranch. 
The Goodwin Ranch is located approximately 75 miles from tile BFO. ~id not accompany 
_and_to the Goodwin Ranch and remained at the BFO. 

At 10:05 a.m.,_ attempted to contact Paso Roble's Resident via 
cellular telephone, but received no answer. At 10:10 a.m.,_contacted 
-.,ho was near Santa Clarita. _ directed_ to respond to the Goodwin Ranch and 

to contact the BLM dispatcher at the ccrc. _ contacted the ccrc and advised the BLM 
dispatcher that~as responding from Placerita, approximately 3 hours away. 

At 10:22 a.m., the crcc notified the San Luis Obispo Shetiff's Department and requested their 
assistance. dispatched to the Goodwin Ranch at 10:28 a.m. 
All redactions are 5 u.s.c. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the Freedom of Informatron Act unless marked otherwise. 
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Also at 10:28 a.m., Ranger _ contacted _ by telephone and was told of the incident. 
• advised _ tha. was responding from Atascadaro, approximately 62 miles away. CALSTAR 
was also notified and assigned a helicopter to the incident. The helicopter was airbome at 10:51 a.m. 

Because Braun was known to possess firearms, responding emergency medical persOimel from the 
Califomia Division of Forestry did not immediately go to the Goodwin Ranch, but staged nearby pending 
the arrival of law enforcement personnel. At 11 :06 a.m., the CALST AR helicopter landed at the Goodwin 
Educational Center, approximately 3 miles from the Goodwin Ranch. 

At 11: 18 a.m., _ and_ amved at the Goodwin Ranch and located Braun lying in a 
makeshift bed, near the northeast side of the residence. Braun was suffering from an apparent gnnshot 
wound to the right side of her head. _ examined Braun for signs of life and discovered that she 
was still breathing .• removed a handgun from her right hand and placed it a short distance away from 
her body. A suicide note was found on a table near Braun that stated, "1 have committed suicide ... This is 
not a homicide." Braun also identified_ as her next of kin. Braun's two dogs were found dead 
nearby. Both had apparent gunshot wounds to the head. 

At 11:22 a.m.,_advised the CICC dispatcher, "On scene ... keep emergency and med 
coming. We have a person down at this time. She is still alive, no estimate on how bad injuries are." 
Emergency medical personnel arrived on scene at 11 :25 a.m. and initiated first aid. 

Deputy_ and Ranger _ arrived at 11 :35 a.m. _wanted to check'the inside of the 
house for additional victims but found the house to be locked. Ranger_ retrieved a key from a 
nearby shed and the two _ check the inside of the house. Inside, they found that belongings had been 
sorted and labeled. Some items, such as two computers and a fax machine, were labeled "BLM." 

At 11 :52 a.m., Braun was airlifted to the Marian Medical Center where she was pronounced dead 
at 12:19 p.m. _ arrived at the scene at 12:15 p.m. 

_examined the scene, collecting physical evidence including the suicide note and handgun . 
• ~d by_ and_ The three entered the house, where_photographed 
and_ videotaped its condition, noting that Braun had separated and labeled propelty according to 
its intended recipients. (I/tvestigator's /tote: According to the time recorded on the video tape, the 
interior of the house was videotaped at 12:30 p.m.) 

At 3:25 p.m.,_conclude_ investigation and left the scene. 

(Investigator's note: _ and_ told investigators that they received Deputy 
approval before removing property from the house. _ however, told investigators that 
discussed the removal ofpr~ith eithe~or_ nor di,t.authorize the removal of 
any property. Additionally, _ said that no computer equipment was removed from the house while 
.as conducting. investigation at the Goodwin Ranch.) 

After leaving the house, they turned the computer equipment over to 
who returned the equipment to the BFO. _took custody of Braun's goverrunent 

vehicle. The house was subsequently seemed and a new padlock was placed the front gate, securing the 
driveway. _ advised investigators that_did not inventory the property taken from Braun's 
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residence nor did. include it in. report because it was immediately tumed over to _ and was 
not being taken into law enforcement custody. 

At the request of State BLM's ~ to the May 2, 
2005, suicide of Marlene Braun .• inquirti!,Jcluded . of_,_ Deputy_ 
and CICC • forwarded. results via memorandum, Emergency Response Review, 
Incident August 5, 2005, to State Director _ (Attachment 72). 

Ex. 2 
told investigators that .was named Special Agent in Charge and ,-

I (A.ttalchmEmt 81). One oill first assignments after reporting there was to conduct this 
provided investigators with copies o. review, _chronology, and dispatch 

to .by the CICCo 

According to _, Braun was still alive when taken to the hospital; however, because her actions 
clearly indicated a suicide attempt, Deputy Sherif~ "did not treat the location as a crime scene." 

It wa_ understanding that_ had obtained_ permission to remove the items 
from the honse that were labeled BLM property. This resulted in removal of computers and a fax 
machine with the understanding that these items would remain under "govemment control" in case they 
contained Indian Trust infonnation. Later, this equipment proved to contain no such infonnation. 

Since removal ofthe computers b~_, and _was not considered a law 
enforcement function, the removal of the equipment from Braun's home was not inventoried in 
accordance with BLM Law Enforcement G~neral Order #28, Property and Evidence.4 ~id not . 
question their re-entry into Braun's home, their photographing of its contents, nor removal of equipment, 
and concluded that the BLM response was "appropriate and in accordance with established protocol." 
However, investigators leamed that_never visited the Goodwin Ranch, nor did_mow that it was 
not United States Govemment Property. 

Attachments 

1. Memorandum: Director, BLM, to the Inspector General, Management Review-Can·izo Plains 
Incident, October 3, 2005 

2. Letter: _ to Congressman William Thomas, May 24, 2005 

3. Letter: _to Congressman John B. Larsen, May 24, 2005 

4. Letter: _to the BLM State Director, May 28, 2005 

5. Memorandum: Request for Management Review, June 10, 2005 

6. Management Review (Draft), July 11,2005 

4 BLM General Order #28, Property and Evidence, Section IV., C., requires that any property that is taken into possession" by 
law enforcement officers dUling the course of their duties (e.g., abandoned property, lost property, property secured incident to 
arrest, etc., including tents, camping equipment, and the contents orany closed containers, etc.) must also be completely 
inventoried. 

All redactions are 5 USL §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise. 
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7. Memorandum: Results of Emergency Response aud Management Reviews Regarding Death ofBLM 
Employee Marlene Braun, September 8, 2005 

8. Memorandum: Emergency Response Review, August 5, 2005 

9. Position Description, Carrizo Plains Monument Mauager, November 11, 2000 

10. Braun's Chronology: February to December 2004 

11. Investigative Activity Report: Interview October 19, 2005 

12. Investigative Activity Report: Interview October 19, 2005 

13. Investigative Activity Report: Interview October 18, 2005 

14. Investigative Activity Report: Interview of_ October 18,2005 

15. Investigative Activity Report: Interview October 19, 2005 

16. Investigative Activity Report: Interview o~ October 19, 2005 

17. hlVestigative Activity Report: Interview October 25, 2005 

18. Investigative Activity Report: Interview. January 26, 2006 

19. Documentation Faxed by_to OIG, Jauuary 9, 2006 

20. E-mail: _ to OIG, J auuary 26, 2006 

21. Investigative Activity Report: Interview of October 20, 2005 

22. BLM PrimalY Level Management by Objectives, March 2003 

23. Memorandum: CA State Director to Director, BLM, J auUalY 26, 2004 

24. Employee Performance PIau and Results Report, rating period 01-07-02 to 09-30-02 

25. Employee Performance Plan and Results Report, rating period 10-01-02 to 09-30-03 

26. Investigative Activity Report: Interview Octob,er 19, 2005 

27. Memoraudum: to_ June 18, 2004 

28. E-mail: Braun to_June 30, 2004 

29. E-Mail: Braun to Managing Palmers, August 11, 2004 

30. E-Mail: Braun to BLM and Mauaging Partners, Draft notes from August 5th meeting, August 13, 2004 
All redactions are 5 U.s.c. §§ 552(b)(6) and (b)(7)(C) of the Freedom of Information Act unless marked otherwise. 
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31. E-mail: _ to Braun, August 18, 2004 

32. E-mail:_to Braun, August 18, 2004 

33. E-mail: Braun to Managing Partners, August 20, 2004 

34. Investigative Activity Report: Interview of_ January 26, 2006 

35. DOl Handbook on Charges and Penalty Selection for Disciplinary and Adverse Actions 

36. E-mails: Between_ and_ August 17-18, 2004 

37. Investigative Activity RepOli: Interview of_, January 26, 2006 

38. Investigative Activity Report: Interview January 23, 2006 

39. E-mail: _to Braun, September 22,2004 

40. Memorandum: Notice of Proposed Suspension, September 22, 2004 

41. Doctor's Sick Leave Note, September 24, 2004 

42. E-mail: _to Braun, September 29, 2004 

43. E-mail: from Braun to_ Octob~r4, 2004 

44. Memorandum: Response to the Notice of Proposed Suspension, October 13, 2004 

45. E-mail: Braun to _ dated November 8, 2004 

46. Employee Performance Plan and Results Report, rating period 10-01-03 to 09-30-04 

47. Investigative Activity Report: Interview of_ January 24, 2006 

48. Memorandum: Decision to Suspend for 5 Calendar Days, December 9, 2004 

49. E-mail: Braunto_InterimResponsetoFOlmaIAdmin.Grievance. February 14, 2005 

50. Interim Response to FOlmal Administrative Grievance, January 31, 2005 

51. Memorandum: Formal Decision-Administrative Grievance:February 9,2005 

52. Investigative Activity Report: Interview November 15, 2005 

53. E-mail: Braun t~ Apri119, 2005 

54. E-mail: Braun to_ April 22, 2005 
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55. E-mail: _ to Braun, April 22, 2005 

56. Braun's Employee Performance Appraisal Plan, April 25, 2005 

57. Memorandum: _ to Braun, Directive on Future Communications with the Managing 
Partners, April 25, 2005 

58. Memorandum:_to Braun, Directive to Meet Weekly on Mondays, Limit to Field Office 
Visits, and Directive to Properly Manage Grazing pennits, April 25, 2005 " 

59. E-mail: Braun to _ and Managing Partliers, April 25, 2005 

60. E-mail: Braun to _,_, and_ April 27, 2005 

61. E-mail: Braun to _ May 2, 2005 

62. Copy of Suicide Note 

63. Coroner's RepOlt, San Luis Obispo County Sheriff-Coroner's Department, June 7, 2005 

64. Letter: Braun to_ April 30, 2005 

65. Postmortem Examination Report, May 5, 2005 

66. Toxicology Report, May 10, 2005 

67. Investigative Activity Report: Intelview November 21, 2005 

68. Blue Shield Insurance Bill with Diagnosis Code Information 

69. Department of Labor Memoralldwn: Case of Marlene Braun, September 27,2005 

70. Investigative Activity Report: Emergency Response Timeline 

71. Incident Investigation Report, BLM, May 2, 2005 

72. BLM, Significant Activity Report, May 2, 2005 

73. California Division of Forestry Agency Incident Report 

74. Central California Interagency Communications Center Incident Report 

75. BLM (CCIC) Dispatch Report 

76. Incident Report, San Luis Obispo Sheriffs Department, May 2, 2005 

77. Investigative Activity Report: Interview October 18, 2005 
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78. Investigative Activity Report: Interview October 19, 2005 

79. Investigative Activity Report: Interview of November 16, 2005 

80. Investigative Activity Report: Interview October 19, 2005 

81. Investigative Activity Report: Interview October 17, 2005 
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Memorandum 

To: 

From: 

Subject: 

United States Department of the Interior 
Office ofInspector General 

P. Lynn Scarlett 
Deputy Secretary 

Mark A. Limbaugh 

Washington, D.C. 20240 

Assistant Secretary for Water and Science 

P. Patrick Leahy, Acting Director 
u.S. Geological Survey 

Earl E. Devaney 
Inspector General 

February 7, 2006 

Site Decision for National Geospatial Technical Operations Center 

Attached, please fmd the Report of Investigation by the Office of Inspector General 
(OlG) conaerning the site decision for the National Geospatial Teclmical Operations Center 
(NGTOC), U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). 

In summalY, the results of our investigation disclosed no evidence of pre-selection, 
misconduct or unlawful actions relative to decisions for competitive sourcing or for selection of 
the consolidated NGTOC site. No evidence was found to suggest tbat competitive sourcing 
decisions influenced the NGTOC site selection or that candidate sites were not given equal 
consideration for selection. 

USGS utilized several processes that included considerable input by select employees. 
Ultimately, however, senior USGS managers and decision-makers failed to effectively 
communicate their instructions or wishes to these participating employees, paving the way for 
confusion, frustration, and distrust. Senior USGS managers and decision-makers also failed to 
clearly document and justifY the ultimate bases - both objective and subjective - for the site 
decision, leaving themselves open to the very criticism they sought to avoid by keeping 
documentation to a minimum. 

USGS had documented its actions and processes, including some of the very criteria that 
were coined "subjective" by decision makers. In The National Geospatial Programs Office: A 
Plan/or Action, October 2005, U.S. Geological Survey Open-File Report 2005-1379, USGS 
clearly articulated numerous Strategic Priorities and Strategic Actions that embody most of the 
"subjective" criteria mentioned by decision makers during interviews with the OIG. 



Because the site consolidation of the NGTOC was a discretionary management decision, 
unfettered by ministerial stricture, USGS senior decision makers were not bound by a specific 
process or rules - other than federal personnel rules and those attendant to A-76 competitive 
sourcing - and thus, were not reqnired to proceed in any particular way. Absent demonstrable 
misconduct or unlawful actions, USGS was free to proceed in whatever way it determined was 
appropriate, using both the "quantitative and qualitative data" referenced in its December 19, 
2005 Memorandum, entitled "National Geospatial Teclmical Operations Center Decision Process 
Review Team." 

The OIG cannot substitute its judgment for that of USGS in making a determination as to 
whether or not the site selection criteria were appropriate - be they quantitative, qualitative, 
objective or subjective. We do conclude that ultimately, considering all the documents we 
compiled and witness testimony we developed, that the site selection and A-76 competitive 
sourcing decisions are supported by the whole of the record. On the other hand, we conclude 
that USGS failed to effectively and transparently demonstrate the entirety of its criteria or 
communicate the maguitude of its rationale. 

We have also provided copies of our Report of Investigation to Missouri Senators 
Christopher Bond and James Talent and Congresswoman Jo Ann Emerson. 

Attachment 
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Washington, DC 
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Report of Investigation 
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Office of Program Integrity 

U.S. Department of the Interior 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 

Related File(s) 
Report Date 

February 6, 2006 

This investigation was initiated at the request of Missouri Senators Kit Bond and Jim Talent and 
Representative Jo Ann Emerson. These members of Congress expressed concern about the process used 
by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) to select a site for the National Geospatial Technical 
Operations Center (NGTOC). 

We conducted over twenty interviews of witnesses involved in this process, and reviewed dozens of 
pertinent documents over the course of 11 weeks. Some witnesses required additional interviews to 
ensure thoroughness and clarity. 

Investigation revealed that USGS expended considerable time and effort to collect data, research the 
requirements for competitive sourcing, assess current and future mission requirements and comply with 
human resources requirements associated with the selection of a site for the consolidated NGTOC. 
Additionally, USGS hired a contractor to assess the NGTOC for suitability as a candidate for and to 
vedfy compliance with competitive sourcing requirements. These efforts provided the basis for an 
informed and considered executive decision for a site for the consolidated NGTOC and for competitive 
sourcing decisions. However, poor communication and conflicting information caused confusion and 
misunderstanding of roles and responsibilities. USGS also failed to adequately document its decision
maldng process. No meeting notes or minutes were made to document decisions or instructions to a team 
assigned to develop site selection criteria. Although the senior decision-makers drew upon their 
experience and exercised their independent judgment when considering expectations and needs for future 
mission accomplishment, the lack of documentation and details explaining the final site selection resulted 
in the appearance that the decision was made in isolation by a single executive who discounted the 
recommendation of the site cliteria team. Documents announcing the site selection, signed by the 
Associate Director for Geospatial Information (ADGI) rather than by the USGS Director, exacerbated this 
perception. 

Investigation revealed that the competitive sourcing and the site selection decisions were made by the 
ADGI in consultation with several other senior USGS executives and not made in isolation. USGS 
Reporting Offici.UTille Ex. 6 and 7C Signature Ex. 6 and 7C 

Approving OfficiaUntle Signature 
Ex. 6 and 7C 

Distribution: Originnl- Case File Copv - SACISIU Office £Qey - HQ Otber: 
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Case Number: 

utilized a fonnal process of data collection and preliminary reconnnendation by the site selection criteria 
team. The decision-makers considered the data collected by the site selection criteria team and 
incorporated subjective considerations such as program knowledge, experience, and expectations for the 
program in the future to make the NGTOC site selection. 

Investigation disclosed no evidence of pre-selection, misconduct or unlawful actions relative to decisions 
for competitive sourcing or for selection of the consolidated NGTOC site. No evidence was found to 
suggest that competitive sourcing decisions influenced the NGTOC site selection or that candidate sites 
were not given equal consideration for selection. 

DETAILS: 

This investigation was initiated at the request of Missouri Senators Kit Bond and Jim Talent and 
Representative Jo Ann Emerson. Specifically, these members of Congress expressed their concern about 
the lack of specificity and documentation to justify the selection of Denver, CO as the site of the new 
NGTOC; that the USGS "pre-planning commission" scored the candidate sites with weighted factors 
showing Rolla, MO as the "clear winner;" the site selection decision was a subjective decision made by 
one person without procedural justification; that the selecting official overruled the Business Strategy and 
Scoping Team (BSST or team) assigned to develop site selection criteria; and that there was no set of 
specific criteria or fonnulaic process for the site selection. The Senators and Congresswoman requested 
that the orG conduct an investigation of the site selection process, as well as the USGS decision to 
conduct a competitive sourcing study under Office of Management and Budget COMB) Circular A-76 and 
whether the A-76 decision may have influenced the fUlal site selection of Denver, CO. 

On August 17, 2004, then USGS Director Charles "Chip" Groat announced to USGS employees the 
creation of the National Geospatial Program Office (NGPO) through realigrunent and reorganization of 
existing programs and offices. On January 7, 2005, Karen Siderelis, the USGS Associate Director for 
Geospatial Infonnation (ADGI) announced that USGS would consolidate its existing mapping centers and 
other geospatial production activities and technical services into a new National Geospatial Technical 
Operations Center (NGTOC) within the NGPO. Siderelis also announced that a study would be 
conducted to prepare for a possible physical consolidation of most operations into one location and that a 
team would detennine the feasibility of competing new functions under A-76 competitive sourcing 
guidelines. 

USGS chartered the NGTOC BSST, charging the team to (1) define functions and responsibilities for the 
initial and future organization of the Center, including its organizational structure, and outline 
opportunities for programmatic and physical consolidation and (2) identifY the functions of the 
organization that would be included in a competitive sourcing analysis to arrive at the desired future 
organization. The team consisted of six pennanent members, an ad hoc member and two temporary 
members who worked with the team for one month. The BSSTwas tasked to conduct an A-76 Pre
Planning study and to develop site selection criteria upon completion of their original task. 

Members of the BSST understood that their task was (0 provide data and information to USGS executives 
who would make decisions pertaining to competitive sourcing and the selection of a site for the 
consolidated NGTOC. The team collected data about the candidate sites, researched competitive sourcing 
requirements, and established criteria to assist in the decision making process. They also hired a 
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contractor, Management Analysis Incorporated (MAl), Vienna, VA, a fiml that specializes in competitive 
sourcing analysis, to assess the feasibility of the NGTOC for competitive sourcing and to recommend 
strategies that might be used ifNGTOC was considered a good candidate for the competitive sourcing 
process. 

The MAl report, which included input from the BSST, recommended consolidation of all NGTOC 
functions (less Headquarters activities) at one site and that USGS conduct a full A-76 Competitive 
Sourcing Study. MAl also recommended a streamlined A-76 study for NGTOC Headquarters activities. 
MAl conducted a cost comparison of the three candidate sites utilizing A-76 costing rules to determine 
the cost of each organization over a five year period. MAl concluded that based only on personnel costs 
the Mid-Continent Mapping Center, Rolla, MO was the most efficient. MAl used the Rolla, MO site as 
the government organization to compare again~t a notional private sector entity to deteITIline whether 
NGTOC was a good candidate for competitive sourcing. This desktop comparison resulted in the 
notional private sector entity being less costly than the selected government site, indicating that NGTOC 
was a good candidate for competitive sourcing. MAl used the Rolla, MO facility only to detennine tile 
competitive sourcing feasibility. 

The MAl report did not recommend which candidate site should be selected for !he consolidated NGTOC 
because they were tasked to detemline whether the current and proposed NGTOC was a suitable 
candidate for the A-76 competitive process. This task focused on cost and did not include other factors 
that would lilcely be considered by USGS executives. ADGI Siderelis said that while the MAl report was 
useful for its intended purpose of determining whether NGTOC was a good candidate for competitive 
sourcing, it only considered costs and could not be used solely as a basis for a site selection decision. 

The BSST prepai'ed a business strategy, which included information from the MAl report, for the 
NGTOC which was approved by Director Groat on March 31, 2005. The BSST also recommended that 
USGS proceed with a preliminary planning phase which would precede a final decision to conduct an A-
76 competitive sourcing study, consolidate NGTOC operations at a single site to be determined by tile 
competitive sourcing process and establish a BSST for Headquarters to assess whether a streamlined A-76 
study should be conducted for functions that appear to be commercial in nature. The recommendation 
was approved by Director Groat on April 13,2005. 

The BSST Chair conducted town hall meetings at the candidate sites throughout the process to explain the 
upcoming changes and to provide information to employees that may be impacted by the NGTOC 
consolidation. The BSST Chair reported back to ADGI Siderelis and Robert Doyle, USGS Deputy 
Director, that many employees wanted USGS to select a site for ilie consolidated NGTOC rather than wait 
for the competitive process to determine a site. The rationale was that employees wanted to know their 
fate sooner, and an earlier site selection would give employees more time to prepare for the changes to 
come. The BSST assessed the merits of selecting a site prior to the completion of the competitive 
sourcing process. They concluded that an earlier selection of a site was employee friendly because it 
gives employees the maximum amount of time in which to make decisions, would decrease the burden on 
Human Resources staffs, and could potentially strengthen the Most Efficient Organization (MEO) 
proposal by eliminating competition between the candidate sites. Siderelis estimated that it would cost 
$200k - $250k per site if USGS followed its initial plan to allow each of the candidate sites to compete for 
the MEO. Additionally, she believed the internal competition that would have been created by allowing 
the candidate sites to compete against each otiler under the A-76 competitive process would have an 
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adverse impact on geospatial operations because the candidate sites would not be inclined to continue to 
work together. Subsequently, USGS executives decided to begin the process to select a single site that 
would then compete against the plivate sector. 

The team consulted MAT and the Department of Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commission 
(BRAC) to ascertain if the criteria they proposed to assist with the site selection decision was acceptable. 
MAl assessed the team's criteria as better than average and the BRAC considered the criteria to be 
adequate but declined to provide a written response. 

The BSST received minimal guidance on how tb accomplish its task and was not fully informed about 
what criteria were considered most important to management before beginning work on the site selection 
study. The team members believed that they were expected to collect and analyze data, create and 
populate criteria after vetting it with USGS executives and mapping center managers and to make a 
recommendation for the consolidated NGTOC site. The team did not consider whether there were 
advantages Or disadvantages for the MEO at any particular candidate site while working toward making a 
site recommendation. However, they recognized that the recommendation to have only one site instead of 
all of the candidate sites compete under the A-76 process could potentially benefit the MEO by 
eliminating internal competition and allowing the remaining site to draw upon experience at tI,e other 
sites. 

The BSST Chair served as the primary communications conduit between the team and management. 
Throughout the process, the BSST Chair briefed and received direction from mUltiple sources - including 
the former USGS Director, the Acting USGS Director, USGS Deputy Director, the ADGI and the 
ADGI's deputy - creating misunderstanding and confusion about expectations for the final product. 
Communication was also not coordinated or documented to ensure that everyone had a uniform 
understanding of what was expected of the BSST. 

At a meeting in about June 2005, then USGS Director Groat stated that he wanted a recommendation for a 
consolidated NGTOC site. ADGl Siderelis and her deputy believed Groat was directing that the ADGI 
provide a site recommendation to him while the BSST Chair believed that Groat was tasking the BSST to 
provide him with a site recommendation. Groat advised that his intention had been to have the BSST 
provide a site recommendation to him and that he would make the final selection decision. Groat also 
advised that if there were disagreement over the BSST site recommendation, he and USGS executives 
would need to justify any disagreement or the selection of a different site. Groat explained that USGS 
management had never discussed the process to be used if there were disagreement, but he recognized 
that there would be a need to document a decision contrary to the BSST recommendation, which might 
include factors considered only by upper management. 

The BSST also vetted their site selection criteria with USGS executives and mapping center managers but 
did not vet the weights they placed on the criteria. The BSST believed that operational cost was the 
priority for site selection because the focus of the A-76 process is to reduce costs. The BSST Chair said 
that the team did not consider vetting weights for the criteria with the decision makers because the team 
worked in a collaborative process to provide executives with one option based upon the team's collective 
understanding of program goals. The BSST Chair said that the weighting of the criteria was only the 
(earn's opinion and decision makers might weight the criteria differently. This belief was echoed by other 
BSST members who acknowledged that they were only making a recommendation, that the final decision 
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was to be made at the executive level, aud that it might differ from the BSST's recommendation due to 
other considerations and a different weighting scheme. 

Groat did not recall any discussions about weighting the criteria. Doyle asked ADGI Siderelis to develop 
a weighting scheme for the criteria. Doyle intended that a weighting scheme be vetted through the 
Director's office as had been done with the site selection criteria. He presumed the BSST had beeu given 
snfficient instruction by Siderelis. However, there was confusion or misunderstanding between USGS 
executives and the team which resulted in the BSSTweighting the site selection criteria without executive 
review or concurrence. 

Acting Director P. Patrick Leahy, who replaced Director Groat after he resigned in June 2005, told 
investigators that he empowers his executives, and he intended to have ADGI Siderelis select the site for 
the consolidated NGTOC followed by his concurrence or non-concurrence. He did not expect the BSST 
to make a site recommendation. The change in decision authority, as well as Leahy's intention that the 
team not provide a recommendation, was not effectively communicated, not clearly understood, or was 
simply ignored, because the BSST continued to work toward making a recommendation for the Director. 

The BSST Chair attended a number of meetings and briefings with ADGl Siderelis and other senior 
USGS managers about the team's activities throughout tenure ofthe team. The BSST Chair stated that 
during a briefing for Acting Director Leahy on July 7, 2005, he reported on the team's activities, decisions 
and studies. The BSST Chair said that Siderelis was teleconferenced into the meeting. The BSST Chair 
mentioned the development of the site criteria and reported that Rolla, MO was appearing to be the lowest 
cost location. The BSST Chair said he was contacted by the Deputy ADGl a short time later who told 
him that Siderelis "does not want you to put her in a box with [Leahy 1 about the site selection. She wants 
to have control over that decision." During that conversation, according to the BSST Chair, the Deputy 
ADGl also directed that the BSST was not to propose a priority weighted scheme or make a site 
reconmlendation. The Deputy ADGl told the Chair that Siderelis' three priorities for the study were (I) 
housing costs, (2) ability to draw a skilled workforce into the future, and (3) close to a major metropolitan 
airport hub. The BSST Chair deduced that housing costs eliminated Reston, VA; ability to draw a skilled 
workforce was subjective allowing argument for any site; and close to a major metropolitan airport 
elintinated Rolla, MO. The BSST Chair interpreted tltis new direction as unethical influence to 
manipulate an otherwise objective study and steer it toward selecting Denver, CO as the NOTOC site. 
The BSST Chair was never told to recommend Denver, CO but assumed it was implied. 

The Deputy ADGI acknowledged that during at least one conversation she told the Chair that the team 
was not to weight the criteria or to make a recommendation. She denied telling the BSST chair the 
ADO!'s specific priorities were housing costs, ability to draw a skilled workforce into the future or close 
proxintity to a major metropolitan airport. The Deputy ADGI believed the BSST Chair misinterpreted 
examples of things that would be applied to key considerations such as program effectiveness, 
partnerships and costs as specific, stand alone decision criteria. The Deputy ADGI recalled that about a 
weel( prior to the team's scheduled August 10,2005 meeting with Siderelis, she had a conversation with 
the BSST Chair about the next steps for the team. In that conversation, the Deputy ADGI said she 
reminded the Chair that the ADGI did not want the BSST to make a site recommendation. 

ADGI Siderelis stated that she was physically present for the briefing On July 7, 2005, and recalled that 
she met with her deputy, her Chief of Staff, and the BSST Chair in her office for a debrief mg. Siderelis 
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directed the BSST Chair not to go forward with weighting the site critelia to make a recommendation 
because she did not want to be put in a box when making the site selection decision. The Deputy ADGI 
did not recall details of the July 7, 2005 briefing but said that she and ADGI Siderelis met with the BSST 
Chair for debriefings all several occasions. The Deputy ADGI commented that Siderelis may have told 
the BSST Chair not to weight the criteria or make a recommendation during one of the debJiefings. 

ADGI Siderelis and her deputy denied that Denver, CO was favored, given unequal consideration, or that 
the BSST or its Chair were in any way pressured to manipulate their study to favor Denver, CO as the 
NOTOC site. Siderelis said that all candidate sites had equal consideration when USOS plalmed to allow 
the competitive process to select the site. She added that the same unbiased consideration was maintained 
after the decision was made to select a site outside of the competitive process. BSST members, with the 
exception of the Chair, expressed their belieftltatthere was no improper attempt to influence the team's 
efforts. 

The BSST Chair ignored instructions tliat the ADOI did not want the team to weight the criteria or make a 
site recommendation and made no chan.ges to the site criteria, weights or recommen.dation developed by 
the team. The Chair commented that the ADGI's three priorities, related through the Deputy ADGI, were 
well documented and included amongst the other criteria. 

The BSST Chair believed that his integrity and the integrity of the study were in jeopardy and decided to 
take his concerns to Acting Director Leahy. The BSST Chair met with Leahy On July 11,2005 to relate 
his concerns. Leahy listened and directed the Chair to also convey his concerns to Deputy Director 
Doyle. After listening to the BSST Chair, Doyle believed that the BSST Chair was confusing 
management style with ethics issues. Doyle said that Siderelis' decisions were not improper just because 
the BSST Chair wanted to address issues differently. . 

On about July 12, 2005, tlle BSST Chair met wifu the Deputy ADGI and told her that he had approached 
Leahy and Doyle about his ethical concerns. He provided the Deputy ADGI with the team's weighted site 
selection criteria and told her that he had also provided it to Doyle. The Deputy ADO! related that she 
was angry that the BSST Chair had provided weighted criteria and made a recommendation, despite being 
directed not to do so. The BSST Chair was upset and did not want to talk to the Deputy ADOI when she 
questioned his failure to follow instructions. The Deputy ADGI noted that the team weighted cost as the 
key consideration, but the ADGI believed fuat while cost was important, mission accomplishment was a 
higher priority. The Deputy ADO!, who was acting ADGI while Siderelis was caring for an ill family 
member, did not recall if she told the ADGI Siderelis what fue BSST recommendation was, although she 
recalled that she told the Siderelis that fue team had made a recommendation. Siderelis said she learned 
ofthe team's recommendation for Rolla, MO from her deputy andlor Doyle prior to fue team's scheduled 
meeting wifu her on August 10, 2005. 

Leahy said the BSST Chair and his team had overstepped their bounds because they were only asked to 
develop site criteria. Leahy indicated the team weighted the criteria as they felt appropriate without 
executive review or concurrence. Leahy had the inlpression that the BSST Chair felt the work of his team 
regarding the site criteJia was above review. Leahy added that he was uncomfortable about some of the 
criteria the team used in fueir analysis (e.g. number of high school graduates). Doyle had expected that 
the team would vet the weighting scheme with decision makers and, once agreement had been reached, 
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the criteria would be populated and analyzed. Had this been done, the BSST's site recommendation 
would have become the data-driven piece of the site selection process. 

Doyle and Leahy met with Siderelis prior to the scheduled meeting with the BSST on August 10, 2005, 
and told her that the BSST Chair had provided Doyle with the team's work and that the team had 
recommended Rolla, MO based upon how the team weighted the criteria. Siderelis was advised not to 
accept the team's weighted spreadsheet or recommendation at the upcoming meeting so that she could 
base her decisions on how she desired to weight the criteria along with other considerations she deemed 
appropriate. 

On Augnst 10,2005, the BSST members briefed the ADGI on their recommendation for the A-76 
competitive sourcing study and the recommendation for the site of the NGTOC. The team recommended 
that USGS continne with the competitive sourcing initiative. The BSST Chair provided the ADGI with 
the team's site criteria and attempted to give her the weighted spreadsheet. Siderelis declined to accept 
the weighted spreadsheet. Siderelis requested that the team provide her with a blank spreadsheet that did 
not contain the weighted criteria. Siderelis asked if the team had prepared a site recommendation and the 
BSST Chair blurted out that it was Rolla, MO. Siderelis said that she wished he had not told her the 
recommendation. The Chair said that he had misunderstood the ADGI at the time, that he noW believes 
she was looking for a yes or no answer to her question, and was not asking for the name of the 
recommended site. Olher members of the team were confused that the ADGI did not want the weighted 
criteria. Team members speculated that Siderelis, being a cautious leader, wanted to digest the data, and 
make a decision without influence. They recognized that she might want to weight the criteria differently, 
or that she may have other things to consider when making the final decision. 

Siderelis did accept ille team's recommendation to proceed with the competitive sourcing process at one 
site, but did not agree with the weighting scheme that the BSST placed on the site selection criteria. She 
discussed her disagreement and concerns with Leahy and Doyle. They agreed that the ADGI should 
weight the criteria as she deemed appropriate and, along with other considerations, make a decision for 
tlle site. 

Siderelis, Doyle and Leahy indicated that although USGS sought objective, fact-based criteria to assist 
with the site selection decision, they also recognized that other, more SUbjective factors would be 
pertinent to the site selection process, such as program knowledge, experience and expectations for the 
program in the future. 

Siderelis believed that mission accomplislunent was the most inlportant factor and placed more weight on 
operational factors. She also considered factors such as anticipated long-teflll costs, expectations for 
future mission needs, proximity to partners, and infonnation systems infrastructure. Siderelis explained, 
by way of example, that the Department of the Interior has invested ill five sites (Denver, CO; Reston, 
V A; Menlo Park, CA, Sioux Falls, SD; and Anchorage, AK) to develop state of the art infoflllation 
systems infrastrncture that USGS would be able to utilize, while USGS would have to invest heavily in 
development of infoflllation systems infrastructure at a site such as Rolla, MO. Siderelis developed her 
own site selection weighting, giving consideration to the criteria developed by the BSST which she used 
to assist with her decision. Siderelis said she elected not to score the candidate sites because she focused 
on a pro/con approach that did not work well with scores. Siderelis also discussed her thoughts and 
considerations with Doyle and Leahy to detefllline whether she was on solid footing and was not 
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overlooking a critical factor. Siderelis commented that the site selection decision was an executive 
decision timt also relied on good judgment; it was not a science project with a single correct answer. She 
added that USGS could make the NGTOC work at any of the candidate sites. Her task was to exercise 
her best judgment to select the best site for NGTOC, not rule out a site or sites. Siderelis said she used 
the infonnation available to her to select the site she believed was most likely to be successful in the 
future. 

Leahy commented that the site selection decision invoLved evaluating short-tenn financial issues balanced 
with long-tenn mission accomplishment. Partnerships and DOl's investment in infrastructure in Deuver, 
CO were major considerations because the NGTOC would need to leverage its resources with the ability 
to interact with partners. Doyle said that although Rolla, MO may be a less costly site, Denver, CO has 
more infonnation technology capabilities, is listed as a location in the DOl enterprise strategy, and has a 
larger govenunent presence that offers more opportunities. He said that ADGI Siderelis was concerned 
about the significant investment USGS would have to make out of its budget to develop better 
infonnation technology capabilities at Rolla, MO. Doyle also said professional judgment is part of the 
decision making process and added that a case could be made for any location. He said that Rolla, MO 
would be the better site if cost were the only consideration, but when mission accomplishment and other 
factors are included, Denver, CO becomes the better site. The Deputy ADGI stated that the site selection 
decision was based upon what was best for NGTOC now and in the future. Partnerships and 
internet/digital transfer capabilities were major considerations. The Deputy ADGI indicated that cost 
differences between sites were not significant when comparing short-tenn and anticipated future costs for 
the candidate sites. 

Siderelis said she did not fully document her decision process because it included subjective 
considerations such as future mission expectations and professional judgment which 'are not easily 
documented. Siderelis received guidance from the USGS Office of Communication and the USGS 
Human Resources Office to be open and honest, but publish minimal details about the decision process 
because of the belief that decisions which include subjective assessments are more lilcely to provide 
opportunities for criticism. Leahy said that it was important for the process to be transparent, but less 
important for the decision itself to be transparent. He added that the decision is not an algebraic equation 
and professional judgment must be used, which is why there are managers to make difficult decisions. 

Leahy had meetings with Siderelis about the site selection decision and was comfortable with her choice. 
After receiving concurrence from Leahy, Siderelis publicly announced her decision to locate the NGTOC 
at Denver, CO on September 15,2005. On September 21,2005, Senator Bond, Senator Talent and 
Representative Emerson of Missouri wrote a letter to Leahy requesting additional information pertaining 
to the selection of Denver, CO as the NGTOC site. The USGS Office of Communication provided 
additional infonnation including the team's weighted spreadsheet showing Rolla, MO as the lowest cost 
site. This spreadsheet, which, on its face, appeared to be in conflict with the decision to select Denver, 
CO as the site for the consolidated NGTOC, fueled the inlpression that the site selection team had been 
overruled by one executive without basis or justification. Leahy fonnally responded to the members of 
Congress on September 30, 2005 with details pertaining to the NGTOC site selection. Leahy's response 
provided background infonnation, explained the reasons for consolidation, and provided rationale for the 
selection of Denver, CO as the NGTOC site. 
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BSST members, including the Chair, did not express disagreement with the selection of Denver, CO 
instead of Rolla, MO as the data on their weighted criteria spreadsheet suggested. They recognized that 
different weights for the criteria or other factors considered by management could sway the decision to 
another location. The BSST Chair said that although positions in Rolla, MO are the "cherished positions" 
in USGS, and federal employees are amongst the highest paid in the area, he also understood that Denver, 
CO has a significant DOl presence and close proximity to other federal agencies which are important 
considerations if mission accomplishment is given a high priority. The BSST Chair stated that the site 
selection is controversial, and that he did not envy ADGI Siderelis for having to make the decision 
because no matter which site was selected someone would be unhappy. Finally, the BSST Chair 
commented that he did not have an issue with Denver, CO as the selected site, but he questioned whether 
it was a fair and objective decision, given his belief that the ADGI's direction not to weight the criteria or 
make a recommendation was an effort to influehce the results of the team's efforts. 

The congressional interest, along with the knowledge that the BSST weighted spreadsheet had been 
released outside of USGS, resulted in USGS receiving requests for more information from Department 
officials. USGS prepared a briefing document detailing considerations used in the site selection and 
listing advantages of the Denver Federal Center as the location for the NGTOC. Additionally, at Doyle's 
direction, ADGI Siderelis requested a detailed list of partners and federal agencies that NGTOC would be 
working with or supporting in and around Denver, CO. Doyle sought this information in order to answer 
questions. Siderelis was apprehensive about making this data request because of concern someone would 
complain that she should have had this information prior to making a decision. Siderelis commented that 
she did not need the detailed information because she knew from experience the Denver Federal Center 
was the largest concentration offederal agencies outside of Washington, DC and that many of their 
customers and contacts were in the area. 

The Rolla Daily News telephonically contacted Groat some time after the September 15, 2005 
announcement of the site selection. Groat recalled that it was a short conversation. The Rolla Daily News 
reporter informed Groat that Denver, CO was the site selection ofNGTOC and asked for his reaction. 
Groat did not specifically recall what was asked or how he responded to the questions. Groat believed he 
mentioned that wlnle USGS Director he met with the Missouri Congressional delegation and that Rolla, 
MO presented a strong case. Groat added that he may have said Rolla, MO was the most economical and 
friendly, but that there were other criteria to consider for selecting the NGTOC location. Groat further 
commented that he may have told the reporter that cost was important, but other factors existed. Groat 
was not aware USGS had selected Denver, CO as the NGTOC site until he was contacted by the reporter. 
Groat said he did not know if Denver, CO was a good selection or a bad selection for the NGTOC 
because he does not have access to the data and information used to make the decision. 

Siderelis disputed an allegation in the Rolla Daily News that she selected Denver, CO for the NGTOC 
because it was the least likely location in which the government could win the MEO competition against 
the private sector. Siderelis believed the rationale for the allegation was that Denver, CO is a technology 
center which would provide an advantage to the private sector. She believed the complaint inferred that 
she had a bias toward the private sector. Siderelis said there was no corporate influence in her decision 
and that she maintained an unbiased, fair approach. Siderelis indicated that if she had a bias toward the 
private sector she would not have made a number of decisions. Siderelis explained that the initial 
decision to allow the competitive process to select the site gave all candidate sites an opportunity to 
compete. Later, although not the only reason for the decision to select a site outside of the competitive 
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process, she concluded that having one site could potentially strengthen the MEO because it would 
eliminate internal competition and allow the MEO to draw on the full NGTOC expertise. Finally, The 
Siderelis noted that she elected to keep all of the sites open during the competitive process as a means of 
potentially strengthening the MEO and to provide employees more time to make personal career 
decisions. Siderelis added that she did not pursue the option of quickly closing the non-selected sites. 
Doyle and the Deputy ADGI said there were no preconceived notions or preferences as to where the 
NGTOC would be located prior to the actual site selection. They added that whether one location or 
another offered a better opportunity for the MEO competition was never a part of the decision making 
process. 

On October 21, 2005, at the direction of Mark Limbaugh, Assistant Secretary for Water and Science, 
DOl, Leahy chartered an internal review of the'process leading to the NGTOC site selection to assess 
whether the process was open, fair, and adequate to support the decision. The internal review team (IRT) 
was comprised of USGS personnel from other internal organizations as an effort to ensure there was no 
bias in the IRT's conclusions. The IRT' published its report, including clarification changes requested by 
Leahy, on December 9,2005. The IRT. interviewed 22 primary participants in the site selection process, 
requested information from 18 other individuals and collected documents and emails pertaining to the site 
selection decision. The IRT concluded that the process leading to the selection for the NGTOC site was 
open, fair, and adequate to support the decision. The IRT noted that weaknesses in the coordination of 
internal communications contdbuted to assumptions and expectations not supported by the full 
documentation and that the communications could have been improved. 
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SYNOPSIS 

This inquiry was initiated on November 18, 2005, upon receipt of a letter from Senator Dianne 
Feinstein (CA), requesting that the Office of Inspector General (OIG) review concerns raised by her 
constituent a Bureau of Land Management (BLM) employee. In a letter to Feinstein, 
dated Au!!ust S, 2005, questioned the integrity of the OIG's Whistleblower Protection Program 
after filing a whistleblower in which .accused senior management at the Redding Field 
Office of mismanaging French Gulch Fire Emergency Stabilization Project funds and creating a hostile 
work environment. According to in the two months since .' had filed. disclosure, the OIG 
had apparently not acted on. complaint. 

This inquiry determined that the allegation the integrity of the OIG WhistJeblower Program was 
compromised was without merit. The Associate IG for Whistleblower Protection processed the complaint 
filed by_ in an effective and timely manner and ensured that it was referred to the OIG Western 
Region for further investigation. Additionally, guidance was provided to to assist _in 
appropriately addressing. concerns in the Redding Field Office. 

Tilis inquiry further determined that on July 28, 2005, _initial complaints of 
mismanagement and a hostile work environment were referred by the OIG Special Agent in Charge, 
Western Region, to Kathleen Clarke, Director, BLM, for "action as deemed appropriate" and "response 
required." Based on this referral by the OIG, BLM condncted separate inquires into the procurement 
irregularities identified by_ and allegations of a hostile work environment. Their inquiry into 
mismanagement of funds found that while there were no apparent violations offederal law or other 
misconduct that would warrant further investigation, BLM did identify a need for improved management 
controls and a clarification of procurement policies. Additionally, it found that the actions of 
management at the Redding Field Office did not rise to the level of a hostile work environment. 
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DETAILS 

On August 1, submitted letters to 
Seuators Dianne Feinstein of the 
Whistleblower General (Attachment I). _ 
wrote that on June 20, Associate OIG for Whistleblower 
Protection, alleging . the BLM Redding Field Office had 
misappropriated fnnds intended for fire relief efforts. _ also wrote that _had "openly" reported 
these violations to senior BLM law enforcement· personnel, the Office of Law Enforcement and Security 
(OLES), Office of General Counsel (OSC), the National Interagency Fire Center, Susanville Interagency 
Fire Center, and the Equal Employment Opportunity Office (EEO). 

_ concluded that as a result of these disc!osures,.and other employees have been 
subjected to an increasingly hostile work environment and prohibited persol1l1el practices. 
letter stated that it had been two months since. filed .whistleblower disclosure and, apI>anmtly, 
OIG had not acted on .complaint. As a result, she questioned whether she would report fraud, waste, ./ 
and abuse in the future to the DOI-OIG. 

Richard S. Trinidad, Associate Inspector General for Whistleblower Protection, advised that the 
OIO Whistleblower Program serves as an "interim step" between the DOI and OSC for reporting waste, 
fraud, and abuse without fear of reprisal (Attachment 2). Disclosures received by Trinidad through the 
Whistleblower Protection Program are evaluated and, based on their merit, investigated by the OIG or 
referred to the OSC. Additionally, the OIG may refer matters directly to bureaus for investigation. Only 
the OSC can confer whistleblower status to an employee and sanction managers for acts of reprisal. 
Trinidad explained tlmt the OSC may extend whistleblower protection to persons reporting: violations of 
a law, rule, or regulation; gross mismanagement; gross waste offunds; abuse of authority; or a substantial 
and specific danger to public health and safety. The OIO does not have authority to investigate equal 
employment opportunity complaints. 

Trinidad advised investigators that initially contacted him on June 20, 2005. _ 
repOlted that funds earmarked for firefighting efforts, in the French Gulch Fire Emergency Stabilization 
Project, were used to make unrelated purchases by BLM senior management at the Redding Field Office. 
According to a chronology prepared by Trinidad (Attachment 3),_ also provided an intricate 
web of information that included EEO issues, allegations of a hostile work environment, and potential 
retaliation by management at the Redding Field Office. _ also stated that. had already reported 
these issues to the EEO and OSC, and. had contacted OIO Special Agent _ DOI-OIG, 
Western Region. 

According to Trinidad's chronology, _ stated during their initial conversation that the 
BLM State Office was aware ofthe problems at the Redding Field Office and had scheduled an 
administrative investigation. _ advised that containing evidence 
of how disbursement protocols were not being followed. 

_ Trinidad told. that • should tum over the contents of to Special Agent _ 

Trinidad contacted. on June 28, 2005, concerning his conversation with I They 
discussed the allegations made by and. advised that .would review material provided by 
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!!II_. ~ determine if an OIG investigation was walTanted. mailed copies of 
files to. on or about June 30, 2005. After reviewing of mismanagement of 

funds, and supporting documentation, OrG Westem Region opened a case on July 15,2005. 

According to Trinidad, while_could qualify for whistleblower protection, the pe~ceived 
acts of retaliation and reprisal by management that. described to him did not 
~~~.EJ~~ as defined 5 U.S.C. 2302 

On July 5, 2005, Trinidad advised to work within the 
EEO unless it appeared that the retaliation could be directly attributed to _disclosure to the OSC or the 
OIG. 

On July 28,2005, the OIG Special Agent in Cbarge, Western Region, referred_ 
complaint to BLM Director Kathleen Clarke for "action as deemed appropriate" with a "response 
reqnired" (Attachment 5). Based on this referral, between July 2005 and January 2006, BLM conducted 
separate inquires into the procurement irregularities identified by and allegations of a hostile 
work environment (Attachments 6 & 7). 

On October 13, 2005, Affairs, BLM OLES, submitted a 
memorandum to the OIG Special Agent in Charge, Western Region, with the fmdings of the inquiry into 
procurement concerns at the Redding Field Office (Attachment 8). wrote that while there were 
no apparent violations of federal regulations or other misconduct that would warrant further investigation, 
their inquiry identified a need for improved management controls and a clarification of procurement 
policies. The OIG Special Agent in Charge and Assistant Special Agent in Charge reviewed BLM's 
investigative fmdings and were satisfied with their conclusions and corrective actions. 

On January 12, 2006,_reported the results of the administrative investigation into 
_ allegations of a hostile work environment, in a memorandum to the Deputy Assistant 
Inspector General for Program Integrity (Attachment 9). _ concluded that the actions of management 
personnel at the Redding field Office did not rise to the level of a hostile work environment. 

SUBJECT 

None 

DISPOSITION 

No further action is anticipated. 
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ATTACHMENTS 

L Letter from _ to Senator Feinstein, August 5, 2005 
2. Investigative Activity Report, Interview of Associate OIG Richard S. Trinidad, December 6, 2005 
3, Chronology prepared by Trinidad 
4 Prohibited Personnel Practices 
5. Referral Letter, July 28, 2005 
6. Review of French Fire Emergency Stabilization Fund Expenditures, September 26, 2005 
7. Administrative Inquiry - Redding Field Office, September 16, 2006 
8. Memorandum to the OIG Special Agent in Charge, Westem Region, October 13,2005 
9. Memorandum to the Deputy Assistant InspeCtor General for Program Integrity, January 12, 2006 
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Case Title 

Office ofInspector General 
Office of Investigations 

U.S. Department of the Interior 

Report of Investigation 

ST PAUL, MN CASINO TASK FORCE 
Case Number 

0I-MN-06-0107-1 

Case Location 
St. Paul, MN 

Report Subject 
Closing ROI 

SYNOPSIS 

Related File(s) 
Report Date 

August 28, 2006 

In October 2005, the Minnesota Alcohol and Gaming Commission (AGC), St. Paul MN, initiated a 
proactive task force to identify and investigate criminal activity within the Indian casinos in Minnesota. 
The task force is comprised oflaw enforcement officials from the Federal Bureau oflnvestigation (FBI), 
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension (BCA), the US 
Postal Inspection Service, the Minnesota Department of Revenue aod the US Depattment of the Interior 
OIG. The task force was intended to identify money laundering and corruption within Minnesota casinos. 

This effort has not revealed any criminal allegations that fall within the purview of this office. This 
investigation is terminated with the submission of this report. 

DETAILS 

In October 2005, AGC invited this office, along with several other federal agencies to participate in a 
proactive investigation. Between October 2005 and August 2006, Agents from this office and other 
participating agencies evaluated a database of individuals conducting large traosactions at tribal casinos 
throughout the state and compared it with existing criminal investigation aod criminal intelligence folders 
in an effOlt to identify criminal activity. To date, no allegations within the investigative purview of this 
office have been identified. 

On August 28, 2006, the Special Agent in Charge, this office, determined to terminate this effort based 
upon the likelihood that any investigation initiated as a result of this analysis would no! fall within the 
investigative purview of this office. 

SUBJECTCS)IDEFENDANTCS) 

None. 

DISPOSITION 

Reporting Officialmtle 
ISpecial Agent 

Approving Officialffitl. 
Neil Smith/Special Agent-in-Charge 

Signature 

Signature 

Distribution: Original- Case File ~ - SAC/SIU Office !&I!Y HQ Other: 

Date 

Date 
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This investigation is closed. No fmther investigative activity is anticipated. 

ATTACHMENTS 

None. 
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Case Title 

( 
Office ofInspector General 

Office of Investigations 
U.S. Department oftbe Interior 

Report of Investigation 

Apache Business Committee - Apache Tribe of 
Oldahoma 

Case Number 
OI-OK-06-0115-1 

Related l<'iJe(s) 

Case Location 
Tulsa, OK 

Report Subject 
Closing Report 

SYNOPSIS 

Report Date 
April 4, 2006 

This investigation was initiated on December 23, 2005, based on a complaint made by ••••• a 
member of the Apache Tribe of Oklahoma, Anadarko, OK. In. complaint,. that certain 
tribal members altered financial records to cover misuse of tribal and federal funds. also that 
members of the Apache Business Committee (ABC) interfered with the ••••• 
_, a group of individual tribal land owners, to conduct its own business concerning the sale of 
individnal Indian trust lands to gaming :investors. 

As part of our investigation, we examined various records and interviewed officials with the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs (BrA), U.S. Department of the Interior (DOl), and the National Indian Gaming 
Commission (NIGC). We also interviewed. regarding. complaint and examined records. 
provided during our :investigation. 

Our investigation determined that _ complaint was based on hearsay. Although. made numerous 
allegations that ABC members were :involved :in political corruption and embezzlement from tribal 
activities,. was unable to provide sufficient evidence to substantiate these allegations. Our review of 
documents provided by _ involving nibal activities with casino investors did not disclose that_ 
allegatiOI:$ had merit, or that any other related criminal activities occurred. 

The investigation did, however, identify numerous compliance issues the tribe was experiencing in 
administering its BrA-funded programs. The tdbe was also two years delinquent in submitting annual 
Single Audit reports to the BIA. As a result of these findings, BrA has begun to scrutinize the tribe's 
BrA-funded programs closely. This investigation will be closed. 

Special Agent 



( 
Case Number: OI-OK-06-0115-1 

DETAILS 

Background 

On October 4,2005,. prepared a letter to U. S. Senator Tom A .. CobmTI - Oklahoma, containing a 
litany of complaints involving the Apache Tribe of Oklahoma. In. complaint, _ alleged the Apache 
Tribe altered financial records to cover misuse of tribal and government funds, and the ABC interfered 
with the _ concerning the sale of individual Indian trust lands to gaming investors (Exhibit 1). 

On October 6, 2005, Sen. Cobum's office issued a letter to 
Congressional Affairs, Washington, DC, requesting that the 

. BIA, Office of 
complaints (Exhibit 2). 

On November 30, 2005, Daisy West, Acting Director, BlA, Washington, DC, endorsed a letter 
responding to Senator Coburn concerning the activities of the ABC. West's letter explained that the 

.EE!:~:!fu~ set· the ABC. 

The ABC, in turn, needed land as the 
ho·we',er. would rather conduct its own negotiations with 

investors than have the ABC act on their West's letter also informed Senator Coburn that BIA 
forwarded correspondence to the DOl - Office ofInspector General (OIG) for response conceming_' 
charges of tribal mismanagement of federal funds. On December 14, 2005, the OIGreceived this referral 
from the BlA (Exhibit 3). 

On December 14, 2005, Sen. Coburn's office provided a letter to • responding to.original 
complaint. Altached to Coburn's letter was a copy of the BIA response letter dated November 30,2005. 
Cobum's letter indicated that his office was closing its case based on BIA's response (Exhibit 4). 

Complainant Interview 

On January 13, 2006,. was interviewed concerning the allegations raised in _letter to Senator 
Coburn, and specifically _ allegation that the ABC misspent tribal funds and federal funds allocated by 
the BlA and was altering financial records to cover their misuse of these funds. _ acknowledged_ 
wrote the letter to Senator Cobnrn. _ however, did not provide inforroation substantiating. 
allegations concerning misapplication of tribal or federal funds at the Apache Tribe. In addition,_ did 
not provide any information substantiating other related criminal activity by ABC members, a1though_ 
made numerous allegations that ABC members were involved in political corruption and embezzlement 
from tribal activities. The information provided by_was apparently based on hearsay and rumors 
within the tribe (Exhibit 5). 

At the conclusion of. interview,.provided an assortment of copied documents, including ABC 
resolutions, correspondence with casino development companies and copies of bank records for an 
Apache Gaming Account. A subsequent review of these documents provided no additional evidence 
snbstantiating _ allegatiQns, or any other related criminal activity by ABC committee members or 
gaming investors (Exhibit 6). 

On February 24, 2006, • provided copies of three new complaint letters that_wrote and addressed to 
U.S. Senator John McCain- Arizona, Chairman, Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, Washington, DC; 
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the Assistant Secretary ofthe Interior - Indian Affairs, Washington, DC; and 
Southem Plains Regional Office, BIA, Anadarko, OK. The three letters were 

20,2006, Febmary 23,2006 and Febluary 15,2006, respectively. The complaints raised by. in these 
letters involved the same allegations that. made in .original complaint letter to Senator Coburn. 

_letters contained complaints that the BrA, Southem Plains Regional Office, Anadarko, OK, was 
usurping the Apache Tribe's sovereignty by allowing corrupt Apache to continue to 
exploit their official positions for benefit. More expressed _ 
dissatisfaction with . and Southern Plains Regional 
Office, BlA, Anadarko, OK for to remove certain ABC members 
from office without success (Exhibit 7). 

NIGC COOl'dination 

On Febmary 8, 2006, Investigator, NIGC, Tulsa, OK, provided information relating to 
similar complaints that received ;from. during an interview conducted on Janu~ 4,2006. _ 
stated.provided ess(mti:'l!ly the same information to .• that to OIG .• alleged to_ 
that ABC members were corrupt, and were 
accepting money from two casino Entertainment. • informed 
_ that the tribe was attempting to and that the BIA was interfering in that -
process .• was not able to substantiate' based on the information. provided. 

_ conducted an additional interview on J anu!!lY 9, 2006 with 
._ ..... Apache Tribe, who informed_ that ABC members were misspending pre-development 
funds pro,vided to the tribe by developer . In addition,_told_ that three ABC 
members, checks to themselves. that 
tribal checks were bouncing and that federal 
program funds were being depleted. told _ that the was moving funds from the 
program accounts to the general fund and were depleting these funds (Exhibit 8). 

BIA Coordination 

On March 22, 2006, . BIA, Southern Plains Regional Office, 
Anadarko, OK, stated BIA had recently completed a program review ofthe Apache Tribe's BIA-funded 
programs that identified several administrative and programmatic issues. As a resuIt,_office placed 
the tribe into a high risk status, and will be scrutinizing the tribe's BIA-funded programs more closely. 
_ office provided a copy of its program review. A review of this report did not disclose any issues of
a criminal nature. In addition, _reported that the Apache Tribe was two years delinquent in 
completing its annually required Single Audits, pursuant to OMB Circular A-133, Audits of States, Local 
Governments and Non-Profit Organizations. The last audit repOlt the BIA has received from the tribe was 
for FY-2002, and nothing has been provided by the tribe for FY-2003 or FY-2004 (Exhibit 9). 

On March 23, 2906, BIA, Anadarko Agency Office, Anadarko, OK, 
stated had no specific of funds involving the Apache Tribe. However, 

was aware of _ allegations because. attended an Inler-Tribal Monitoring Association 
(ITMA) public meeting on March 21-22,2006 at the Comanche Tribal Complex, Anadarko, OK, in which 
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.was present. At this meeting, _ made public statements alleging that ABC members were corrupt 
and that the tribe's casino developers set up covert bank accounts to payoff ABC members. ' 

_, reported that in late 2005, • met with 
Tribe, who came to. office with a number 
corruption. _ noted that concerns and documents were related to 

Apache 
fl.1nlCne tribal 

development with the tribe (i.e. financial records, contracts, resolutions), and did not peltain to federal 
programs. did not take an official interest in these documents since they had no impact on 
any BIA funded programs. _ denied. ever told _ that the Apache Tribe's program 
funds were being depleted (Exhibit 10). 

_provided documents. received from_ A subsequent review of these documents 
did not substantiate _ or_ allegations, and did not substantiate any other related criminal 
activity by ABC members or gaming investors (Exhibit 11). 

SUBJECT(S)IDEFENDANT(S) 

1. 
2. 
3. 

DISPOSITION 

On March 29, 2006, OIG special agents met 

Ap'actle Business Committee 
ApacbLeBusiness Committee 
, Apache Business Committee 

Internal Revenue Service, Office ofIndian Tribal City, OK, to review copied 
records OIG received during the course of this was provided with copies of all 
documents obtained from. BIA arid NIGC. was provided these documents for examination 
for Title 26 and Title 31 tax and monetary for the Apache Tribe, its officers and 
third parties. agreed to notify OIG if additional evidence is developed substantiating criminal or 
fraudulent activity. 

No criminal misconduct was substantiated and no referral to the U.S. Attorney's Office was made. 

EXHIBITS 

1. Copy of Letter from to Sen. Tom Coburn, dated October 4, 2005 
2. Copy of Letter from Sen. Tom Coburn to BIA, dated October 6, 2005 
3. Copy of Letter from BIA to Sen. Tom Cobll114 dated November 30,2005 
4. Copy of Letter to _ dated December 14, 2005 
5. IAR - Interview of Apache dated January 13, 2006 
6. IAR - Review of . dated March 28, 2006 
7. IAR- Copy of Letter from 22,2006 
8. IAR - Interview of FeblUary 8, 2006 
9. IAR - Interview dated March 22, 2006 
10. IAR - Interview of BIA, dated March 23,2006 
11. IAR - Receipt of Documents from BIA, dated March 

28,2006 
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Case Title 
MMS - Natural Gas Royalties 

Case Location 
Washington DC 

Report Subject 
Investigation Closing 

DETAILS 

Office ofInspector GeIi.._ al 
Program Integrity Division 

U.S. Department of the Interior 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 

PI-06-01S8-I 

Report Date 
March 1, 2006 

On January 23,2006, the New York Times published an article entitled, "As Profits Soar, Companies Pay 
U.S. Less for Gas Rights." This article alleged that Department of the Interior's Minerals Management 
Service (DOl-MMS) was failing to collect all the royalties dne from private companies in relation to 
federal natural gas leases. After reviewing the allegations in the article, and receiving an inquiry from 
Senator Charles E. Schumer to the General requesting an investigation be conducted into the 
matter, Special Agent and Investigator. I interviewed MMS Deputy Director 
Walter Cruickshank. several explanations as to why the New York Times article 
was inaccurate in its allegations against MMS. He further explained several reasollS for the apparent 
discrepancy in royalties reported by MMS in relationship to the earnings being reported by companies to 
their shareholders. 

After further discussion between Senator Schumer's office and MMS, it was determined that an 
investigation was not warranted, but rather this matter would be best addressed by the audit division of 
DOI's Office ofInspector General (OIG). 

SUBJECT(S) 

Minerals Management Service 

DISPOSITION 

This matter has been referred to the audit division oflhe DOl-OIG. 

",",UULWVOC, DAIG-Progr.m Integrity 

SAC/SIU Office 
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Office of Inspector Genet"al 
Office of Investigations 

U.S. Department of the Interidr 

Report of Investigation 

U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE - ATLANTA 
REGIONAL OFFICE 

Case Number 
or -GA -06-0202-1 

Case Location 
Atlanta, GA 

Report Subject 
ROl-Final 

SYNOPSIS 

Related File(s) 
Report Date 

December 22, 2006 

On March 17,2006 the U.S. Departmerit of Interior, Office of Inspector General (DOilOlG) initiated an 
investigation into allegations of violations of veteran's preference hiring rules by the US Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS), Southeast Region (SER). The case was initiated based on a refelTal from the 
Office of Personnel Management (OPM) sent to DOIlOlG on January 17, 2006. In the referral, OPM 
alleges during an audit conducted April 11-22, 2005 they found five cases of willful violations of 
veteran's preference regulations by USFWS, SER. After conducting an investigation into the 
circumstances of the five cases of alleged willful violations of veteran's preference rules, DOl/OIG found 
that although there were instances of improper hiring practices, there was no willful intent to bypass 
eligible veterans for positions within USFWS, SER. . 

DETAILS 

In their report to DOIlOlG, OPM alleges that a veteran preference eligible, was 
etTOneously removed from consideration for a position as an Office in the 
USFWS, SER Ft. Benning, GA field office. After removing _ from consideration, OPM alleged 
USFWS, SER was able to hire a non-veteran from tile certification list. After _ OPM 
accepted • statement as fact that USFWS, SER had not attempted to contact offer _ the 
position. During an interview with Ft. Benning field 
office, _ provided agents attempts to contact _ and 
offer _ the questioned Supervisor, mailed an Official 
Notice (OF-5) to on 9/09/04 notifying was being considered for the Office 
Automation should respond, if interested, by 9/20104 (Attachment 2). did 
not get a response _ In addition,_ called_twice to inquire if_was still 
interested in the position. _ left messages for _ to return. call; but,. got no response. _ 

Reporting Official/Title Signature Date 
Special Agent December 22, 2006 

Approving Officialffitle Signature Date 
Andres Castro, ASAC December 22, 2006 

Distribution: Original- Cnse File ~ - SAC/SIU Office £&ill:: - HQ Other: 
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confirmed .was the author of the handwritten notation on the OF-5 indicating that_ tried to 
contact _ on 10/1/04 and 10/04/04, but. never heard from. _also offered that.first 
selection for the position was another veteran on the certification list. _ declined 
the position and . confirmed this in a separate interview 
(Attachment 3). other on the certificate list, with the exception of_ 
declined. After the unsuccessful attempts to _for the position. 

_ statted working for the USFWS, SER, FI. Benning field office in March 2005. _ said_ 
was not employed by Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) prior to March 2005. nor anyone else in the 
Ft. Benning office knew _ prior to. employment. In an interview 
that. knew no one in the USFWS, SER or the FI. Benning office prior to. selection (Attachment 4). 
_ offered that no one pressured or encouraged. to select _ .selected. based on • 
qualifications. ShOitly after. appointment,. was notified by the USFWS, SER 
appointment was illegal and that_ had to be terminated. _found this very UI,la,lta'"1 
successfully lobbied to allow _to·keep.job until_ reported in November 2005. _ 
described_as an excellent employee and an asset to.office. was terminated November 
2005. _worked as an Office Automation Clerk in the FI. Benning field office approximately two 
and a half months. _characterized .performance as marginal. _ commuted from _ and 
was often late for work. _ was also counseled for using the government computer for personal use. 
_believes _ never really committed to the position. After approximately two and a half months, 
_resigned. 

In this cas~ it is apparent the USFWS, SER and _ exercised due diligence in attempting to hire 
an eligible veteran for the vacancy in the FI. Benning office. No one in the USFWS, SER orthe Ft. 
Benning knew prior to _ selection and as such there would be no reason to attempt to 
circumvent veteran's preference guidelines to hire __ and USFWS, SER provided adequate 
documentary proof indicating they made multiple attempts to contact _ which resulted in no response 
from _ Further,_attempted to offer the position to another . prior to _ 
and OPM should not have required the USFWS, SER to a valued 
employee was terminated based on a preliminary OPM finding that had no basis in fact and was based 
solely on that. had not been contacted. The evidence shows _ was contacted and 
failed to contacted by OPM. 

Case 2: 

In their report to DOIlOlG, OPM asserts veteran's preference was circumvented when the Cookeville, TN 
USFWS, SER office announced a USFWS, SER biologist position at the GS-9/l1 level. This 
announcement was cancelled and subsequently re-advertised simultaneously under two different 
announcements; one amlOuncement was for a full time GS-l1 Biologist, the second was for a part time 
GS-II Biologist. A non-veteran was selected from the part time certificate and within five months 
converted to full-time status. OPM asserts USFWS, SER published the two announcements in order to 
circumvent veteran's preference rules in order to reach a non-veteran on the part time certification. 
DOI/OlG's investigation does not SUppOlt OPM's assertion. 

DOl/OIG agents interviewed ._II! at the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service office 
in Cookeville, Tennessee regarding the vacancy amlounC~lm~mts (Altta':hn~en 5). explained that 
the vacancy in question came about in 2002 when ultimate 
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_died 
Cookeville 

. _was a USFWS Biologist in the 
been a USFWS Biologist in the Cookeville office for 

vacancy annOlnlCement; were no on the certification list. 
The Cookeville office needed someone who could hit the ground mnning with little or no direct 
supervision as there was no one to train the selectee in the particulars of the position. _ 
immediate supervisors in the regional office in Atlanta agreed to allow .to cancel the alUlOuncement 
and re-advertise the position at the GS-Il level in order to hopefully draw a more qualified applicant pool. 

Prior to fe-announcing the position, questions concerning the Cookeville office budget arose. _ 
was unsure if. office budget would be able t6 support a full-time biologist. Also, the Cookeville office 
lost a portion of its territory due to an office opening in Western Tennessee. With this loss of territory, 
......... were concerned there may be an insufficient workload to support another full-
time biologist in their office. decided, with the conCU1Tence of the regional office, to 
publish two atmouncements; one and one for a part-time biologist. hoped 
that by the time the selection was made, a clearer picture of. office budget and work load would allow 
_ to make a better decision as to whether to hire a full-time or part-time position. The two vacancies 
were announced in April, 2003. 

Upon receiving the certification lists for the two vacancy reviewed 
the eligible catldidates. felt that the two veteran calldi,dates 
celtificationlist did not experience to allow them to hit the ground rUlllling in the 
position. Neither had relevatlt experience dealing with the specific type ofUSFWS permit application 
procedures needed to do the job. Tlus was a very specific requirement of the position and_ 
believed that for the selectee to be immediately productive, he or she needed this specific of 
experience. Also, the budget situation for the Cookeville office had yet to be resolved and 
that. needed to hire a part-time individual. Upon discussing the available candidates 
regional human resource officer and. supervisors,_ selected the position. 
had direct and relevatlt experience in the USFWS permit prc,ce~;s 
lmown for. knowledge and experience in this at'ea and 
qualified candidate for the position. _ admits it was . not to 
situation regarding the death was atl exceptional USFWS employee and the 
situation regat'ding .death However, • 
and_agreed beforehand that the best candidate for the position. After 
close consideration of all applicants, agreed _ was the best qualified applicant. 

was assured the regional resource that. could select from either certification 
list. discussed the and • selection with Human 
Resource matlager and program supervisor, both in the Atlanta Regional office. 

Approximately six months after. was selected for the position, _detennined the Cookeville 
budget and workload would support a full time individual in the position for which _ was hired. 

_ made a request tlu'ough the regional office to position to full-time. The request 
was approved and _ position was converted to full-time. agrees that the way the positions 
were announced, coupled with the situation regarding looks suspicious. .has been 
counseled by USFWS, SER Human Resources to not ever two vacancy announcements for the 
satlle position . • is also aware that if a veteran is on a certification list, that person must be selected. 
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R~garding. selection, _ believes .selected the best person for the job and has no regrets in 
hiring _ other than having to answer for. decision to both OPM and DOl-OIG. _ provided 
the agents with copies of emails wherein. discussed the circumstances of _ hiring with USFWS, 
SER officials (Attachment 6). These emails substantially concur with the information _ provided .. 

In this case, it is apparent and USFWS, SER erred in announcing two simultaneous vacancies 
when only one position was in fact available. Also, since there were eligible veteran candidates on the 
fUll-time certificate, one should have been chosen to fill the position. However, there is no evidence to 
SUppOlt OPM's assertion that and USFWS, SER announced the two positions simultaneously in 
order to deliberately circumvent veteran's preference rules. explanation of _ selection for 
the Biologist position in the Cookeville office seems reasonable given the circumstances. 
assistant,_ corroborates version of events as well (Attachment 7). Also, given the 
level of commulllcation and the USFWS, SER Human Resources office in Atlanta, it is 
apparent_didn't make.hiring.decision in a vacuum .• sought and received guidance from. 
regional human resources office every step in the process. 

Case 3: 

OPM alleges USFWS, SER manipulated a veteran's eligibility score after failing to select the individual 
on an initial announcement; re-adverti the and' a subject-matter expelt 
score only the veteran for the position. for the USFWS, SER 
Ecological Service Field Office, Daplme, this vacancy 
announcement. 

'~lt";tll1g official for the questioned biologist position in 2004. In .interview, 
being ranked at the top of the available applicants (Attachment 8). 

ofJ'ere:d that prior to this vacancy announcement, _ had previously applied for, was 
accepted a similar position in the Daphne office. After _ initial selection and 

subsequent acceptance, was unable to establish any communication with _. _ 
failed to report to work made nn Http-mnt to contact failed to respond to 
several attempts at contact __ another applicant for the 
position. When _ name at the top of the selection list for the subsequent position, 
_contacted the Human Resources office for the Southeast Region and asked for guidance 
regarding_. did feel_ displayed a poor aptitude for communication and 
coordination based earlier actions. requested authority to select another applicant on 
the selection list. _ was given the approval the I-Iuman Resources office to bypass 
and select a different applicant. _ selected for the biologist 

unaware a second announcement was issued· vacancy. Nor was 
aware that was screened by a different individual than screened all the other 

not know_ prior to. selection as a biologist for the Daphne office. 
~~.was the best qualified applicant for the position. had specific 

the area of biology needed in the Daphne office. has been an exceptional employee 
and has received several employee awards based on.pelformance. 

After the OPM report was sent to USFWS, SER, I was offered and accepted a position in the 
Daphne office (Attachment 9). described_job performance as not satisfactory for the 
position for which. was hired. _ was given the oPPoltunity to have .job description re-written to 
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more closely match. abilities without downgrading. GS pay level. _chose to resign from the 
USFWS, SER and is no longer an employee. 

. USFWS, SER Ecological Service Field Office in Daphne, 
was also interviewed regarding this vacancy (Attachment 10). _ is now retired from the 
USFWS, SER. _ recalled initially selecting . for a position in the Daphne office prior to 

_ consideration for the questioned vacancy in 2004. corroborated version of 
events relating to_ acceptance of the first and subsequent failure to report to the Daplme 
office. _recalled . this when again came up for 
consideration tor the 2004 vacancy. someone other than 
••• based on. previous actions and lack of communication selection. 

According to_ it was ultiirmltely 
llllillii decision to 

decision whom to hire .• concurred with 
on previous actions and recommended_ 

to regional human resources office. Prior to • selection, 
•••. _ had never met_ nor had.had any conversations with 

The evidence in this case shows that _ was definitely bypassed for the questioned Biologist 
position. Interviews with the current and former supervisors reflect a solid basis for making the decision 
to bypass based on • failure to repOlt to work and to respond to attempts at 
contact after _ was selected for the first position .• subsequent offered a 
position based on OPM's findings seems to validate _ and decision to bypass 
_ for the questioned position. There was no prior relationship between the individual selected ahead 
of _ and either of the hiring officials in this case; and as such there appears no motive to bypass 
_ in order to reach this individual on the certification list. The only error USFWS, SER made was 
in re-advertising the position to bypass instead of using _ prior conduct as a valid 
justification to select someone else for the position. 

Case 4: 

OPM alleges that an eligible veteran who was a leading candidate on a celtification lists for a GS-9111 
biologist vacancy was discouraged from accepting the position when contacted by agency officials. OPM 
alleges the veteran candidate was informed the position would be filled at the GS-9 level and no mention 
was made of a possibility of promotion to GS-I I within a few months. The veteran declined the position 
and the individuals hired from the vacancy certificate. were promoted to GS-II within a few months. 

the Vera Beach USFWS office, was interviewed regarding the 
questioned vacancy allllouncement subsequent hiring actions (Attachment 11). _ recalls 
_name on the certification list from the 2004 vacancy allllouncemenl. .was 
instructed by • supervisor, _, to contact to inquire if. was interested in the position 
at a GS-9 grade level. _ as instructed and informed. the position would 
be filled at the GS-9 level and inquired interested in the position. _ informed 
_that. was not interested in the as. was already a GS-11 with. current 
agency. _ followed up the with an email declining consideration for the GS-9 
biologist position (Attachment 12). did not ask if.salary would be matched at the GS-9 
level, nor did _ offer this did not offer any information regarding salary to 
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_" _ does not believe. discouraged_ from accepting the biologist position. 
_ was not instructed to discourage _ from accepting the position by _ 01' anyone else in 
the Vera Beach office. had no conversations with anyone in the Vero Beach office wherein pre-
selections were discussed for the biologist positions .• has no knowledge that anyone in the hiring 
process intentionally discouraged _from accepting the biologist position or that there was a plan 
to hire existing USFWS, SER personnel for the positions. _ has no knowledge of any personal 
relationship between any of the selectees and the hiring officials in the Vero Beach office. 

__ USFWS, Vero Beach office, was also interviewed regarding 
this hiring action (Attachment recalls as a candidate for a position 
in the Vero Beach office but does not recall ally specifics about the position in question. 

did not contact any prospective job candldates_ to mqUlre as their interest in positions. 
explained that during a three year period, during which tinle this vacallcy occurred, • office had a 

inc:rea:,e in personnel. The Vero Beach office went from a staff of approximately twenty five to 
approximately one-hundred. This was due to legislation passed intended to assist in the Everglades 
Restoration Project. • administrative' personnel were instructed to contact all individnals qualified on 
each certification list for each vacancy and inquire as to their interest in the positions .• offered. 
doubted the administrative staff would get into much detail as to salary matching if someone was already 
a government employee at a higher GS level than what was being offered. They would most likely be 
asked if they were interested in the position at the announced grade level. If they replied in the negative, 
the administrative person would simply move on to the next person on the certification list. _ 
estimates. office conducted approximately five hundred personnel actions in this tlu'ee year period. 

_ has no knowledge of anyone in. office intentionally bypassing_ or anyone else in order 
to reach others on a certification list. .emphasized. office was attempting to hire a large number of 
people and often they would hire all qualified candidates on a cettification list that accepted an offer. 

_ reiterated that with the large number of individuals the Vero Beach office was hiring at the time, it 
would make no sense to attempt to disconrage a qualified individual from accepting a position. 

The evidence in this case indicates that _ was given an equal opportunity to accept the position 
in question. _ assetts the administrative assistant in the Vero Beach office did not explain to 
_ the salary matching possibilities or the potential for a raise to GS-ll after only a few months; hence 
• felt discouraged from accepting the position. The statements from _ and _ make it evident 
that the Vero Beach office was simply not in the habit of discussing all the different salary possibilities 
with their vacancy candidates. This does not rise to the level of discouragement. There is no other 
evidence that would indicate veteran's preference rules were violated. After OPM's report the USFWS, 
SER re-contacted_ and offered. a position at the GS-ll level. _accepted and is 
currently a USFWS, SER employee at the Yazoo National Wildlife Refuge. 

Case 5: 

OPM asserts a veteran calldidate, was discouraged from accepting an announced position 
in the USFWS, SER, Pocosin Lakes office. After the veteran declined the position, the Pocosin office 
was allegedly able to select a current USFWS, SER non-veteran employee for the position. _was 
interviewed regarding the circumstances surroUl1ding the vacancy (Attachment 14). _ applied for 
the position ofUSFWS, SER Office Automation Clerk in early 2004 .• was contacted by phone at 
some point after that and asked to come in to the Pocosin Lakes offices to interview for the position. At 
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that time,.asked the USFWS, SER representative if the position would ever become permanent or 
if the position was likely to go away. _was told the position was temporary and would more than 
likely go away and not be converted to a pelmanent position. did say _felt as though the 
USFWS, SER representative discouraged. from interviewing for the position. _ informed the 
USFWS, SER representative that .was not interested in a temporary position and declined the 
interview. _ could not recall who. spoke to regarding the interview. At some point shortly after 
this telephone conversation; .was not sure how long after, was contacted by another 
representative from USFWS, SER requesting. to write a letter to the agency lUllH".H 

name from consideration for the position .• complied and addressed the letter to 
Pocosin Lakes National Wildlife Refuge, Columbia, NC V~ILla''''"Il"I'' 

_was also interviewed regarding the' vacancy (Attachment 16) .• was the hiring official 
for the position. _ called all qualified applicants that were on the certification list to ensure they 
understood the details of the position. With all applicants,.discussed the job description,job duties, 
duty location, hours per week and the term aspect of the position .• informed all applicants that the 
position was for a specified term and that. was unsure if the position would ever be made permanent. 
• recalls _ asking if the position would ever be made permanent. • told _the same thing. 
told the other applicants .• was unsure if the position would be made permanent in light of the 
uncertainty of the USFWS, SER budget at that time .• offered the position is a term position to this 
day. _ was adamant that.in no way deliberately circumvented the veteran's preference rules to hire 
.liiii, the ultimate selectee. _ offered. was hired under the veteran's preference JUles and 
would be the last person to circumvent the hiring JUles for veterans .• is a US Marine Corps veteran 
and strongly SUppOitS veteran hiring. 

After speaking with_ about the position, _ expressed an interest in the position and. 
selected •. _ informed. supervisor, , that.had selected _ for the position 
and together they initiated the paperwork to hire _. _recalled this was on a Thursday or Friday. 
That following Monday or Tuesday, _.. ___ called _ back and informed _ had changed. 
mind over the weekend .• decided it would not be in _ best interest to leave a full time position, 
which. had, and accept a term position with the USFWS, SER. _requested send a letter 
stating _ reasons for declining the position. _ complied and _ received declination 
letter. At that time,. moved to the next qualified person on the certification list. That person was 

_ accepted the position. 

was interview in order to corroborate 
(AtltachlmeJ~t 17). _is the 

recalled the OUllCe!me:nt 

vel'slOn of events surrounding the questioned 
at the Pocosin Lalces National Wildlife 
Office Automation Clerk in 2004. 

. informing. of .selection 
Within a couple days, 

that _ had decided not to take the position. _ decision to decline the 
position was based 011 the fact the position was a term position and. did not want to leave a permanent 
position for a term position. _ informed _ was selecting for the position . 
••• concurred with_selection. 

There is no substantiating evidence to indicate __ or anyone else within the USFWS, SER 
intentionally discouraged _ from accepting the questioned position. At best this is a case of 
differing perspectives on the part of _ and. concerning their conversation regarding the 
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position. The bottom line is that. was offered the position and was not provided any inaccurate or 
untrue infolmation pertaining to the position. 

SUBJECT(S)IDEFENDANT(S) 

N/A 

DISPOSITION 

This investigation revealed no evidence to suggest USFWS, SER or any of its employees willfully 
circumvented veteran's preference rules to intentionally bypass eligible veterans. In each case, there were 
mitigating and extenuating circumstances that effected the hiring decisions. None of which were aimed at 
intentionally bypassing veterans. Since receiving the OPM audit, USFWS, SER has taken extensive 
measures to ensure its managers are trained and knowledgeable of OPM's hiring rules and regulations. In 
each questioned case of violations ofveierans' preference rules, USFWS, SER Southeast Region 
complied fully with OPM's audit and recommendations. USFWS, SER corrected the hiring mistakes and 
offered all veterans who were not selected current positions. In fact, upon completing OPM's required 
corrective actions, USFWS, SER received a highly commendatory letter from OPM staling in pari "You 
have admirably and diligently taken action on all of the required and recommended actions identified in 
our report, including correcting and closing out all of the individual case listings; developing standard 
operating procedures for all major staffing processes; developing and implementing a training program 
which incorporates training in merit system principles, the pledge to applicants, and prohibited personnel 
actions" (Attachment 18). In light of the findings of this investigation and USFWS, SER's corrective 
actions, DOI/OIG finds no ftuiher actions on the part ofUSFWS, SER are required. 

ATTACHMENTS 

l. 
2. 
3. Interview ofl!!!!!!llliiii 

Ft. Benning field office. 

4. 
5. Interview • •••• at the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (US F&WS) office, 

Cookeville, Tennessee 
6. Correspondence from _ to USFWS, SER officials in Atlanta regarding 

7. 
hiring. 
Interview of 

8. Intervjewof 
Field Office, Daphne, Alabama. 

9. Hiring documentation '<;;g."'UUll', 

I O. Interview 
in Daphne, Alabama. 

11. Interview of 
12. 
13. 

for the USFWS, SER EcologicaJ Service 

SER Ecological Service Field Office 

Vero Beach USFWS, SER office. 
U<;;lammg COI1Si(ier:lti<)ll for appointment. 

Vera Beach USFWS, SER office. 

declination letter sent to_ USFWS, SER. 
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Pocosin Lakes National Wildlife Refuge, 
Columbia, 

17. Interview of Pocosin Lakes National Wildlife Refuge. 
18. OPM's final letter to USFWS, SER, Southeast Region. 
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Case Title 
National Park Foundation 

Case Location 
Wa.'lington, DC 

Report Subject 
Report ofInvestigation 

SYNOPSIS: 

Gutce of Inspector General 
Program Integrity Division 

u.s. Department ofthe Intelior 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
PI-06-0474-1 
Related J!'iJe(s) 

Report Date 
October 6, 2006 

This investigation was initiated based on an "nn,nVrrl(ll1< 

National Park Foundation (NPF) alleging that 
used NPF travel funds ostensibly to meet with prospecti\re d,3nors 
interests. 

We founel .. that the NPF does not receive Federal apf)rOI)riati01~ 
According to the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) ofthe 
and responsibilities ••••••••••••• 

DETAILS: 

emiDlo'vee of the 
ofthe NPF, 

nrhrate business 

solely on pJivate donations. 
travel is in line with. duties 

The Department of the Interior's Office ofInspector General received an anonymous complaint on its 
hotline on August 14,2006, alleging travel improprieties involving NPF. The NPF, 
chartered by Congress, functions as a connection between the American people and their National Parks 
by raising private funds, making grants, creating partnerships, and increasing public awareness _ 

•••••• IIIII!!ii ••••••••• IiI.. The funds raised aid 
in conservation, preservation, and education efforts. 

The com~lainant alleges that _ has conducted extensive travel paid for by the NPF to meet with 
donor prospects. The complainant believes that the donors are somewhat suspicious since the NPF staff 
has been "kept in the dark" regarding preparatory work before .trips and after action reports upon. 
return. It is alleged by the com)2lainant that_ has many private business interests and feels that 
visits to them are the reason for. travel. 



<- "Number: PI-06-0474-1 

Regarding the allegation that _ has not 
involved the NPF staff in planmng meetings involving the solicitation of prospective 
donors,_ said that normally. the staff is involved in large event planning and preparation regarding 
potential donors (attachment 1). _ handles the smaller events and one-on-one meetings by -. 
organization (attachment 
NPF. _, in .' capacity as 
Federal appropriations (atltaclhment 

SUBJECT(S): 

related that all of_travel is paid through their 
travels extensively to solicit private donations for the 

stated NPF operates solely on private funds without the benefit of 
,4), 

National Park Foundation, Washington, D.C, 

DISPOSITION: 

The investigation is concluded with the submission ofthis report, No further action' is necessary. 

ATTACHMENTS: 

1, Investigative Activity Report, interview dated September 7,2006. 

2, Investigative Activity RepOlt, interview of -.' dated September 7, 2006. 

3. Document titled, "National Park Philanthropy." 

4. Letter from _ to _, dated August 15,2006, 
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Case Title 

(- . I 

Office ofInspector General'· 
Program Integrity Division 

u.s. Department of the Interior 

Report of Investigation 

Case Number 
CA VALLEY MIWOK TRB 

Related File(s) 

Case Location Report Date 
Washington, DC 

Report Subject 
Final Report 

SYNOPSIS 

PI·07·0020-1 

January 10, 2007 

This preliminary investigation was initiated based upon a request from •••.•••••• 
_._Office of Native American and Insular Affairs, Committee on Resources, U.S. House of 
Representatives, that the Department of the Interior (DOl), Office of Inspector General (OIG) investigate 
allegations that the Bureau ofIndian Affairs (BIA) and the U.S. Attorney's Office have attempted to 
terminate the government of the California Valley Miwok Tribe (CVMTor Tribe) and expand the 
membership of the Tribe in violation of tribal sovereignty. 

The allegations center on internalleadersbip issues witbin the Tribe and BIA's refusal to recognize the 
Tribe as an organized entity. CVMT appealed a federal trial court decision dismissing its complaint 
against BIA over these issues. This appeal has resulted in court-ordered mediation between CVMT and 
BrA over the leadersbip and organizational issues in dispute, which are the core of the initial allegations. 
The investigation into these allegations has been closed due to the ongoing litigation and court-ordered 
mediation process. Our investigation did not reveal any involvement of the U.S. Attorney's Office in this 
matter other than representing BIA in the litigation. 

DETAILS 

On October 23, 2006, Alan Boehm, Director, OIG Program Integrity Division, Stephen Hardgrove, 
Assistant Inspector General for Investigations, and Associate Inspector General for 
External Affairs, met with. to discuss allegations thaI officials from BIA and the U.S. Attorney's 
Office were interfering with the governing body established by CVMT members and were attempting to 
expand the membership of the Tribe in violation of tribal sovereignty . 

• provided OIG officials with a binder and three CDs containing information about the Tribe's 
ongoing organizational dispute with BIA and its internal between . who 
was most recently recognized as Tribal chairperson, and the original Tribal chairperson 

Alan Boehm, Director, Prcgram Integrity 



( 

leadership of the 
TheDa Vinci 

Case Number: PI-07-0020-I 

alleged that the were "in with attempt to remove 
and take over the Tribe because of both action and inaction of BIA officials 

issues (Attachment 1). DIG subsequently decided to conduct a preliminary inquiry into the 
CVMT to determine if there was any substance to the allegations. 

Congress enacted the Federally Recognized Indian Tribe List Act in 1994, which listed the Tribe under its 
former name of Sheep Ranch Rancheria ofMiwok Indians. The Tribe officiallY changed its name to 
CVMT in June 2001. Federal Register notices bave listed the Tribe as a federally recognized tribe under 
its current and former names for a number of years. 

The information contained in the binder and on the CDs was reviewed and analyzed (Attachment 2). An 
analysis of this information revealed that the dispute between the' Tribe and BIA centers around BIA's 
continued refusal to recognize the Tribe as an organized entity. None of the documents provided by_ 
indicated any direct involvement of the U.S. Attorney's office. from the of Justice 
(DOJ) have defended DOl and BIA in a number of lawsuits brought against the 
Department. 

Documents provided by_ through. indicate that _, and BrA officials from the 
Central California Agency (CCA) and Washington headquarters offices have had a number of meetings 
and conversations and traded correspondence where tribal organization was discussed. CCA officials 
have reportedly tried to get the Tribe to officially organize llJder the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act 

on a number of occasions and have attempted to assist Tribal officials in these efforts since 1998. 
submitted different versions of Tribal constitutions to CCA officials on various 

occasions in attempts to have CCA officials recognize the Tribe as an organized entity. CCA officials 
rejected the Tribe's efforts each time because, in their opinion, the constitution and organization of the 
Tribe did not comply with provisions of the IRA. 

The documents also indicate that _received conflicting information from CCA officials in • quest 
for CCA to recognize the Tribe as an organized entity. During depositions filed in connection with one 
lawsuit _ filed against BIA, CCA officials reportedly acknowledged that the Tribe was not required 
to organize pursuant to the IRA and was free to organize under its own internal requirements. CCA 
officials. however, continued to it as an entity due to concerns the officials had over 

_ failure to and others in the Tribal organization process. In 
some mstances, there has on the ofCCA officials to accept, reject, or 
otherwise respond to the Tribe's for information and 
assistance. 

Further complicating matters is the dispute between over the leadership of the Tribe. 
Documents indicate that_ had originally been the in 1998 when. enrolled 

_ and several of .family members into the Tribe .• was elected as chairperson after_ 
allegedly resigned in April 1999. 

In late 1999, _alleged that the change of leadership in the Tribe had resulted from "fraud or 
misconduct." • further alleged that. did not resign as chairman and had only given_ the 
authority to act as the Tribe's delegate. _ stated that .was llilaware of being named as 
chairperson lliltil November 1999 when some of. associates discovered .had been replaced. 
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At the suggestion a complaint with the CVMT 
Tribal council about as officials provided _with a 30-day period to 
present the council with. evidence; however,_ failed to respond as instructed. Tn March 2000, 
Tribal officials passed a resolution that _ had waived. right to contest. resignation as Tribal 
chairman by failing to respond during the required period. 

In July 2001,_and several of. family members sued _and. family members in the U.S. 
District Court for the Eastern District of California challenging their membership and leadership of the 
Tribe. The District Court subsequently dismissed the suit for lack of jurisdiction because the plaintiffs 
had not exhausted their administrative appeals. through the Tribe. 

In May 2003, _wrote a letter to CCA information 
that .needed in order to file an appeal with BIA. "affrrmed" that. was the "ri!~htf'ul 
chairperson" of the Tribe and alleged that. purported signature on the April 1999 resignation letter was 
a a second letter in June 2003 requesting the information once again .• also 
wrote . that to respond to.formal requests for 
information. In August 2003, Acting Director of the BTA Sacramento 
Regional Office, complaining that with. and _ had been 
unsuccessful. The documents provided by not contain any responses from _ or 
_to_requests. 

Both the _ and _factions have attempted to develo)) a casino. In October 2003, _wrote a 
letter to former Attorney General John Ashcroft alleging that_ and others had conspired with each 
other to develop a casino once_, who was was released from 
prison. _ further alleged that_ had in order to make the 
casino development deal and that once .was released, to make false accusations to BIA regarding 
the legitimacy of the current Tribal council. 

In February 2005, Michael Olsen, Principle Deputy Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs, dismissed an 
administrative appeal filed by_ challenging BIA's recognition of_ as Tribal chairman. _ 
dismissed the anneal stating that_ claim was moot due to a March 2004 ruling that BTA did not 
recognize. as chairperson because the Tribe was not formally organized; the appeal raised issues 
not raised at lower levels of the administrative process; and,_ had failed to pursue administrative 
remedies with BIA for nearly 18 months, which ultimately barred the appeal on timeliness issues. 

CCA officials eventually questioned_leadership and management of the Tribe and reportedly 
altered the terms of its Public Law 93-638 contracts with the Tribe. The Tribe became a "contracting 
tribe" pursuant to the Indian Self Determination Act (public Law 93-638) on September 30, 1999, and 
attained Mature Contract Status in January 2004. In July 2005, CCA suspended the Tribe's federal 
contract due to its concerns. One month . CCA reversed itself and modified the existing 
contract. In April 2006, CCA sent_ copies of the fully executed 
contract modifications inclic<ltiilgti:ie 

Because of the inability to resolve the leadership issues with the Tribe disenrolled .in August 
rep()rteclly hired int(:res:ts in the Tribe. 
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_ ..• became associated with _ through. business associates in their efforts to 
develop a casino for the Tribe. 

On April 10,2006,_ sent _ a letter "petitioning" BIA for recognition of the Tribe's 
organization under leadership and requesting that BfA confinn or reject the "petition." ~I!I!IIIII. 
stated that the docwnents .provided with. letter made it clear that. was the leader of the Tribe 

inh~r~lnt traditional authority. The documents provided by _ do not contain any response 

_ stated that. hired a private investigator to find out information about_. The private 
investigator apparently recorded an interview ~th_, contained on a CD provided by., in 
which_allegedly told. about. efforts to assist _ in • quest to regain control of the 
Tribe. also reportedly told the private investigator about efforts to have BIA recognize the Tribe 
as an organized entity, which would ev.entually lead to the development of a casino deal for the Tribe. 

The CD contained recordings of the_ conversation labeled as Parts 2, 3 and 4. There is no 
recording for a Part I. Both parties on the recordings are not identified. The authenticity of these 
recordings, and the means of which they were obtained. have not been detennined. The recording was 
apparently made in a public setting and is hard to understand in many instances. The allegations made 
regarding _ comments could not be substantiated. (Agents Note: California statutes require that 
both parties to a conversation consent to being recorded. There is no record or indication of that consent 
in the material provided to • by _.J 
According to _, Attorney Advisor, .. Office of the Solicitor 
(SOL), who is working on current litigation issues between CVMT and the Department, •••• 
primary motivation in assisting _ is probably money that the Tribe may collect through a future 
casino development deal. _ is not involved in current litigation (Attachment 3) . 

..... is the SOL attorney assisting DO] with CVMT's appeal of the dismissal of its lawsuit filed 
against BIA in the U.S.· District Court for the District of Columbia. In that lawsuit. CVMT argued that the 
Tribe had the "inherent authority" to adopt governing documents outside of IRA regulations and that the 
Tribe had "Iawfullv organized pursuant to its inherent sovereign authority," which are essentially the 
same issues that _. presented to _. The trial court subsequently dismissed the CVMT suit, 
stating that the Tribe's claim of government interference in the internal affairs of the Tribe was erroneous 
(Attachment 4). CVMT subsequently filed an appeal of the trial court decision in the U.S. Conrt of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit on June 16.2006. 

The Court of Appeals ordered CVMT and BIA to enter into mediation with the goal of settling the case as 
part of the appeals process. _ has been included in the mediation process in the interest of concluding 
_ issues with the organization and leadership of the Tribe. If the parties do not come to a successful 
resolution of the complaint, the appeal will go forward. Successful mediation will result in CVMT 
dismissing its appeal. According to ., ifBIA wins the ap~a1. the trial conrt's decision will be 
upheld and the issue will go back to "square one." • believes that. and _ will ultimately 
come to an agreement with BIA and that leadership and organizational issues in dispute will be resolved 
without further litigation. The mediation process should take approximately 6 months to complete. 

_. who is familiar with the Tribe's recent history. acknowledged that CVMT is a federally 
recognized tribe. The organization issue came up in 2004 when _ submitted a revised constitution. 

-" - - - -- --
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BrA reviewed the proposed constitution and determined that it was not a valid docwnent. The 
organization issue had not come up before because BrA had made an asswnption that the Tribe was 
organized, even though that was not technically correct. BIA subsequently treated the Tribe as if its 
government was unorganized. 

BIA's involvement, and the focus of the current mediation, centers on the organization ofthe Tribe. 
Despite BIA policy not to get involved in internal tribal leadership that BIA 
wi!! get involved in tribal internal matters when it cannot detennlne what the leo·ithnalte 
when it cannot determine if federal funds given to the Tribe are being used for benefit of all tribal 
members. BIA objected to CVMT's proposed constitution because it only identified a limited number of 
Tribal members (five) as members of the ones who voted for its 
ratification. The constitution only identified Based on information 
in its possession, BrA believes that the Tribe's of all potential 
members of the Tribe and that there are a number of that should be 
included as Tribal members. As a result, the Tribe, at BIA's demand, is placing advertisements in local 
newspapers alerting readers to the fact that the tribe is reorganizing and that people have an opportunity to 
join the tribe. The criteria for tribal membership to be determined. As part of the mediation plan 
mandated by the court, mediators have 1ll0posed that come to an agreement on 
membership criteria, even though _ is not an OtllClal 

While BIA can take steps to assist the Tribe with government organizational issues, it cannot settle a 
leadership dispute. Once the Tribe is formerly organized, it can select its own leaders. BrA is not 
concerned with who is elected as chairperson as long as the election process is fair. CCA officials have 
develeped a team from outside the agency to assist the Tribe with the proposed reorganization. 

_ did not believe that BIA has showed any favoritism towards either the 
factions. However,. noted that CCA had acted "without authority" against _ in the past. CCA 
officials looked at an issue involving the Tribe, tried to determine if it was fair or not, and then attempted 
to correct what they perceived as wrong. _ believed that CCA actions were not legal in some 
cases. For example, CVMT receives several hundred thousand dollars from the Public Law 93-638 
contracts it manages. CCA cut off funding from the Tribe's contracts without proper procedures or a 
basis for their actions. • characterized CCA actions more as "ineptitude" rather than favoritism. BIA 
headquarters staff and SOL have always been able to get CCA to correct these acts when the issues 
became known to them . 

•••• commented that there was lots of "bad blood" between_ and CCA officials that centered 
on a lack-of-trust issue .• stated that CCA officials did not trust _ and thought. was 
mismanaging Tribal affairs. CCA officials conducted a technical audit of CVMT's Public Law 93-638 
contracts and did not discover any major irregularities; however, CCA did discover some fundamental 
problems in the way that _ was operating the tribal government and questioned what _ was 
doing with the funds provided to the Tribe. 

In contrast to ,_ comments, BIA Tribal Government Services, 
questioned why BIA was involved in and leadership dispute when it had not 
gotten involved in similar disputes with other tribes (Attachment 5). _ stated that SOL is trying to 
force the Tribe to organize under IRA requirements by obtaining Secretarial approval of its constitution; 
however, years ago SOL said that the Tribe could be organized as an IRA tribe without a constitution as 
required under the IRA. _ commented that other tribes have rejected the IRA and operate as 
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unorganized tribes .• believes that SOL concerns over the limited number of Tribal members that 
voted for the constitution are not valid. 

• believes that BIA's requirement that the Tribe advertise for members, as part of the organization 
process, is a violation of Tribal sovereignty .• believes that enrollment is a tribal issue and questioned 
the authority BrA had to make that demand. _ believes that that BIA has overstepped its authority 
over CVMT tribal matters and there would not be this level of BIA involvement if CVMT was located in 
another state .• noted that BIA is creating a tribal government in this case, which it would not do under 
an acknowledgement application. _ 

_ also noted that _ has a contentious ,relationship with CCA, which resulted in a request for 
oversight from another BIA office .• commented that former CCA officials did not like _and 
that they had "ego issues" over _- unwillingness to comply with their directives because ofuaH the 
hoops" .was made to go through. Although the relationship was contentious,. noted that BIA had 
entered into various Public Law 93-638 contracts with _ as chairperson similar to previous contracts 
BIA had with.. . 

• believes that_protest of.removal as Tribal chairperson is too late and that • should have 
initiated the protest when.was named as vice chairperson. BIA, however, has taken _protest of 

• removal as chairperson and • disenrollment from the Tribe seriously .• also believes that the 
best solution in this case would be for BIA to let the Tribe resolve its leadership issues by itself rather 
than potentially causing a "nationwide" rule to be made through the pending court action that would 
infringe on tribal sovereignty in the future. 

The organizational and leadership dispute has also affected the Tribe's receipt of funds due to it under 
State of California Revenue Sharing Trust Fund (CRSTF) regUlations. CRSTF gaming regulations 
provide each non-gaming tribe with a share of proceeds earned by tribes with casinos. Because CVMT 
did not have its own casino, the Tribe's share of these funds amounted to approximately $1 million 
annually. stated that the California Gambling Control Commission is placing funds owed to 
the Tribe in escrow pending resolution of the ongoing leadership dispute. 

SUBJECTS 

Office of Native American and Insular Affairs, Committee on 
Resources, U.S. House of Representatives, Washington, D.C. 

_, Attorney Advisor, . Office of the Solicitor, Washington, D.C. 

Government Services, Bureau oflndian Affairs, Washington, D.C. 

DISPOSITION 

This investigation has been closed due to the ongoing litigation and court-ordered mediation between 
CVMT and the Department over the organizational and leadership issues described in the initial 
complaint. _ has been advised ofOIG's decision to terminate the investigation and that a letter 
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Case Number: PI-07-0020-1 

explaining this decision had been sent to fanner Congressman Richard Pombo, who was chairman of the 
Committee on Resources at the time the complaint was made (Attachment 6). 

ATTACHMENTS 

1. Investigative Activity Report, interview dated December 12, 2006 
2. Investigative Activity Report, review and analysis of information contained in binder and on CDs 

dated December 8, 2006 
3. Investigative Activity Report, interview of_dated December 5, 2006 
4. Copy of Memorandum order, California Valley Miwok Tribe v. USA, ef al., U.S. District Court for 

the District of Columbia (Civil Action No. 05-0739 (JR) 
5. Investigative Activity Report,' interview of da,ted December 5, 2006 
6. Copy of letter to former Congressman Richard Pombo dated December 6, 2006 
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